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NOTE: Please remember that following  ‘answers’ are NOT ‘model answers’. They 

are NOT synopsis too if we go by definition of the term. What we are providing is 

content that both meets demand of the question and at the same time gives you extra 

points in the form of background information. 
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General Studies Paper - II 
 

Topic: Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and institutions. 

Q) Judicial independence is not just independence from the government. Do you agree. 

Comment in the context of growing judicial activism in India. (250 words)  

The hindu 

Why this question 

Some of the recent judgements of judges from various courts of India point out the pitfalls of 
unrestrained judicial liberty, which in itself is a product of judicial activism. The article discusses the 
need for judicial independence and how judicial activism affects it. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon.   

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding of judicial activism in India and 
express our opinion as to why it underlines the statement that judicial independence is not just 
independence from the government or the executive. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– Write a few introductory lines about the judicial activism in India. E.g mention the 
names of a few famous cases related to judicial activism- e.g doctrine of the basic structure of the 
constitution to BCCI restructuring to overseeing NRC etc. 

Body- 

Discuss how judicial independence is more than independence from the executive. E.g Judicial 
independence, depends on judges recognising a law, while being influenced by politics, is not 
reducible to it; Law and adjudication must remain autonomous from partisan politics in important 
ways; control brings with it accountability. Politicians, for example, remain “accountable” to the 
people in at least some sense, because they depend upon them in order to continue in office after 
five years. Judges who are insulated from any external control are accountable only to themselves, 
and their own sense of the limits of their constitutional role etc. 

Discuss the perils of unrestrained judicial activism. E.g  The judgments like the national anthem 
order, the Tirukkural order, the NRC process, and Justice Sen’s recent foray raise an altogether more 
frightening prospect: that of an “executive court”;whose moral and political compass finds itself in 
alignment with the government of the day, and one that has no compunctions in navigating only 
according to that compass. Instead of checking and limiting government power, an executive court 
finds itself marching in lockstep with the government, and being used to set the seal of its prestige 
upon more controversial parts of the government’s agenda etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue 
Judicial independence :- 

• Judicial independence is the concept that the judiciary should be independent from the other branches 
of government. That is, courts should not be subject to improper influence from the other branches of 
government or from private or partisan interests. 

• It is vitally important in a democracy that individual judges and the judiciary as a whole are impartial 
and independent of all external pressures and of each other so that those who appear before them and the 
wider public can have confidence that their cases will be decided fairly and in accordance with the law. 

• Indian Constitution is designed to ensure that judges can do their work “independent” of government 
influence: fixed salaries, security of tenure, and an appointments process that through the Supreme Court’s 
judgments  is insulated from executive control. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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• Independence, however, means something more as well. It also requires that judges perform their 
constitutional role independent of personal biases, political and moral beliefs, and partisan ideologies.  

• Judicial independence, therefore, depends on judges recognising that law, while being influenced by politics, 
is not reducible to it. Law and adjudication must remain autonomous from partisan politics in important ways. 

• The more judicial independence is strengthened in its first sense  which is independence from the government 
,the more attention should be paid to independence in this second sense. This is because control brings with 
it accountability. Politicians, for example, remain “accountable” to the people in at least some sense however 
judges who are insulated from any external control are accountable only to themselves, and their own sense 
of the limits of their constitutional role. 

Accountability only to oneself, however, is a very weak form of constraint. The temptation to overstep is always 
immense, more so when such immense power has been placed in one’s own hands. It is here that legal culture plays 
a critical role in establishing judicial accountability:- 

• The judgments like the national anthem order, the Tirukkural order, the NRC process, and Justice Sen’s recent 
foray raise an altogether more frightening prospect: that of an “executive court” whose moral and political 
compass finds itself in alignment with the government of the day, and one that has no compunctions in 
navigating only according to that compass. 

• Instead of checking and limiting government power, an executive court finds itself marching in lockstep with 
the government, and being used to set the seal of its prestige upon more controversial parts of the 
government’s agenda etc. 

 

Q) Centre’s surveillance order challenges the supreme court’s verdict on privacy. Critically 

examine. (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

The December 20 order allowing 10 different Central agencies to snoop on people is seen as a 
challenge to the nine-judge Constitution Bench judgment of the Supreme Court, which directed the 
government to protect informational privacy of every individual. The above issue needs to be 
examined in detail. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain the order of the central government in detail and examine 
whether the order violated the spirit of the judgement given in puttaswamy case where supreme 
court upheld right to privacy and tried to balance the imperatives of individual rights versus national 
security. Finally, we need to provide our fair and balanced opinion on the order and discuss the way 
forward. 

Directive word 

Critically analyze – When asked to analyze, you  have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad 
of something and give a fair judgement. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain the recent order and the controversy it creates. 

Body 

Highlight that the December 20 order allowing 10 different Central agencies to snoop on people is 
seen as a challenge to the nine-judge Constitution Bench judgment of the Supreme Court, which 
directed the government to protect informational privacy of every individual. The December 20 order 
allows central agencies — from the Intelligence Bureau to the Central Board of Direct Taxes to the 
Cabinet Secretariat (RAW) to the Commissioner of Delhi Police — to intercept, monitor and de-crypt 
“any information” generated, transmitted, received or stored in “any computer resource”. The 
government order is based on Section 69 (1) of the Information Technology Act, 2000, and Rule 4 of 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
http://www.insightsias.com/
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the Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguards for Interception, Monitoring and Decryption 
of Information) Rules, 2009. 

Discuss issues arising because of the order. Discuss the verdict of the SC in Puttaswamy judgmental 
where apex court had asked the government to always carefully and sensitively balance individual 
privacy and the legitimate concerns of the state. 

Also highlight that order does not provide the procedure or the object for such an exercise or the 
quantum of period for which a person’s private data could be intercepted 

Discuss what needs to be done in such cases where national security is pitted against individual 
privacy 

Conclusion – Give a fair and balanced opinion and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 

• Recently the government passed an order allowing 10 different Central agencies to snoop on people caused 
huge furore in the country. 

Centre surveillance order :- 
• It allows central agencies from the Intelligence Bureau to the Central Board of Direct Taxes to the Cabinet 

Secretariat (RAW) to the Commissioner of Delhi Police  to intercept, monitor and de-crypt “any information” 
generated, transmitted, received or stored in “any computer resource”. 

• The government order is based on Section 69 (1) of the Information Technology Act, 2000, and Rule 4 of the 
Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguards for Interception, Monitoring and Decryption of 
Information) Rules, 2009. 

• In today’s times, when fake news and illegal activities such as cyber terrorism on the dark web are on the rise, 
the importance of reserving such powers to conduct surveillance cannot be undermined. 

How is it against the judgement of supreme court’s right to privacy :- 
• Issues with the order:- 

o The order does not provide the procedure or the object for such an exercise or the quantum of period 
for which a person’s private data could be intercepted.  

o Government has clarified that existing processes will be followed and every case of interception would 
continue to require permission from the home secretary and review by a panel headed by the cabinet 
secretary. However, even these processes do not have adequate safeguards against misuse.  

▪ For example, in emergent situations a designated agency can approach a service provider and 
seek immediate access to electronic information. It would only need to notify the home 
secretary in three days. In case there is no post-facto approval in seven days, the interception 
will have to stop. Therefore agencies effectively have a blanket licence to snoop for a period 
of about ten days. 

o An individual may not even know if her electronic communications are being intercepted/monitored. 
If such surveillance comes within the person’s knowledge, due to the obligation to maintain 
confidentiality and provisions in the Official Secrets Act, the person would not be able to know the 
reasons for such surveillance. This can make surveillance provisions prone to misuse. 

• Goes against the nature of SC verdict:- 
o SC in Puttuswamy judgment had asked the government to always carefully and sensitively balance 

individual privacy and the legitimate concerns of the state. This has been neglected. 
Way forward:- 

• Circumstances permitting such surveillance must be very clearly and narrowly defined. 
• Moreover, a measure of judicial oversight can be brought in as well. 
• In the US, security agencies require a court order to read unopened emails. India should consider similar 

safeguards. 
• Need for review committee:- 

o The role of the review committee is quite significant. The committee will aid in checking any 
arbitrariness in the exercise of these powers.  

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Topic – Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & 

privileges and issues arising out of these 

Q) Discuss the important issues concerning elections in India, which have been 

highlighted in recent years. (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

Elections is an essential democratic exercise which expresses the will of the people as well as the 
authority decided to be the driver of the society for a specified period of time. It is therefore essential 
to know about the major issues surrounding the largest democratic exercise in the world. 

Directive word 

Discuss- this is an all-encompassing directive which mandates us to write in detail about the key 
demand of the question. we also have to discuss about the related and important aspects of the 
question in order to bring out a complete picture of the issue in hand. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to discuss in detail about the various issues concerning the elections in India. 
We have to discuss the most important issues that have been in news in the recent years. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction- Write a few introductory lines about India being the world’s largest democracy and 
Indian elections being a magnanimous democratic exercise but still there are several critical issues 
concerning elections in India. 

Body- 

Discuss in paragraphs,various issues plaguing the electoral process in India. E.g 

• Criminalization of politics and the recent SC decision on the matter of barring politicians with 
serious criminal charges from contesting elections etc. 

• Hate speech by politicians 

• EVM tampering issue and the case for VVPATs 

• Issue of electoral bonds introduced in the recent past 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
 Background :- 

• Elections constitute the signpost of democracy. The attitudes, values and beliefs of the people towards their 
political environment are reflected through these medium. 

• Elections grant people a government and the government has constitutional right to govern those who elect 
it. Elections are the central democratic procedure for selecting and controlling leaders. 

Issues :- 
• Money power:- 

o The increasing role of money power in the form of voter bribery and funding of political parties 
• Paid news:- 

o The manipulation of the media through paid news and other means. 
• Criminalization of politics :- 

o Over the last two decades, the influence of criminals in the political arena has shown a tremendous 
increase. 

o According to Vohra report the nexus between the criminal gangs, police, bureaucracy and politicians 
has come out clearly in various parts of the country. 

o Political parties continue to put up criminals as candidates. 
• Misuse of caste and religion for electoral gains :- 

o The use of religion, caste, community, tribe, and any other form of group identity for electoral gain or 
for gathering political support should not be allowed. 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
http://www.insightsias.com/
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• Issue of electoral bonds :- 
• Analysts said the move could be misused, given the lack of disclosure requirements for individuals purchasing 

electoral bonds. 
• Black money :- 

o Electoral bonds make electoral funding even more opaque. It will bring more and more black money 
into the political system. 

• With electoral bonds there can be a legal channel for companies to round-trip their tax haven cash to a 
political party. 

o If this could be arranged, then a businessman could lobby for a change in policy, and legally funnel a 
part of the profits accruing from this policy change to the politician or party that brought it about. 

• These bonds share two characteristics with tax havens secrecy and anonymity. 
• Electoral bonds eliminate the 7.5% cap on company donations which means even loss-making companies can 

make unlimited donations. 
• Hate speech by politicians 
• EVM tampering issue and the case for VVPATs 
• Financial transparency in political parties: 

o This is also one of the fundamental deeper political reforms that is a necessary precondition that must 
be satisfied before any meaningful electoral reforms can actually take place on the ground 

• Ensuring the independence of the ECI:- 
•  
o Independence of the ECI, the manner of appointment of the CEC and ECs was debated. 
o One member proposed ratification of CEC’s appointment by the Legislature, but the Constituent 

Assembly disagreed and it simply provided for the CEC to be appointed by the President, leaving it to 
the Legislature to enact a suitable law. 

Way forward :- 
• The ECI wants print media to be included in Section 126 of the RP Act. This section currently prohibits 

publication of ads by political parties in electronic media (TV, radio) and recently added social media, 48 
hours before voting ends. 

• An amendment should be made to Section 125A of the R.P. Act, 1951 to provide for more stringent 
punishment for concealing or providing wrong information on Form 26 of Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 to 
minimum two years imprisonment and removing the alternative punishment of assessing a fine upon the 
candidate 

• The ECI sought amendment to RPA to include specific powers to postpone or countermand polls on 
the grounds of use of money power. 

• it is strongly recommended that the appropriate regulatory framework be put in place with regard to political 
parties (provisions ensuring internal democracy, internal structures and maintenance of accounts, their 
auditing and submission to Election Commission) 

• Political parties should implement CIC’s order and be open for public scrutiny under the provisions of the Right 
to Information Act, 2005. 

• There should be a ceiling on expenses that can be incurred by political parties during the election period. 
• Regulating political parties:- 

o The Election Commission should progressively increase the threshold criterion for eligibility for 
recognition so that the proliferation of smaller parties is discouraged. 

o ECI should be authorized to de-register such parties, which do not contest elections. 
• There should be publicly reprimanded for politicians for violating the Model Code of Conduct, postponed/ 

cancelled elections if their credibility was compromised, intensified supervision of elections, and insisted on 
action against errant officials. 

 

Topic – Structure, organization and functioning of the Executive and the Judiciary; Ministries and 

Departments of the Government; pressure groups and formal/informal associations and their role in the 

Polity. 

Q) A centralised judicial recruitment process will help in solving the problems in the lower 

judiciary. Comment. (250 words) 

The hindu 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
http://www.insightsias.com/
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Why this question 

The NITI aayog has recently put forward the idea of a centralised recruitment for judicial posts under 
the aegis of UPSC. The idea has been mooted as a solution to several problems faced by the lower 
judiciary in India. It is therefore important to look into the issue and bring out its credibility. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an opinion 
as to how/ how not the centralised judicial recruitment process will help in solving the problems in 
the lower judiciary. Your opinion has to be based on a proper discussion and presentation of valid 
arguments and facts. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– Write a few introductory lines about the  problems faced by lower judiciary. E.g 
delayed justice, high number of vacancies, less use of technology and mention that a central judicial 
recruitment process under the UPSC is aimed at solving the vacancy problem and that it will lead to 
a better represented lower judiciary etc. 

Body- 

DIscuss about the issue in detail so as to form an opinion thereupon. E.g The argument that the 
creation of the AIJS and a centralised recruitment process will help the lower judicial services is based 
on the assumption that the current federal structure, that vests the recruitment and appointment 
for the lower judiciary in the hands of State Governors, High Courts and State Public Service 
Commissions, is broken and inefficient. On facts, however, this assumption does not hold up; Going 
by the latest figures published by the Supreme Court in its publication Court News, many States like 
Maharashtra and West Bengal are doing a very efficient job when it comes to recruiting lower court 
judges; the problem of vacancies is not uniform across different States. The solution is to pressure 
poorly performing States into performing more efficiently;  several States already provide for 
reservations in their lower judicial service etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• Recently NITI Aayog mooted the creation of an All India Judicial Service (AIJS) for making appointments to the 
lower judiciary through an all India judicial services examination conducted by the Union Public Service 
Commission (UPSC) in order to maintain high standards in the judiciary. 

Why a centralised judicial recruitment process can help :- 
• Centralised recruitment process will help the lower judicial services is based on the assumption that 

the current federal structure, that vests the recruitment and appointment for the lower judiciary in the 
hands of State Governors, High Courts and State Public Service Commissions, is broken and inefficient. 

• Argument in support of the AIJS is that its creation, along with provisions of reservations for the marginalised 
communities and women, will lead to a better represented lower judiciary.  

• The All Indian judicial service is an attempt to ensure that younger judges are promoted to the SC and HCs. 
Creating an All India Judicial Service would make judiciary more accountable, professional and equitable.  

• It will improve the quality of judicial officers in high courts, and one-third of the judges would enter the high 
courts through the route of promotion from subordinate courts.  

• Judges of the Supreme Court are drawn from the high courts. In this process, the persons  eventually selected 
into the judiciary would be of proven competence.  

• The quality of adjudication and the dispensation of justice would undergo transformative changes across the 
judicial system, from the lowest to the highest levels. This can have far-reaching impact on the quality of justice 
and on people’s access to justice as well.  

• It will attract competent law students to judiciary who currently do not like to go for state judicial  services 
due to the hassles involved in it.  
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• Given the strength of the judiciary in subordinate courts is over a fifth short of the total number of  the 
sanctioned posts, such a move is likely to help ease pendency.  

• Only the judges of proven competence will preside over the benches and it will minimise the scope of 
aberration, arbitrariness and nepotism in judiciary  

• In the absence of AIJS, it is very difficult to maintain the required judge strength in district courts and high 
courts  

• Recruitment by the Union Public Service Commission would ensure utmost objectivity and transparency in 
selection.  

• India can look in to the French model, where the judiciary is operated by a career judicial service.  
• This will also end the current turf war between the judiciary and the executive over judicial appointments. 
• Instituting an Ail Indian judicial service would mean that nationally dominant SC, ST and OBC groups would be 

at an advantage as they can compete for posts across the country, which they would otherwise be disqualified 
from because of the domicile requirement. 

Centralisation of judicial process does not help :- 
• States role has been very efficient :- 

o Many States are doing a very efficient job when it comes to recruiting lower court judges. In 
Maharashtra, of the 2,280 sanctioned posts, only 64 were vacant. In West Bengal, of the 1,013 
sanctioned posts, only 80 were vacant.  

o Several States already provide for reservations in their lower judicial service. For example, at least 12 
States, which include Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Kerala, provide for 
caste-based reservation in the direct recruitment examination for district judges from the bar.  

• Problem of vacancies is not uniform across different States. The solution is to pressure poorly performing 
States into performing more efficiently. 

• Issue with centralization:- 
o The Indian Administrative Service recruitments are through the UPSC and reportedly has a vacancy 

rate of 22%, while the Indian Army’s officer cadre, also under a centralised recruitment mechanism, 
is short of nearly 7,298 officers. 

• This would lead to an erosion of the control of the high courts over the subordinate judiciary, which would, 
in turn, affect the judiciary’s independence  

• Issue of conflict is that an all India judicial service may hamper the progression of state judicial service 
officers. 

• Quality of the subordinate judiciary is by and large average, although there are some bright  
• Available number of judges is unable to clear the huge backlog of over 30 million cases. 
• There are at least 4,400 vacancies for judges in the subordinate judiciary. 

Way forward :- 
• The central government should provide support to improving judicial infrastructure in the State  
• Provide appropriate manpower and infrastructure to reduce the pendency of cases to three years  
• There is an urgent need for the judiciary to revisit the manner in which cases are heard and  
• All disputes below a certain pecuniary value need not be adjudicated by courts at all and could be left to other 

social devices and institutions. 
 

Topic: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies 
1) Explain the role of RBI in the economy and critically analyze whether it makes sense to restrict the primary role 
of RBI to inflation management?(250 words)  
Livemint 

Why this question 

The article critically analyzes the role of RBI in the past in comparison to post MPC. Thereafter, it 
examines whether it doesn’t make sense for RBI to limit its role to inflation management. In light of 
the recent debate surrounding RBI’s role , this question becomes important. 

Key demand of the question 

The first part of the question expects us to bring out the role of RBI in the economy. Thereafter, we 
need to explain how the monetary policy framework has made inflation targeting the primary role 
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of RBI. We need to critically analyze whether this is the right approach and give a fair and balanced 
conclusion . 

Directive word 

Critically analyze – When asked to analyze, you  have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
You need to conclude with  a fair judgement, after analyzing the nature of each component part and 
interrelationship between them. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight the current controversy with respect to RBI. 

Body 

• Discuss the various functions that RBI performs such as money management, inflation 
targeting etc 

• Thereafter explain how inflation targeting has become the primary function of RBI post MPC. 

• Give reasons why this is the right approach. You can refer to Urjit Patel committee’s report 
on the same based on which the MPC had been formed. From there you will be able to figure 
out why it makes sense for RBI to focus on inflation 

• Bring out the experience of RBI in the past as a juggler of various functions and how 
focussing on inflation brings out the inflation growth conundrum. 

Conclusion– Give a fair and balanced opinion and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 

• Reserve Bank of India has worked as efficiently as any top central bank of the world right from its inception. It 
was blessed with absolute independence to control or manage monetary liquidity, price stability, exchange 
rate stability, and later on financial stability also. 

• However recently simmering differences between the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and the Central 
government over issues of public sector bank regulation, resolution of distressed assets and the central 
bank’s reserves, independent payments bank regulator, easing credit to small firms have raised questions 
about the role of RBI. 

Role of RBI in economy :- 
• It plays multi-facet role by executing multiple functions such as overseeing monetary policy, issuing currency, 

managing foreign exchange, working as a bank of government and as banker of scheduled commercial banks, 
among others. It also works for overall economic growth of the country. 

• Monetary Authority:- 
o Formulates, implements and monitors the monetary policy for maintaining price stability, keeping 

inflation in check and ensuring adequate flow of credit to productive sectors. 
• Regulator and supervisor of the financial system:– 

o It lays out parameters of banking operations within which the country”s banking and financial system 
functions for 

o Maintaining public confidence in the system. 
o Protecting depositors interest. 
o Providing cost-effective banking services to the general public. 

• Regulator and supervisor of the payment systems: 
• Manager of Foreign Exchange: 

o RBI manages forex under the FEMA- Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 in order to facilitate 
external trade and payment, promote the development of foreign exchange market in India. 

• Issuer of currency: 
o RBI issues and exchanges currency as well as destroys currency & coins not fit for circulation to ensure 

that the public has an adequate quantity of supplies of currency notes and in good quality. 
• Developmental role : 

o RBI performs a wide range of promotional functions to support national objectives. Under this it setup 
institutions like NABARD, IDBI, SIDBI, NHB, etc. 
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• Banker to the Government: 
o Performs merchant banking function for the central and the state governments; also acts as their 

banker. 
• Banker to banks: 

o An important role and function of RBI is to maintain the banking accounts of all scheduled banks and 
acts as the banker of last resort. 

Role of RBI in inflation management :- 
• Post 2016, RBI has been mandated to manage inflation and growth in that order of priority. RBI was 

constitutionally mandated in 2016 to bring inflation around 4% with a leeway of 2 % on both sides. They have 
successfully brought down the menace of inflation. 

• RBI has maintained tighter liquidity and higher real interest rates to control inflation as well as inflationary 
expectations and started convincing Indians at large. 

• Even recently the RBI has chosen to stick to its primary mandate of keeping domestic inflation just around 4%, 
notwithstanding other risks facing the economy. 

• Balancing Predictability and Expectations 
o Inflation targeting instills predictability. If one was to take a broader view of the world, then situations 

will appear to be relatively predictable.  
• Preventing Bubbles and Fuelling Sustainable Growth 
• An explicit numerical inflation target increases a central bank’s accountability and it can also insulate the bank 

from political pressure to undertake an overly expansionary monetary policy. 
• In emerging markets Inflation targeting appears to have been associated with lower inflation, lower inflation 

expectations and lower inflation volatility relative to countries that have not adopted it. 
Why its necessary for RBI to look after multiple functions:- 

• RBI needs to manage inherently conflicting issues like inflation, growth, rupee and financial system stability. 
• Before inflation targeting was formally introduced in 2016, RBI was doing multiple roles which required a high 

degree of conflict management. 
o It was responsible for growth by managing liquidity as well as interest rates. 
o It took care of the rupee when needed. 
o It contributed in inflation management by adjusting liquidity and interest rates. 
o It borrowed money on behalf of the government to keep them functioning. 
o It also took care of the financial system’s stability by supervising banks and NBFCs. 

• Inorder to target inflation the central bank needs to be able to manage currency fluctuation through 
sterilizaton operations that is sell securities and reduce liquidity so what is needed is an umbrella organisation 
that can mange multiple aspects of the economy. 

 

Q) Critically examine the impact of TDSAT’s order on predatory pricing ? Also explain the 

function of TDSAT ? (250 words) 

Economictimes 

Why this question 

This article discusses the recent judgmental of TDSAT where it rejected the telecom regulator’s order 
that had changed the definition of ‘significant market power’ (SMP) to identify predatory pricing. 
This order has significant impact on the telecom sector of the country and thus needs to be 
understood and its impact analyzed. 

Key demand of the question 

The question first expects you to first explain the role of TDSAT. Thereafter, we need to explain the 
order and by referring TRAI regulations. We need to discuss the pros and cons of the impact of the 
order. Finally, we need to provide a fair and balanced conclusion and discuss the way forward. 

Directive word 

Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get 
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any . When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to 
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement. 

Structure of the answer 
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Introduction – Discuss why this question has come by explaining TDSAT’s order. 

Body 

First answer the second part of the question regarding role and function or TDSAT. 

• In order to bring in functional clarity and strengthen the regulatory framework and the 
disputes settlement mechanism in the telecommunication sector, the TRAI Act of 1997 was 
amended in the year 2000 and TDSAT was set up to adjudicate disputes and dispose of 
appeals with a view to protect the interests of service providers and consumers of the 
telecom sector. 

• The Tribunal exercises jurisdiction over Telecom, Broadcasting, IT and Airport tariff matters 
under the TRAI Act, 1997 (as amended), the Information Technology Act, 2008 and the 
Airport Economic Regulatory Authority of India Act, 2008 

Explain what predatory pricing is. Explain how by altering the definition of significant market player, 
the order has has a huge impact on reliance Jio, Airtel , Vodafone etc. 

Analyze the impact of the order on enhancing the reach of cell phones and telecom connectivity in 
the country versus the upholding of principles of transparency and effectiveness 

Conclusion – Give your view on the verdict and discuss about the way forward. 
Background:- 

• Recently the Telecom Dispute Settlement Appellate Tribunal rejected the regulator’s order that had changed 
the definition of ‘significant market power’ (SMP) to identify predatory pricing. 

• TDSAT has asked the regulator to reconsider the provisions within six months and barred it from levying any 
penalty based on the February 2018 guidelines. 

Predatory pricing :- 
• Predatory pricing is the practice pricing of goods or services at such a low level that other firms cannot 

compete and are forced to leave the market. 
Functions of TDSAT: 

• In order to bring in functional clarity and strengthen the regulatory framework and the disputes settlement 
mechanism in the telecommunication sector, the TRAI Act of 1997 was amended in the year 2000 and TDSAT 
was set up 

• TDSAT role is to adjudicate disputes and dispose of appeals with a view to protect the interests of service 
providers and consumers of the telecom sector and to promote and ensure orderly growth of the telecom 
sector. 

• The Tribunal exercises jurisdiction over Telecom, Broadcasting, IT and Airport tariff matters under the TRAI 
Act, 1997 (as amended), the Information Technology Act, 2008 and the Airport Economic Regulatory Authority 
of India Act, 2008. 

• The Tribunal exercises original as well as appellate jurisdiction in regard to Telecom, Broadcasting and Airport 
tariff matters. In regard to Cyber matters the Tribunal exercises only the appellate jurisdiction. 

Impact :- 
• The Telecom Disputes Settlement & Appellate Tribunal (TDSAT) also set aside a rule in the Telecom Regulatory 

Authority of India (TRAI) predatory pricing regulation that required top telcos to report all tariffs in the 
interests of transparency and non-discrimination. 

• The tribunal’s order comes as a respite to Vodafone Idea erstwhile Vodafone India and Idea Cellular 
and Airtel who had challenged the TRAI order. 

• To allow freedom from requirement of non-predation till acquisition of 30 per cent of total activity in a given 
market prima facie appears to be an extreme step. 

• As per the TRAI rule, a tariff could be predatory only if an operator with over 30 per cent market share offers 
tarifffs lower than the average variable cost. With the order, the TDSAT has struck down this rule. 

• The competition in the telecom sector will be maintained enhancing the reach of cell phones and telecom 
connectivity in the country. 
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Q) Explain the role of SFIO ? Examine what role it can play in averting crises such as one 

at IL&FS ? (250 words) 

Financialexpress 

Why this question 

The article discusses about the issues with auditing practices at IL&FS and why it is necessary for the 
SFIO to look into the matter. UPSC in the past has focussed on the role of such bodies and this article 
provides some interesting insights into the problems associated with IL&FS and role of SFIO. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to discuss the role of SFIO in detail. Thereafter, it expects us to explain the 
problem with auditing at IL&FS and how SFIO can play a role in ensuring that such issues are not 
repeated again. Finally, we need to provide a way forward. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain about the IL&FS crisis. 

Body 

Explain that the government has told the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) that it plans to 
reopen the accounts of IL&FS since it suspects large auditor lapses, to be conducted by SFIO 

Explain the role of SFIO 

• The SFIO is a fraud investigating agency in India, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs. 

• The SFIO is involved in major fraud probes and is the coordinating agency with the Income 
Tax Department and the Central Bureau of Investigation 

Discuss the issue in IL&FS regarding auditing which the SFIO has to investigate and highlight what 
would be the impact of these investigations. 

Conclusion – Give your view on the role of SFIO and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 

• The collapse of Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services (IL&FS) highlights India’s biggest economic 
problem how to finance large, necessary investments needed for sustained economic growth. 

• IL&FS is an over 30-year-old infrastructure lending giant that claims to have helped develop and finance 
projects worth $25 billion in Asia’s fastest-growing economy. 

• The company recently defaulted on a few payments, which means it has run out of cash. It has over Rs 91,000 
crore in debt at the consolidated level. 

• The financial scams and corporate frauds saw a huge rise after the liberalisation of the economy and it was 
time for the lawmakers to deter such frauds which were causing a loss of government and public money. It 
became necessary to re-evaluate and implement stringent provisions to tackle Corporate Fraud which led to 
formation of SFIO. 

Role of SFIO :- 
• The Government in the backdrop of major failure of non-banking financial institutions, phenomenon of 

vanishing companies, plantation companies and the recent stock market scam had decided to set up Serious 
Fraud Investigation Office (SFIO). 

• SFIO is a multi-disciplinary organization to investigate corporate frauds. The Organization has been established 
and it has started functioning since 2003. 

• SFIO is a organization under Ministry of Corporate Affairs, consisting of experts in the field of accountancy, 
forensic auditing, law, information technology, investigation, company law, capital market and taxation for 
detecting and prosecuting or recommending for prosecution white-collar crimes/frauds. 
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• When a case has already been assigned to the SFIO no other agency of the government has the authority to 
proceed to investigate an offence which is committed under this Act and the same is to be transferred to 
the SFIO. 

o The company and its officers and employees, who are or have been in the employment of the 
company, shall be responsible to provide all information, explanation, documents and assistance to 
the investigating officer as he may require for the conduct of the investigation. 

• Powers to Arrest :- 
o As per the notification by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) in 2017 powers of arrest have also 

been bestowed upon by the government. 
o Although the powers of arrest have been made limited to the Director, Additional Director and 

Assistant Director who during the investigation of a serious fraud have a reason to believe that a 
person has committed an offence under Section 212, then the person may be arrested on the prior 
written approval of the Director of SFIO. 

o In a case of investigation of a foreign company or a government company, the Director has a reason 
to believe to arrest a person, a prior approval of the Central Government is necessary. 

o On completion of the investigation, SFIO has to submit the investigation report to the Central 
Government and the copy of the report shall be sent to any person who demands the same. 

o On receipt of the report, the Government may direct the SFIO to initiate prosecution against the 
company, employees or officers or any person connected with the affairs of the company. 

• The SFIO is involved in major fraud probes and is the coordinating agency with the Income Tax Department 
and the Central Bureau of Investigation. 

IL&FS issue :- 
• Due to short term borrowing which has been used for long term lending, there has been an asset liability 

mismatch. Due to this, IL&FS has defaulted on its payments to borrowers. This has led to the liquidity crunch 
in the market. 

• A large part of the problem stems from the fact that the Indian law allows too many layers of subsidiaries; 
IL&FS had 347 entities that were held via four levels of step-down subsidiaries and there were 142 entities at 
Level 4. The modus operandi seems to have been to keep the parent accounts clean while keeping the debt in 
the subsidiaries.  

How SFIO can avert cases such as IL&FS :- 
• The data of the SFIO shows that they have probed nearly 200 cases in the last few years and nearly 100 of the 

cases came under the scanner.  
• SFIO is performing well to find out the corporate frauds, during recent times which reflects the  good corporate 

governance in  our country. 
• The probe by the Serious Frauds Investigation Office (SFIO) indicated that the accounts were fraudulent. The 

SFIO probe, and the reopening of accounts will also help find if there was siphoning off of funds 
Limitations Faced By SFIO :- 

• Despite giving so many powers by the Act, SFIO still has to face a lot of hurdles and challenges while performing 
their functions some of them are:- 

• Measures not pre-emptive in nature 
• Dependence on Central Government for accountability and intimation of an investigation. 
• The inadequacy of resources and manpower. 

Way forward :- 
• Lessons from UK :- 

o In U.K., the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) is an independent department which investigates and also 
prosecutes serious and complex fraud and corruption cases. SFO is the principal enforcer of new  UK 
bribery Act, 2010 which  has been designed to prevent fraud and to encourage good corporate 
governance in that country. 

o Therefore, it is suggested that, in India,  SFIO should also be  given power of, at  least, imposing 
penalties on  such company involved in fraud. This will provide speedy relief to investors and also 
reduce the burden of the court, up to certain extent. 
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Topic- Appointment to various Constitutional posts, powers, functions and responsibilities of various 

Constitutional Bodies. 

Q) National Commission for Women needs to be given more powers in order to handle 

complaints more effectively. Comment. (250 words) 

Reference 
Reference 
Reference 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding of the NCW and express our 
opinion as to whether it needs/ needs not to be given more powers to handle the complaints filed by 
the aggrieved women more effectively. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  NCW- e.g when it was established and what 
are its objectives. 

Body- 

Discuss the powers that need to be given or enhanced so that NCW could function more effectively 
with regards to complaint redressal. E.g mention that NCW is a statutory body which needs to be 
given constitutional status; mention the inadequate no of members of the commission and delays in 
appointment; absence of the powers of the civil court etc. 

Conclusion- based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• Following the #metoo movement and the constitution of the Group of Ministers (GoM) to look into laws 
against sexual harassment at the workplace Union minister for Women and Child Development – is likely to 
make a bid for strengthening the National Commission for Women (NCW) and giving it more teeth to grapple 
with complaints of harassment made by women. 

Yes, more powers need to be given :- 
• The ministry wants constitutional status for NCW, which currently has no legal powers to summon police 

officers or witnesses. 
• Functioning of the NCW has to be strengthened and given more powers as part of any effort to strengthen 

the laws for safety of women at the workplace. 
• It did a good work before with more powers it can do more:- 

o It took up women related issues and was proactive in Parivarik Mahila Lok Adalats, Reviewed laws 
such as Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, PNDT Act 1994, Indian Penal Code 1860 and the National 
Commission for Women Act, 1990 to make them more stringent and effective. 

o The National Commission of Women has evolved an innovative concept of Parivarik Mahila LokAdalat 
(PMLA) which supplements the efforts of the District Legal Service Authority (DLSA) for redressal and 
speedy disposal of the matters related to marriage and family affairs pending in various courts. 

• NCW can only summon the accused but cannot penalize or punish anyone. 
• NCW’s functions are dependent on the grants offered by the central government. Financial assistance 

provided to the Commission is very less to cater to its needs. 
• These issues can be resolved :- 

o NCW’s members are appointed by the government and the commission does not have power to select 
its own members. 

o NCW lacks concrete legislative power. It enjoys power only to recommend amendments and submit 
reports. 

o Often it takes action only of the issues are brought to light. Unreported cases of suppression and 
oppression are generally ignored by the Commission. 
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o NCW has no power to take legal actions against the Internal Complaint Committees which have 
lackadaisical attitude towards grievance redressal of women facing harassments at workplaces. 

Way forward :- 
• Commission must be granted the power of selecting its own members. The members should be chosen 

without any prejudice and should have fair knowledge of law and understands the society and human 
behaviour. 

• More awareness has to be created especially among the rural women about the existence of the Commission. 
The Commission can employ a person at the district level to bring into light the atrocities occurring at the 
district level. 

• Though the NCW is doing good work for the women in India, the commission address the above mentioned 
shortcomings and must increase the awareness by conducting country wide campaigns, workshops and 
consultations. 

 

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of 

their design and implementation. 

Q) Examine the advantages that PHC model of healthcare has over UHC model? Discuss 

how these models manifest in Pradhan Mantri Jan Aarogya Yojana ? (250 words)  

Indian express 

Why this question 

At a time when focus over attaining SDG has enhanced, Sustainable Development Goal (SDG-3) 
which pertains to healthcare and seeks to ensure  healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all 
ages is important for several reasons. Also, India has introduced schemes focussing on UHC and 
hence the significance of these models becomes important. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain what UHC and PHC model is and the advantages of one over the 
other. Thereafter, it expects us to explain which model is prevalent in PMJAY and analyze what it 
means. Finally we need to give a way forward. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain what is meant by the two. 

Body 

Explain that Astana Declaration underscored the importance of Primary Health Care (PHC) as an 
essential complement to UHC. UHC concentrates on ensuring healthcare access through medical 
insurance “coverage” in order to “prevent catastrophic medical expenditures”. This was a move 
away from the comprehensive PHC approach that was reiterated by the WHO in 2008. The Astana 
declaration (2018) attempts to integrate the two approaches. “We will apply knowledge, including 
scientific as well as traditional knowledge, to strengthen PHC, improve health outcomes and ensure 
access for all people to the right care at the right time and at the most appropriate level of care, 
respecting their rights, needs, dignity and autonomy, 

Thereafter, explain the model in PMJAY. In India, the UHC-PHC complement is embodied in the 
Ayushman Bharat scheme — the Pradhan Mantri Jan Aarogya Yojana (PMJY) reflects the UHC 
model, while the health and wellness centres claim to reflect the PHC component at the primary 
level. This is a shift from the earlier strategy for strengthening public healthcare system, reflected in 
the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), 2005-2012 — later the National Health Mission with 
incorporation of the National Urban Health Mission. NRHM addressed primary and secondary levels, 
leading to an increase in public health expenditure, 
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Examine the impact of the two models in health schemes and discuss what would be better going 
forward. 

Conclusion – Give your view and mention the way forward. 
Background:- 
▪ Economic viability of current healthcare models is under question, even in the world’s largest economies such as 

the US and China. Health indicators and figures on healthcare access present a picture of widespread inequality. 
PHC model Vs UHC model:- 
▪ UHC:- 

▪ Universal Health Coverage (UHC) has been adopted as the strategy to attain SDG-3. However recently at a 
meet in Astana, the world community acknowledged UHC’s limitations. 

▪ The Astana Declaration underscored the importance of Primary Health Care (PHC) as an essential 
complement to UHC. 

▪ UHC concentrates on ensuring healthcare access through medical insurance “coverage” in order to “prevent 
catastrophic medical expenditures”. This was a move away from the comprehensive PHC approach that was 
reiterated by the WHO in 2008. 

▪ PHC:- 
▪ Primary Health Care (PHC) is the heart and soul of medicine. It is the foundation of every health care 

system: the first contact and ongoing link between people and their health providers. 
▪ PHC is how individuals and families connect with the health care system throughout their lives, for 

everything from prenatal checkups and routine immunizations to the treatment of illness and the 
management of chronic conditions. 

▪ When PHC works, people are able to get the care they need to stay healthy. The vast majority of a 
community’s health needs can be met by a well-functioning primary care system. 

▪ PHC explicitly ensures a focus on equity, accessibility and quality of care. PHC is people-focused: organized 
around people rather than diseases, and encompassing the full range of interventions that foster good 
health. 

▪ The principles of the PHC approach of the Alma Ata declaration (1978) such as healthcare closest to home 
and appropriate technology that is effective, safe, cheap, and simple to use, need to be applied to the 
healthcare system as a whole. The PHC-infused-UHC could facilitate such a shift.  

How these models manifest in Pradhan Mantri Jan aarogya yojana :- 
▪ The Astana declaration (2018) attempts to integrate the two approaches. 
▪ In India, the UHC-PHC complement is embodied in the Ayushman Bharat scheme – the Pradhan Mantri Jan 

Aarogya Yojana (PMJY) reflects the UHC model, while the health and wellness centres claim to reflect the PHC 
component at the primary level. This is a shift from the earlier strategy for strengthening public healthcare 
system, reflected in the National Rural Health Mission (NRHM), later the National Health Mission with 
incorporation of the National Urban Health Mission.  

▪ Health and Wellness Centres bring focus on to non-communicable diseases (NCDs), in addition to the ongoing 
communicable disease control programmes and maternal and child health programmes. The ambit of services 
provided has increased and public services at the primary level have been strengthened. 

▪ AYUSH practitioners who have taken “bridge’ courses”  will be posted at the health and wellness centres to screen 
NCDs and implement allopathic programmes. Encouraging them to utilise their AYUSH knowledge to prevent and 
treat diseases will be an opportunity to utilise India’s indigenous resources for sustainable options. 

▪ The PHC-infused UHC provides a window of opportunity for re-visioning and creating sustainable and 
empowering healthcare.  

 

Q) Discuss the key features of agricultural export policy 2018 and it’s likely impact ? (250 

words)  

Economictimes 

Why this question 

The Union cabinet Thursday approved an export policy for agriculture, lifting all restrictions on 
organic and processed food, to help the government’s efforts to double farmers’ income by 2022. 
Hence we need to know about the details of the policy and it’s likely impact. 

Key demand of the question 
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The question expects us to bring out the objective and the design of the policy. Thereafter, we need 
to discuss the impact that the policy is likely to have. In case we feel there are certain areas where 
the policy could have been slightly different needs to be brought out. Finally, we need to provide a 
conclusion where we give our view on the policy and discuss way forward. 

Directive word 

Discuss – Here in your discussion you need to bring out the details of the policy and debate the impact 
of it. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Mention that The Union cabinet Thursday approved an export policy for agriculture, 
lifting all restrictions on organic and processed food, to help the government’s efforts to double 
farmers’ income by 2022. 

Body 

Discuss the objectives of the policy 

• To double agricultural exports from present US$ 30+ Billion to US$ 60+ Billion by 2022 and 
reach US$ 100 Billion in the next few years thereafter, with a stable trade policy regime. 

• To diversify our export basket, destinations and boost high value and value added 
agricultural exports including focus on perishables. 

• To promote novel, indigenous, organic, ethnic, traditional and non-traditional Agri products 
exports. 

• To provide an institutional mechanism for pursing market access, tackling barriers and deal 
with sanitary and phyto-sanitary issues. 

• To strive to double India’s share in world agri exports by integrating with global value chain 
at the earliest. 

• Enable farmers to get benefit of export opportunities in overseas market. 

Analyze how the policy plans to achieve these objectives 

• Dedicated clusters could be set up for mangoes, pomegranate, bananas, grapes, tea, coffee, 
turmeric, and marine products 

• set up ‘Brand India’ to promote exports and establish as strong quality regime for exports, 
and states will be extensively involved. 

• attract private investment into production and processing. Etc 

Discuss the issues facing agricultural exports etc and examine how the policy will help in addressing 
those issues. 

Conclusion – Give your view on the policy and discuss the way forward. 
Background :- 

• Union cabinet approved an export policy for agriculture, lifting all restrictions on organic and processed food, 
to help the government’s efforts to double farmers income by 2022. 

• In order to provide an impetus to agricultural exports, the Government has come out with a comprehensive 
“Agriculture Export Policy” aimed at doubling the agricultural exports and integrating Indian farmers and 
agricultural products with the global value chains. 

Objectives :- 
• Objectives of the Agriculture Export Policy are as under :- 

o To double agricultural exports from present US$ 30+Billion to US$ 60+ Billion by 2022 and reach US$ 
100 Billion in the next few years thereafter, with a stable trade policy regime. 

o To diversify export basket, destinations and boost high value and value added agricultural exports 
including focus on perishables. 

o To promote novel, indigenous, organic, ethnic, traditional and non-traditional Agri products exports. 
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o To provide an institutional mechanism for pursuing market access, tackling barriers and deal with 
sanitary and phyto-sanitary issues. 

o To strive to double India’s share in world agri exports by integrating with global value chain at the 
earliest. 

o Enable farmers to get benefit of export opportunities in overseas market. 
The recommendations in the Agriculture Export Policy are in two categories :- 

1. Strategic   2. Operational 
• Strategic: It Includes  

(a) Policy measures  
(b) Infrastructure and logistics support  
(c) Holistic approach to boost exports  
(d) Greater involvement of State Governments in agri exports  

• Operational: It includes 
(a) Focus on Clusters  
(b) Promoting value added exports  
(c) Marketing and promotion of “Brand India”  
(d) Attract private investments into production and processing 
(e) Establishment of strong quality regimen  
(f) Research & Development  
(g) Miscellaneous  

Key features of agricultural export policy :- 
• Agriculture Export Policy, 2018 seeks to double farm exports to $60 billion by 2022 from $30 billion last year. 
• 1,400 crore to set up specialised clusters in different states for different produce to push exports. 

Impact :- 
• The Policy will double the agricultural exports and integrate Indian farmers and agricultural products with the 

global value chains. Exports of agricultural products would play a crucial role in achieving the goal of doubling 
farmers income by 2022. 

• The policy will promote organic, ethnic and indigenous products. 
• The policy seeks to diversify exports by products and destination and will focus on high value-added farm 

produce and perishables. At present, rice, wheat and marine products account for about 52% of the total farm 
exports. 

• Dedicated clusters could be set up for mangoes, pomegranate, bananas, grapes, tea, coffee, turmeric, and 
marine products, among others. The government will set up ‘Brand India’ to promote exports and establish 
as strong quality regime for exports, and states will be extensively involved. 

• The policy that has strategic and operational elements will also seek to attract private investment into 
production and processing. 

• It will harness export potential of Indian agriculture through suitable policy instruments to make India global 
power in agriculture and raise farmers income. 

• Considering the sanitary and phyto-sanitary issues that farm exports usually run into with many countries, the 
policy will provide an institutional mechanism to pursue market access and tackle barriers. 

• The policy has been designed with extensive consultations with states that have agreed to remove a lot of 
restrictions including mandi taxes and APMC (Agricultural Produce Market Committee) related conditions. 

 

Q) Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill 2018 fails to 

comprehend the multifaceted nature of trafficking and, presumes guilt rather than 

innocence. Examine.(250 words) 

Indian express 
Reference 

Why this question 

The bill which was already approved by Lok Sabha has triggered widespread protests from various 
section including NGOs and transgenders demanding its withdrawal fearing that it would adversely 
affect them. It is therefore important to analyze the bill in detail. 

Directive word 
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Examine- here we have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, and find out the causes or 
implications if any. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to dig deep into the provisions of the bill in detail and bring out how the bill 
fails to comprehend the multifaceted nature of trafficking and how it presumes guilt rather than 
innocence. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  passage of the bill in the lok sabha recently 
and highlight the aims of the bill. 

Body- 

Discuss about the salient provisions of the bill which highlight that the bill has not recognised the 
multifaceted nature of trafficking and presumes guilt rather than innocence. E.g The Bill creates a 
law for investigation of all types of trafficking, and rescue, protection and rehabilitation of trafficked 
victims; The Bill provides for the establishment of investigation and rehabilitation authorities at the 
district, state and national level. Anti-Trafficking Units will be established to rescue victims and 
investigate cases of trafficking.  Rehabilitation Committees will provide care and rehabilitation to 
the rescued victims; In India, socio-economic inequalities are more acute, as 37 million people have 
been dispossessed by the agrarian crisis leading them to migrate, thus becoming vulnerable to 
trafficking and forced labour. Increased criminalisation is only likely to strengthen the hands of 
corrupt police officers leading to the persecution of vulnerable sections of society; The Bill is a 
draconian criminal law with offences unrelated to trafficking (distribution of material on sexual 
exploitation), vaguely worded offences (publicising obscene materials that may lead to trafficking), 
offences where only the act has to be proved and minimum, mandatory punishments with no clear 
sentencing policy; 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background :- 

• Trafficking in human beings is the third largest organized crime violating basic human rights. There is no 
specific law so far to deal with this crime. Accordingly, the Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and 
Rehabilitation) Bill, 2018 has been prepared. 

• The Bill addresses one of the most pervasive yet invisible crimes affecting the most vulnerable persons 
especially women and children. The new law will make India a leader among South Asian countries to combat 
trafficking.  

Features of the bill: 
• Addresses the issue of trafficking from the point of view of prevention, rescue and rehabilitation. 
• Aggravated forms of trafficking, which includes trafficking for the purpose of forced labour, begging, 

trafficking by administering chemical substance or hormones on a person for the purpose of early sexual 
maturity, trafficking of a woman or child for the purpose of marriage or under the pretext of marriage or after 
marriage etc. 

• Punishment for promoting or facilitating trafficking of person:- 
o Which includes producing, printing, issuing or distributing unissued, tampered or fake certificates, 

registration or stickers as proof of compliance with Government requirements; or commits fraud for 
procuring or facilitating the acquisition of clearances and necessary documents from Government 
agencies. 

o The new law also seeks to make way for punishment of three years for a person found to be promoting 
or facilitating trafficking. 

o Punishment ranges from rigorous minimum 10 years to life and fine not less than Rs. 1 lakh in cases 
of “aggravated” crimes 

o In order to break the organized nexus, both at the national and international level, the Bill provides 
for the attachment & forfeiture of property and also the proceeds for crime. 

• The confidentiality of victims/ witnesses and complainants by not disclosing their identity. Further the 
confidentiality of the victims is maintained by recording their statement through video conferencing (this also 
helps in trans-border and inter-State crimes). 
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• Time bound trial and repatriation of the victims– within a period of one year from taking into cognizance. 
• Rehabilitation:- 

o Immediate protection of rescued victims and their rehabilitation. The Victims are entitled to interim 
relief immediately within 30 days to address their physical, mental trauma etc. and further appropriate 
relief within 60 days from the date of filing of charge sheet. 

o Rehabilitation of the victim which is not contingent upon criminal proceedings being initiated against 
the accused or the outcome thereof. 

o Rehabilitation Fund created for the first time.To be used for the physical, psychological and social 
well-being of the victim including education, skill development, health care/psychological support, 
legal aid, safe accommodation, etc.    

o As per the Bill, the rescued adults would be given an opportunity before the Magistrate if they want 
to stay in protection homes or go to their native places. 

• Institutional mechanism:- 
o Designated courts in each district for the speedy trial of the cases. 
o The Bill creates dedicated institutional mechanisms at District, State and Central Level. These will be 

responsible for prevention, protection, investigation and rehabilitation work related to 
trafficking.  National Investigation Agency (NIA) will perform the tasks of Anti-Trafficking Bureau at the 
national level present under the MHA. 

• The Bill comprehensively addresses the transnational nature of the crime. The National Anti-Trafficking 
Bureau under national investigation agency will perform the functions of international coordination with 
authorities in foreign countries and international organizations 

Significance:- 
• The Bill addresses one of the most pervasive yet invisible crimes affecting the most vulnerable persons 

especially women and children. The new law will make India a leader among South Asian countries to combat 
trafficking.  

• The bill addresses the issue of trafficking from the point of view of prevention, rescue and rehabilitation 
(first to address the issue of victim rehabilitation). 

o Setting up of one or more special homes in each district for the purpose of providing long-term 
institutional support for the rehabilitation of victims is another feature of the Bill. 

• Unlike the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act (ITPA), 1956, Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976, and 
Section 370 of the Indian Penal Code, the new Bill takes a holistic view and aims to prevent trafficking for 
forced labour, beggary and organ transplant, among many others. 

• The Bill also provides for designated courts in each district for time-bound trial and repatriation of victims 
within a period of one year from taking into cognizance. This is welcome move. 

• The Bill also provides for seizing of property located in foreign lands which is a good effort to deal with such 
crimes. 

• It is gender-neutral and covers transgender persons. 
• It doesn’t criminalise the victims, but instead provides them with shelter, compensation, and counselling. 
• The Bill also relies on Article 21 of the Constitution, guaranteeing that no person shall be deprived of his life 

or personal liberty except according to the procedure established by law. 
• The Bill takes note of the fact that India has ratified the United Nations Convention on Transnational 

Organised Crime and its three Optional Protocols, including the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 
Trafficking in persons, especially women and children. 

Concerns:- 
• National investigation agency is an understaffed organisation, that is already tackling the gigantic footprint 

of terrorism across the subcontinent and there are doubts whether it might be in a position to take on and 
investigate cases of human trafficking. 

• According to experts most of the trafficking is taking place in small towns so focus should be on policing and 
not NIA 

• Assertion that the bill covers ‘new’ forms of trafficking that are not addressed under existing laws is not 
completely true. 

o For instance while the new law focuses on removing and evicting sex workers from their occupation, 
the Bonded Labour Act protects the worker who was held in bondage from being evicted from the 
place where the individual has been working. 

• It does not harmonise different approaches and integrate existing laws into one. 
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• The Anti-Trafficking Bill has not been preceded by any substantial research or analysis. 
Measures needed :- 

• The trafficking bill 2018 need to be passed as it would plug the loopholes in earlier anti-trafficking laws and 
help tackle the menace of human trafficking as also the festering issue of illegal brothels by equipping the law 
enforcement agencies with more ammunition. 

• Instead for a multi-faceted legal and economic strategy 
o Robust implementation of labour laws 
o A universal social protection floor 
o Self-organisation of workers 
o Improved labour inspection, including in the informal economy 
o Corporate accountability for decent work conditions are needed. 

• Need for systemic reforms 
o To counter distress migration 
o End caste-based discrimination 
o Enforce the rural employment guarantee legislation 
o Avoid the indiscriminate rescue of voluntary sex workers 
o Protect migrants mobility and rights. 

• Victims of trafficking, especially children, need safe social and economic rehabilitation. 
o Higher budgetary allocations are needed for their immediate help and counselling, besides making 

arrangements for their vocational training, housing and repatriation. 
o The reintroduction to education is also a must. Also, changes in the education system to include 

rights-based information, if given to each child, can lay the foundations of an aware and secure 
generation. 

o Schools and parents must make children aware of the dangers of trafficking and prepare them to 
recognise and tackle it. 

Conclusion:- 
• Trafficking bill is the first step in the measures which are bold and holistic response to a socioeconomic 

problem of labour exploitation and this can help India realise SDG 8.7. 
 

Q) Critically analyze whether the existing surveillance framework in India needs to be 

revisited. (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

The government has recently brought out a notification which authorizes several government 
agencies to intercept, monitor, and decrypt online communications and data. Besides, there have 
been several instances like the facebook fiasco which point out the importance of privacy in the 
modern times. In this context it is essential to analyze the surveillance framework in India and 
deliberate upon it in detail. 

Directive word 

Critically analyze-here we  have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the topic by 
separating it into component parts, and present them as a whole in a summary. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to dig deep into the surveillance framework in India and bring out its salient 
aspects and issues arising out of it. Based on our discussion we have to form a personal opinion on 
the issue. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  growing surveillance tendencies on part of 
the states. E.g mention the recent notification authorising 10 Central agencies to intercept, monitor, 
and decrypt online communications and data etc. 
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Body- 

Discuss the surveillance framework in place in India today. E.g Two statutes control the field: 
telephone surveillance is sanctioned under the 1885 Telegraph Act (and its rules), while electronic 
surveillance is authorised under the 2000 Information Technology Act (and its rules); the procedural 
structure in both cases is broadly similar, and flows from a 1997 Supreme Court judgment: 
surveillance requests have to be signed off by an official who is at least at the level of a Joint 
Secretary etc. 

Discuss the problems with the present regime. E.g First, it is bureaucratised. Decisions about 
surveillance are taken by the executive branch (including the review process), with no parliamentary 
or judicial supervision; Second, the surveillance regime is vague and ambiguous. Under Section 69 of 
the IT Act, the grounds of surveillance have been simply lifted from Article 19(2) of the Constitution, 
and pasted into the law; the regime is opaque. There is almost no information available about the 
bases on which surveillance decisions are taken, and how the legal standards are applied etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. E.g 
Any impingement upon the right to privacy must be proportionate. One of the factors of the 
proportionality standard is that the government’s action must be the least restrictive method by 
which a state goal is to be realised. 

 Background :- 
• Recently the government passed an order  authorising 10 Central agencies to intercept, monitor, and decrypt 

online communications and data .This caused a furore in both Parliament and the wider civil society. 
Existing surveillance network :- 

• Telephone surveillance is sanctioned under the 1885 Telegraph Act (and its rules), while electronic surveillance 
is authorised under the 2000 Information Technology Act (and its rules). 

• The procedural structure in both cases is broadly similar, and flows from a 1997 Supreme Court judgment: 
surveillance requests have to be signed off by an official who is at least at the level of a Joint Secretary. 

• The latest notification was only issued under the 2009 Information Technology Rules. 
• The powers under the IT Act are broader, and include the power to intercept, monitor, and decrypt any 

information generated, transmitted, received, or stored in any computer resource 
• While the amended Section 69 of the IT Act, and its 2009 regulations, empowered the central and state 

governments, or any of its authorised officers, to conduct such activities, the notification has empowered 10 
agencies (including the Commissioner of Police, Delhi) to do so. 

• The existing statutory framework indicated a case-by-case basis for invoking such surveillance powers, based 
on authorisation by the “competent authority”. 

• Orders for such digital surveillance actions could only originate after the pre-approval of the Union home 
secretary or the appropriate state government’s home secretary; law enforcement agencies had no 
competence to do so. However, the MHA notification denudes the competent authority of such powers and 
sets up the stage for mass surveillance. 

Why the existing surveillance network needs to be revisited :- 
• No parliamentary supervision:- 

o Decisions about surveillance are taken by the executive branch (including the review process), with 
no parliamentary or judicial supervision 

• Affects privacy:- 
o An individual will almost never know that she is being surveilled means that finding out about 

surveillance, and then challenging it before a court, is a near-impossibility. 
• Surveillance regime is vague and ambiguous. Under Section 69 of the IT Act, the grounds of surveillance have 

been simply lifted from Article 19(2) of the Constitution, and pasted into the law. 
• There is almost no information available about the bases on which surveillance decisions are taken, and 

how the legal standards are applied. Indeed, evidence seems to suggest that there are none: a 2014 RTI 
request revealed that, on an average, 250 surveillance requests are approved every day. 

• Heavily bureaucratised and minimally accountable regime of surveillance does nothing to enhance security, 
but does have significant privacy costs. 

o For example, while examining the U.S. National Security Agency’s programme of mass surveillance, an 
American court found that out of more than 50 instances where terrorist attacks had been prevented, 
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not even a single successful pre-emption was based on material collected from the NSA’s surveillance 
regime. 

• Government that is not checked in any meaningful way will tend to go overboard with surveillance and, in the 
process, gather so much material that actually vital information can get lost in the noise.  

• It is important to assess the balance on the basis of constitutional principles and fundamental rights. 
• After the Supreme Court’s decision in the privacy emphasising the need for necessity and proportionality 

and Aadhaar cases that allowing disclosure of information in the interest of national security in the hands of a 
joint secretary is unconstitutional and judicial scrutiny may be necessary, these legal provisions are 
untenable. 

• Issues with the recent order:- 
o The order does not provide the procedure or the object for such an exercise or the quantum of period 

for which a person’s private data could be intercepted.  
o Government has clarified that existing processes will be followed and every case of interception would 

continue to require permission from the home secretary and review by a panel headed by the cabinet 
secretary. However, even these processes do not have adequate safeguards against misuse.  

▪ For example, in emergent situations a designated agency can approach a service provider and 
seek immediate access to electronic information. It would only need to notify the home 
secretary in three days. In case there is no post-facto approval in seven days, the interception 
will have to stop. Therefore agencies effectively have a blanket licence to snoop for a period 
of about ten days. 

o An individual may not even know if her electronic communications are being intercepted/monitored. 
If such surveillance comes within the person’s knowledge, due to the obligation to maintain 
confidentiality and provisions in the Official Secrets Act, the person would not be able to know the 
reasons for such surveillance. This can make surveillance provisions prone to misuse. 

• Goes against the nature of SC verdict:- 
o SC in Puttaswamy judgment had asked the government to always carefully and sensitively balance 

individual privacy and the legitimate concerns of the state. This has been neglected. 
Way forward:- 

• There must be parliamentary oversight over the agencies that conduct surveillance. 
• Surveillance requests must necessarily go before a judicial authority, which can apply an independent legal 

mind to the merits of the request. 
• Every surveillance request must mandatorily specify a probable cause for suspicion, and also set out, in 

reasonably concrete terms, what it is that the proposed target of surveillance is suspected of doing.  
 

Q) The proposed amendment to section 79 of IT Act would amount to serious curbing of 

free speech. Critically discuss. (250 words) 

Reference 

Why this question 

The article analyses the proposed amendment to IT Act and discusses the implications of the 
amendments on privacy and national security. This is a developing news and needs to be prepared 
to understand the nuances of the debate. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to bring out the proposed amendments to IT act and debate the amendment 
by bringing out its pros and cons. Finally we need to provide our fair and balanced opinion and 
discuss the way forward. 

Directive word 

Critically discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going 
through the details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons 
for both for and against arguments. When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, all you 
need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement. 
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Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain that in an effort to curb fake news etc, central government has proposed 
stringent changes under the draft of Section 79 of the Information Technology (IT) that govern online 
content. 

Body 

Explain the changes that are proposed. 

• The changes will require online platforms to break end-to-end encryption in order to 
ascertain the origin of messages. 

• deploy technology based automated tools or appropriate mechanisms, with appropriate 
controls, for proactively identifying or removing or disabling access to unlawful information 
or content 

• social media platforms will need to comply with the central government “within 72 hours” 
of a query. 

• There should be a ‘Nodal person of Contact for 24X7 coordination with law enforcement 
agencies and officers to ensure compliance 

Discuss the rationale behind such proposed amendments 

• rising incidents of violence and lynching in the country due to misuse of social media 
platforms 

• Threat to national security etc 

Discuss how the amendment might be a threat to freedom of speech and expression. Analyze other 
issues in the proposed amendment 

Conclusion – Based on arguments made above, give your view on the issue and highlight what 
should be the way forward. 

Background :- 
• Recently Indian government made a proposal to amend the Intermediary Rules, 2011, that govern how online 

platforms and internet service providers adhere to the Information Technology Act, 2000. 
Section 79 of IT act :- 

• Section 79 of the IT Act provides immunity to intermediaries (for example, websites like Facebook) for any 
illegal content posted by third parties. 

• Under this section and the Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) 2011, if an intermediary 
receives ‘actual knowledge’ of any illegal content posted on it, it is obligated to remove such content within 
36 hours. 

• On failing to do so, the intermediary will lose its immunity from being sued. Illegal content under this section 
is much broader than that under Section 69A. It can include, for example, content that is offensive, obscene 
or defamatory. 

Proposed amendments to section 79 of IT act :- 
• The proposed rules give the government the power to censor a wide range of information it considers 

objectionable and break the encryption of online content to trace its origin. 
• The proposed amendment makes it compulsory for online platforms to proactively use technology which 

would enable identifying unlawful content. 
• Another amendment is the requirement to break end-to-end encryption so that origin of messages can be 

traced. 
• The changes will require online platforms to break end-to-end encryption in order to ascertain the origin of 

messages. 
o The social media platforms to “deploy technology based automated tools or appropriate mechanisms, 

with appropriate controls, for proactively identifying or removing or disabling access to unlawful 
information or content”. 

• As per the amendment, the social media platforms will need to comply with the central government “within 
72 hours” of a query. 
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• There should be a ‘Nodal person of Contact for 24X7 coordination with law enforcement agencies and 
officers to ensure compliance. The social media platforms will be keeping a vigil on “unlawful activity” for a 
period of “180 days”. 

Why such decision was taken : 
• Instances of misuse of social media by criminals and anti-national elements have brought new challenges for 

law enforcement agencies, including inducement for recruitment of terrorists, circulation of obscene content, 
spread of disharmony, incitement of violence, public order, fake news, etc. 

• Incidents of lynchings reported in 2018 were mostly alleged to be because of fake news/ rumours being 
circulated through WhatsApp and other social media sites. 

• The social media platforms are required to follow due diligence under Section 79 of the IT Act. They have to 
ensure that their platforms are not used to commit and provoke terrorism, extremism, violence and crime. 

• The proposed amendments in the draft of the Information Technology [Intermediaries Guidelines 
(Amendment) Rules] 2018, Rule 3(9) is bound to force social media platforms like Whatsapp, Facebook and 
Twitter to remain vigil and keep users on their toes before posting or sharing anything that is deemed as 
“unlawful information or content”. 

• The changes proposed by the central government is aimed at curbing fake news or rumours being spread on 
social media and check mob violence ahead. 

Issues :- 
• Security experts fear this could lead to pre-publication censorship, hurting the very idea of free speech on the 

internet. 
• Government will legally end immunity for online platforms, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for the content 

which is transmitted and published by end users and this may lead to gross misuse of data by them, especially 
for political purposes. 

• The proposed changes have once again given rise to a debate on whether the government is intruding into 
the privacy of individuals, evoking sharp response from opposition parties. 

 

Topic – Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and the 

performance of these schemes; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection 

and betterment of these vulnerable sections. 

Q) Explain the maternity benefits available in formal and informal sector? Examine issues 

and give suggestions ? (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

The article explains the benefits under the two and issues with the two maternity benefit schemes. 
Both are important schemes and hence needs to be prepared. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain the difference in provision of the two schemes and the issues in 
their design and implementation . Finally we need to provide suggestions for tackling these issues. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain that The provision for maternity entitlements in the NFSA is very important 
for women who are not employed in the formal sector. The PMMVY, however, undermines this 
provision due to the dilution of the entitled amount and the exclusion criteria. 

Body 

Discuss the differences 
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• Under the National Food Security Act (NFSA) of 2013, every pregnant woman is entitled to 
maternity benefits of ₹6,000, unless she is already receiving similar benefits as a government 
employee or under other laws. 

• The PMMVY announced in December 31, 2016 violated the NFSA on 3 grounds – First, the 
benefits have been reduced from ₹6,000 to ₹5,000 per child. Second, they are now restricted 
to the first living child. Third, they are further restricted to women above the age of 18 years. 

Explain the other issues 

• Cumbersome application process 

• Little assistance to women who lose their babies 

• excludes more than half of all pregnancies because first-order births account for only 43% 
of all births in India. Etc 

Give suggestions for improvement 

Conclusion – The government’s maternity benefit programme must be implemented better and 
comply with the Food Security Act. Maternity benefits should be raised to ₹6,000 per child at least, 
for all pregnancies and not just the first living child. 

Maternity benefits in formal and informal sector:- 
▪ Constitution of India included what it then called “maternity relief” in the Directive Principles of State Policy, 

calling upon the State to “make provision for securing just and humane conditions of work and for maternity 
relief”. 

▪ Country’s first maternity benefit programme for pregnant women called the Dr Muthulakshmi Reddy 
Maternity Benefit Scheme. 
▪ This scheme initially provided Rs 300 to every woman below the poverty line to help cover the expenses 

incurred during childbirth. 
▪ The amount was increased to Rs 12,000 later. 

▪ The Government of India recently made many progressive amendments to the Maternity Benefits Act, 1961. 
▪ For instance, it increased maternity leave for women from 12 weeks to 26 weeks. 
▪ Women working both in the private sector and public sector are eligible for this full-pay leave. 
▪ There are other excellent features in the law as well, including provisions for working from home (if the 

organisation opts for it) for nursing mothers even beyond the 26-week maternity leave period, as well as 
the setting up of crèches with nursing breaks for women with small children. 

▪ Women in the formal sector are given six months paid leave under the new Maternity Benefits Act,  
▪ But, about 95% of working women in India are, in fact, in the private and informal sector, not covered by 

this Act. 
▪ In 1995 Government of India first introduced the earliest limited maternity entitlement for women in the 

unorganised sector which is called the National Maternity Benefit Scheme. 
▪ It provided Rs 500 to women officially identified to be poor for each of their first two live births. 
▪ This was replaced a decade later by a modified Janani Suraksha Scheme. The amount was raised to Rs 1,400, 

but the scheme transformed from a maternity entitlement to an incentive scheme for women to undertake 
family planning and institutional deliveries. 

▪ Finally in 2010, the government introduced a conditional maternity benefits scheme implemented on a pilot 
basis in 53 districts called the Indira Gandhi Matritva Sahyog Yojana. This provided lactating and pregnant 
women with Rs 4,000, which was raised in 2014 to Rs 6,000, for their first two live births if they fulfilled 
certain conditions. 

▪ Under the National Food Security Act (NFSA) of 2013, every pregnant woman is entitled to maternity benefits of 
Rs. 6,000, unless she is already receiving similar benefits as a government employee or under other laws.  

▪ Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY) is also a maternity benefit programme. 
Issues:- 
▪ Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY) violates the NFSA in several ways. 

▪ The benefits have been reduced from 6,000 to Rs. 5,000 per child. 
▪ The benefits are now restricted to the first living child. 
▪ The benefits are further restricted to women above the age of 18 years. 
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▪ The scheme largely defeats the purpose it is supposed to serve: according to a recent analysis, it excludes 
more than half of all pregnancies because first-order births account for only 43% of all births in India.  

▪ Application process is cumbersome and exclusionary: a separate form has to be filled, signed and submitted 
for each of the three instalments, along with a copy of the applicant’s mother-child protection card, her 
Aadhaar card, her husband’s Aadhaar card, and the details of a bank account linked to her Aadhaar 
number. The compulsory linking of the applicant’s bank account with Aadhaar often causes problems. 

▪ The PMMVY provides little assistance to women who lose their baby, because the successive payments are 
made only if the corresponding conditionalities are met. 

▪ The amount of money given to women in the informal sector under the PMMVY falls far short of what 
women in the formal sector get under the Maternity Benefits Act.  

▪ Half of the respondents who had spent money during delivery or pregnancy said that they had to borrow 
money to meet the expenses. It was also common for the families of the respondents to sell assets or migrate to 
cover these costs.  

▪ Informal sector women:- 
▪ No rest and escape from the drudgery and obligations of hard labour even as their bear, deliver and nurse 

their children. 
▪ In most cases, women did not rest enough because there was nobody to share the work burden, be it within 

the household or outside. 
▪ Women, including pregnant women, continued to perform strenuous work both in the fields and at the 

home, which adversely affects the health of the mother and child. 
▪ They remained invisible and unprotected by the regime of labour laws that promised them equality and fair 

working conditions. 
▪ Entitlements though bank accounts:- 

▪ The government remains indifferent to the high human costs to the poor, especially rural women, for who 
the rural banking system in India is still largely inaccessible. 

▪ Concerns with maternity leave are not addressed:- 
▪ The high costs of maternity leave drive companies to discriminate against women in higher-level jobs. 
▪ Childcare is treated solely as women’s responsibility. 
▪ Unspecified parental leave ends up being taken mainly by women. 
▪ India largely lacks facilities where women can leave their children for care. 
▪ Integrated Child Development Services to provide nutrition and childcare up to 6 years of age, lack in quality 

and coverage. 
How to address this? 
▪ Companies are less likely to discriminate against women if government shares the cost. The 2018 ILO report 

emphasises the need for government to share at least 2/3rds of maternity benefits costs. 
▪ Parental leave :- 

▪ It is better to give paternity leave or non-transferable quotas of parental leave. Nearly 55% countries 
recognise father’s role and give paternity leave in varying degrees. 

▪ Matching paternity and maternity leave would create a level playing field by reducing employer 
discrimination. 

▪ Iceland grants 9 months of parental leave with 3 reserved for the mother, 3 for the father, and 3 to be shared 
between them. 

▪ Offering flexible work time for both sexes can help with work-life balance. 
▪ Facilities :- 

▪ Providing good crèches and childcare centres, not just for care but also for early childhood development, is 
crucial. 

▪ SMEs located in close proximity could pool resources for creating crèches, rather than each creating its own. 
This would benefit women across all sectors, formal and informal. 

▪ in Japan, government’s expansion of high quality childcare centres significantly increased women’s work 
participation 

▪ Awareness:- 
▪ Media campaigns to change social norms, favouring childcare by fathers are essential. 
▪ There is a need for more comprehensive and gender-balanced alterations to the maternity benefit act. 
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Q) Communities such as that of transgenders warrant special attention from not only the 

state machinery, but from the society at large. Examine. (250 words)  

Indian express 

Why this question 

The article highlights the plights of transgender community and discusses the interventions made to 
improve their life. It talks about the need for a multi-pronged approach to deal with the issues faced 
by transgenders. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to highlight the issues faced by the transgender community, discuss steps 
taken by judiciary, legislature and executive to improve their status. Thereafter, we need to discuss 
that the need is not only to bring in legislations etc to protect them but also for the society overall 
to develop empathy. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain that Transgender people have a gender identity or expression that differs 
from their assigned sex at birth. They are sometimes also referred to as transsexuals if they desire 
medical assistance in order to make the transition from one biological sex to another. 

Body 

Bring out the issues faced by transgender people 

• pushed to the margins of society, and have lost the social-cultural position they once 
enjoyed. Often shunned as a menace to society, they are now only visible on the streets and 
localities where they are found begging, never as a part of the mainstream. 

• subject to extreme forms of social ostracisation and exclusion from basic dignity and human 
rights. They remain highly vulnerable to gender-based violence. As a direct result of their 
acute mistreatment, vilification, ostracisation and dehumanisation, they also remain highly 
vulnerable to fatal communicable diseases like HIV-AIDS. 

Discuss the interventions made by the state to improve their status. Discuss this by highlighting the 
steps taken by the executive, judiciary and legislature. 

Highlight that it is not enough only for the state to keep taking measures but the need of the hour is 
die society to now apply the healing touch. Discuss examples of Madhu Kinnar etc who has managed 
to become a mayor, which reflects the change in attitude. 

Conclusion – Summarize the issue and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 
▪ Numbering approximately 4,90,000 as per the last count (2011), transgender people in India are perhaps one of 

the most visibly invisible population in the country. 
▪ The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) conducted the first-ever nationwide survey of the transgender 

community in India and found that 92% of the people belonging to the community are subjected to economic 
exclusion. 

Why there is a need for affirmative action  and special attention :- 
▪ Historical :- 

▪ Indian Penal Code enacted by the British recognised only two genders, creating a binary that never existed. 
▪ Over time, these constructs were absorbed in Indian society. The community has since faced extreme forms 

of violence for not conforming to socially dictated gender identities. 
▪ Poverty :- 

▪ In too many cases, this lack of legal protection translates into unemployment for transgender people. 
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▪ Harassment and stigma :- 
▪ The community still faces considerable stigma . 
▪ They have to either resort to or are forced into begging or sex work since they remain socially circumscribed 

from other forms of employment. 
▪ When the Kochi Metro Rail Limited formally employed 23 transgender persons, eight of them dropped out 

after being unable to find suitable accommodation based on the monthly wages they drew (between 
Rs.9,000 and Rs.15,000). Many households were unwilling to let out their houses to them. 

▪ Despite recruited in government services like police ,principal etc they drop out due to immense pressure 
and insensivity by the public. 

▪ Sex work makes this community a high-risk group for HIV according to India’s National Aids Control 
Organisation (NACO), compounding the stigma they face  

▪ According to the NHRC data, 99% of the transgender community in India have faced social rejection. 
▪ Transgender persons cannot inhabit public spaces and command the same respect because their bodies 

themselves are considered as stigmatised presences. 
▪ Violence :- 

▪ The community, especially those who are a part of the ‘guru-chela’ structure in Hijra gharanas and practise 
the traditions of “mangti” and “badhai”, are often harassed, detained under begging prohibition laws, and 
forced into begging homes. 

▪ Barrier to healthcare :- 
▪ Face barriers to obtaining medically-necessary health services and encountering medical professionals who 

lacked transgender health care competency. 
▪ Identity Documents :- 

▪ The widespread lack of accurate identity documents among transgender people can have an impact on every 
area of their lives, including access to emergency housing or other public services. 

▪ The primary crisis faced by the transgender community is a denial of sexual citizenship. 
▪ Exclusion :- 

▪ In the case of transgender children, their families, unable to accept their status, subject them to domestic 
violence, which often compels these children to leave home. 

▪ Largely, they are estranged from their families, which removes them from one of the most primary forms of 
social legitimacy. As per the NHRC survey, only 2% of transgender persons in India live with their families. 

▪ Drawbacks in law :- 
▪ Transgender identity is not yet recognised in criminal law, whether as the third gender or as a self-identified 

male or female. 
▪ There is also no clarity on the application of gender-specific laws to transgender persons. 

▪ There are other issues that worry transgender persons such as their right to property, adoption, marriage, 
pension, and care for the old and the disabled. 

▪ Issues with the transgender bill :- 
▪ Government, however, has refused to address two major issues – decriminalising homosexuality under 

Section 377 that directly concerns transgenders and reservation for transgender community in 
educational institutions and government organisations.  

▪ Absence of a definition of “discrimination”. 
▪ The Bill provides for the right of a transgender to ‘self perceived gender identity.’ But there are no such 

mechanisms provided for the enforcement of a right. No corresponding remedy has been provided for this 
right. 

▪ The right to self-determination of a transgender has been rightly recognized by the Supreme Court under 
right to life in Article 21 of the Constitution of India, but the objective means to achieve this has not been 
focused upon.  

▪ The appointment of the District Screening Committee is also against the NALSA judgement which recognized 
right to self-identity as an inalienable right under Article 21 of the Constitution of India 

▪ Similarly, the bill is silent in areas of health, affirmative action, and decriminalising activities that 
marginalised trans communities are compelled to undertake to eke out a living. There are also no penal 
provisions in the law to guard against the trans community being subjected to atrocities and to protect its 
members in prisons and juvenile homes. 
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▪ Another shortcoming in the implementation which the Bill will face is lack of mechanism for representation 
of the transgenders. For example, as we have a National Commission for Women and for lower castes, a 
similar type of provision ought to be made here too. 

▪ Although the Bill may come into force, it may still not be effective due to lag in the authorities to act for the 
rights of the transgenders. 

▪ Further, some provisions of the Bill are also in conflict with the international conventions on transgenders. 
Solutions:- 
▪ Sensitising the workforce in protecting the rights and dignity of the community.  
▪ Implement transgender bill effectively :- 

▪ The Bill recommends the formation of a National Council for Transgender Persons that is tasked with 
monitoring and evaluating policies formulated for transgender persons. This may pave the way for fulfilling 
the community’s long-standing demand for representation in the Rajya Sabha. 

▪ Leading voices from the community have called for vocational programmes in creative fields, a recommendation 
made by the Standing Committee too. 

▪ There is need for a comprehensive survey on the socio-economic status of the community. 
▪ Transgender welfare boards are needed in different States. 
▪ Transgender persons should take part in the national Census to generate accurate data. 
▪ Explicit policies on transgender-friendly registration and non-discrimination and healthcare workers need to be 

trained to provide non-judgmental care. 
▪ Standing committee recommendations:- 

▪ Recommended re-drafting the definition of a ‘transgender person’ to make it inclusive and accurate; 
providing for the definition of discrimination and setting up a grievance redress mechanism to address 
cases of discrimination and granting reservations to transgender persons.  

▪ There is a requirement of special courts which can deal with the offences against transgenders speedily and 
effectively. 

 

Q) Discuss the various constitutional safeguards for protection of women and schemes 

introduced by the government to empower women ? (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to list out the constitutional provisions related to empowerment of women, 
the various schemes launched for women’s empowerment. Thereafter we need to discuss the impact 
of such measures and what more needs to be done. 

Directive word 

Discuss – In your discussion, you need to answer the key demand of the question 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Discuss the status quo of women and why they are considered as vulnerable section. 

Body 

• Explain the constitutional safeguards for women such as Art. 15(3), Art. 23, Art. 39: 
Guarantees equal pay to women for equal work. In the case of Randhir Singh vs Union of 
India, SC held that the concept of equal pay for equal work is indeed a constitutional goal 
and is capable of being enforced through constitutional remedies under Art. 32, art 40, art 
42, art 44 etc 

• Discuss some of the welfare schemes for employment of women, literacy of women, 
pregnancy  support etc 

• Discuss that the schemes have evolved over the years from treating women as passive 
recipients of state generosity to active participants of the development process. 

Conclusion – Discuss  the impact of these schemes and what more needs  to be done. 
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Background:- 
• Women make up half of India’s population. Over the years we have seen women grow in public life- working 

in offices, representing in international sports, in bureaucracy, politics, international organisations and much 
more. This change is positive and is happening at a pace faster than ever before. 

Constitutional safeguards:- 
• The Constitution of India guaranteed justice-social, economic and political, liberty of thought, and equality to 

all citizens. 
• Constitution provided for equality of women and called State to take measures to neutralize the socio-

economic, educational and political disadvantage faced by women 
• Article 14: 

o It guarantees equality before law and equal protection of law with in the territory of India. 
• Article 15: 

o It prohibits discrimination on the basis of religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth. According to article 
15(3), State can make special provisions for the benefit women and children. 

• Article 16: 
o Equality of opportunity for all citizens in matter relating to employment. No citizen can be denied 

employment on grounds of religion, race, cast, sex, decent, place of birth residence or any of them. 
• Article 39: 

o Article 39(a) provides for an adequate means of livelihood for all citizen. Article 39 (b) has provisions 
for equal pay for equal work for both men and women. Article 39 (c) has provisions for securing the 
health and strength of workers, men and women, and not to abuse the tender age of children. 

• Article 42: 
o It guarantees just and humane condition of work and maternity relief. Article 42 is in accordance with 

Article 23 and 25 of Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 
• Article 325 and 326: 

o They guarantee political equality, equal right to participate in political activity and right to vote, 
respectively. 

• Article 243 (D): 
o It provides for the political reservation to women in every panchayat elections. It has extended this 

reservation to elected office as well. 
Women Empowerment Schemes:- 

• Financial empowerment:- 
o Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana was launched in 2015, under which small affordable deposits are made in 

the bank accounts of girls, with the benefit of higher rate of interest. 
o Support to Training and Employment Program (STEP) is aimed at adding new skills to women. 
o Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, has within two years brought in 16.34 crore women under the 

banking system. 
• Encouraging Entrepreneurship 

o Under the Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana, the government has provided credit to small entrepreneurs 
without collateral. 75% of these loans have been given to women, with 9.81 crore women 
entrepreneurs already benefitting from them under the scheme. 

o Over 47 lakh SHGs have been promoted under the National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM). 
o Skill development is another key aspect for raising the potential of our female workforce. Half of the 

certificates awarded under Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana have been given to women 
candidates. 

o To reach the yet unreached women across the country, ministry has recently launched the Mahila 
Shakti Kendra scheme. Under this 3 lakh student volunteers are fanning out across the country to 
directly reach women at village level with government schemes and services for their empowerment. 

o The government seeks to bring women to the forefront of India’s entrepreneurial ecosystem by 
providing access to loans, markets and training. 

o The MSME Development Organisations (MSME-DO), the various State Small Industries 
Development Corporations (SSIDCs), the nationalised banks and even NGOs are conducting various 
programs including Entrepreneurship Development Programs (EDPs) to cater to the needs of 
potential women entrepreneurs. 
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o SIDBI has been implementing two schemes for women entrepreneurs namely, Mahila Udyam Nidhi 
and Mahila Vikas Nidhi. 

o A few government efforts at promoting entrepreneurship and innovation are: 
▪ Start-up India. 
▪ Stand-up India. 
▪ Support to Training and Employment Programme for Women (STEP). 
▪ Trade related Entrepreneurship Assistance and Development (TREAD). 
▪ Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY). 
▪ Science for Equity Empowerment and Development (SEED). 
▪ Mudra Yojana for women. 
▪ NITI Ayog launched Women Entrepreneurship Platform (WEP). 

o Empowering Motherhood 
▪ The paid maternity leave for working women to 26 weeks empowers them as they need not 

fear loss of salary or job due to childbirth. 
▪ In order to extend protection to the unorganised sector as well, pregnant and lactating 

mothers are provided cash incentives under the PM Matru Vandana Yojana. 
o Women health:- 

▪ To empower women and protect their health, the Ujjawala scheme has been introduced, 
which provides free LPG cylinders to women from BPL families to replace unclean cooking 
fuels. 

o Women safety:- 
▪ 33% reservation for women in the police force is also being implemented. 
▪ The Nirbhaya Fund is also being used to roll-out comprehensive plans to make 8 major cities 

in the country safer for women and also improve our forensic analysis abilities in cases of 
sexual assault. 

o National Mission for Empowerment of Women (NMEW) scheme 2016-17 is a combined strategy for 
inter-sectoral convergence of programs for women, with the use of multiple communication tools in 
advocacy campaigns. 

o Women’s helpline came into existence to reach out to women in distress. 
o Women’s SHGs have mobilised and facilitated women in availing facilities for development, be it 

information, financial or material resources or services. 
▪ In all such women-centric programs, Information, Education and Communication (IEC) forms 

an inseparable part. 
o The issue of women’s empowerment caught the entire nation’s imagination with the launch of ‘Beti 

Bachhao Beti Padhao’ program at Panipat in Haryana in 2015, one of the worst affected districts in 
the state, with the abysmally low Sex Ratio at Birth (SRB). 

▪ The program has already begun showing positive gains. Reason for its success is the success 
of public communication strategy which is based on innovative local level interventions. 

• Other schemes are:- 
o One Stop Centre Scheme 
o UJJAWALA : 

▪  A Comprehensive Scheme for Prevention of trafficking and Rescue, Rehabilitation and Re-
integration of Victims of Trafficking and Commercial Sexual Exploitation 

o Working Women Hostel 
o Swadhar Greh (A Scheme for Women in Difficult Circumstances) 
o Support to Training and Employment Programme for Women (STEP) 
o Nari shakti puraskar 
o Mahila E-Haat 
o Mahila Shakti Kendras (MSK) 

Success of the schemes :- 
• India has been successful in achieving gender parity in school education. Even in technical and professional 

education the representation is significantly increasing. 
• The literacy rate of women has risen from a mere 9% in 1951 to 65% in 2011. 
• In the workplace today, every fourth worker in India is a woman. With their increasing participation in a variety 

of fields, women’s bargaining power in both private and public life is 
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• Elected women representatives now make up about 46% of our panchayat members. With this the landscape 
of our country is changing from ground up. 

• Institutional births have risen to an all-time high of 79% in 2014-15. The maternal mortality rate has 
dropped by half in the decade between 2001-03 and 2011-13. 

• The number of women with a bank account has also increased. 
Criticism:- 

• Women still face serious dangers to their life and liberty in our country. We hear of horrific incidents of 
violence every day. 

• Women still contribute a disproportionate amount of unpaid work in their homes and on farms. 
• They are often not given an equal say in household or work decisions. 
• The conventional ‘one size fits all’ empowerment programmes fail to address problems of the most 

marginalised women. 
• Women’s multiple identities of class, caste, ethnicity, gender and other forms of hierarchy and differences 

including social locations in households as daughters, daughter-in-law, mothers, mother-in-law, wives and 
widows tend to push women to the margins and make them more vulnerable to discrimination in terms of 
access to basic human rights, opportunities and resources. 

• To challenge the dominant beliefs of the society in terms of hierarchy, patriarchy and power politics requires 
empowerment policies and programmes that seek to and understand how the convergence of multiple 
identities with gender manifests to impede women’s empowerment 

• Banking Correspondents (BCs): 
o The strategy has not given fruitful results due to lack of adequate branding of BCs because of low 

incentive and compensation structure and preference for brick and mortar branch by the rural 
economy. 

• Stereotyping of women continues:- 
o New stories of violence or sexual harassment against women do appear on newspapers, but often 

with a bias in reporting. 
• Women as serious decision makers or as hard core professionals are mostly being overlooked. 
• Their success stories only find place, when they have been able to break the glass ceiling and or have reached 

the pinnacle of success. 
Way forward:- 

• Strengthening economic citizenship of women involves meeting her personal aspirations, while she 
contributes to household’s income and is a caregiver. 

• Pursuit of inclusive growth involves the role of the state as a regulator while providing public goods and 
services alongside liberal socio-cultural norms within the household/ community. 

• Fiscal policies like lower taxes did not improve female employment as the gains from it perhaps did not offset 
the costs involved. 

• With stagnant and low share of formal sector employment, the announcement in the Budget 2018, that 
contribution by new women recruits to EPFO be reduced from 12% to 8% to increase the take home pay may 
neither incentivize participation nor retention rates. 

• MGNREGA increased FWPR, reduced gender gaps in wages in other markets with positive implications on 
poverty, child and own nutritional status and empowerment. 

• Collection of time use data would inform how women spend their time in social production but will also give 
insights about how men in many families share household work. 

• Caregiving and breadwinning are equally important for improved well-being of the individuals in a nation. 
 

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to Health, 

Education, Human Resources. 

Q) What are Trans Fats. Discuss their impact on health and, measures taken by the 

government to decrease the consumption of trans fats. (250 words) 

Downtoearth 
Reference 

Why this question 

FSSAI has recently launched a campaign to end consumption of trans fats by 2022. In this connection 
it is essential to discuss and understand trans fats in detail. 
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Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to write a detailed description of trans fats and also write in detail about the 
recent initiative of the government taken to decrease the consumption of trans fats. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– Write a few introductory lines about the  trans fats. E.g Globally, trans fat intake leads 
to more than 500,000 deaths of people from cardiovascular disease every year etc. 

Body- 

Discuss about the trans fats in detail. E.g There are two broad types of trans fats found in foods: 
naturally-occurring and artificial trans fats. Naturally-occurring trans fats are produced in the gut of 
some animals and foods made from these animals (e.g., milk and meat products) may contain small 
quantities of these fats. Artificial trans fats (or trans fatty acids) are created in an industrial process 
that adds hydrogen to liquid vegetable oils to make them more solid; Trans fats are easy to use, 
inexpensive to produce and last a long time. Trans fats give foods a desirable taste and texture. 
Many restaurants and fast-food outlets use trans fats to deep-fry foods because oils with trans fats 
can be used many times in commercial fryers etc. 

Discuss the health impact of consuming trans fats. E.g Trans fats raise your bad (LDL) cholesterol 
levels and lower your good (HDL) cholesterol levels. Eating trans fats increases your risk of 
developing heart disease and stroke. It’s also associated with a higher risk of developing type 2 
diabetes. 

Discuss the recent FSSAI initiative in this direction. E.g FSSAI has launched a new mass media 
campaign calling for the elimination of industrially produced trans fat in the food supply.Called 
“Heart Attack Rewind”, the 30 second public service announcement (PSA) – the first mass media 
campaign of its kind – will support FSSAI’s global target of eliminating trans fat in India by the year 
2022, a year ahead of the global target by the World Health Organization (WHO) for complete 
elimination of trans fat. This is in line with its objective to get Freedom from ‘Trans Fat: India@75. 

Conclusion- based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Transfats:- 
▪ There are two broad types of trans fats found in foods: Naturally-occurring and artificial trans 
▪ Naturally-occurring trans fats are produced in the gut of some animals and foods made from these animals (e.g., 

milk and meat products) may contain small quantities of these fats. 
▪ Artificial transfats are created in an industrial process that adds hydrogen to liquid vegetable oils to make them 

more solid. 
▪ Since they are easy to use, inexpensive to produce and last a long time, and give foods a desirable taste and 

texture, they are still widely used despite their harmful effects being well-known. 
▪ The primary dietary source for transfats in processed food is “partially hydrogenated oils.” 

Impact on health :- 
▪ Transfats raise bad (LDL) cholesterol levels and lower your good (HDL) cholesterol levels. 
▪ Eating transfats increases your risk of developing heart disease and stroke. It’s also associated with a higher risk 

of developing type 2 diabetes. 
▪ Studies have recently shown that 60,000 deaths occur every year due to cardiovascular diseases, which in turn 

are caused due to high consumption of trans fats. 
Government measures :- 
▪ The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) recently launched a new mass media campaign in order 

to create awareness about trans fats and eliminate them in India by 2022. 
▪ Heart Attack Rewind” is a follow-up to an earlier campaign called “Eat Right”. As part of the campaign, edible oil 

industries took a pledge to reduce transfat content by 2 per cent by 2022. 
▪ Later, food companies also took a pledge to reformulate packaged foods with reduced levels of salt, sugar 

and saturated fat. 
▪ Heart Attack Rewind is a 30-second public service announcement and will be broadcast in 17 languages for 

a period of four weeks on YouTube, Facebook, Hotstar, and Voot. 
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▪ It will also be placed on outdoor hoardings and run on radio stations in Delhi and the National Capital Region. 
The campaign will warn citizens about the health hazards of consuming trans fats and offer strategies to 
avoid them through healthier alternatives. 

▪ Swasth Bharat Yatra, an initiative started under the “Eat Right” campaign will end on January 27, 2019, will also 
seek to create awareness among citizens about trans fats. 

▪ World Health Organization released a step-by-step guide for the elimination of industrially-produced trans-fatty 
acids from the global food supply. Since then, a lot of countries have made efforts to reduce the levels of trans 
fats and in some cases, have completely banned them. 

Way forward:- 
▪ Eat a dietary pattern that emphasizes fruits, vegetables, whole grains, low-fat dairy products, poultry, fish and 

nuts. Also limit red meat and sugary foods and beverages. 
▪ Use naturally occurring, unhydrogenated vegetable oils such as canola, safflower, sunflower or olive oil most 

often. 
▪ Look for processed foods made with unhydrogenated oil rather than partially hydrogenated or hydrogenated 

vegetable oils or saturated fat. 
▪ Limit commercially fried foods and baked goods made with shortening or partially hydrogenated vegetable oils. 

Not only are these foods very high in fat, but that fat is also likely to be trans fat. 
 

Q) Health and Wellness centres as envisaged in Ayushman Bharat will play a key role in 

strengthening primary health care in India. Discuss. (250 words)  

Financial express 

Why this question 

The article discusses the importance of strengthening primary health care, highlights why PHC is 
important and the ways through which Health and wellness centre can be a vital step towards 
improving primary health outcomes. In light of Ayushman Bharat scheme and the fact that health 
and wellness centre form an important component of the scheme, the question becomes important. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to first briefly focus upon why improving PHC is critical. Thereafter, we need 
to explain what health and wellness centres seek to achieve and how they focus on strengthening 
primary health care. Next, we need to bring out the obstacles going forward and discuss what needs 
to be done. 

Directive word 

Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both 
for and against arguments. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight that the Union government’s policy push for developing health and wellness 
centres is a well thought out step for renewing focus on comprehensive primary care. 

Body 

Discuss why focussing on PHC is critical – to reduce out of pocket expenditure, most developed 
nations have a strong PHC network etc 

Explain the objective of creating Health and wellness centres – National Health Mission too has 
planned to strengthen sub centres as Health & Wellness Centers (H&WCs) for implementing public 
health programmes better and to enable comprehensive primary health care service delivery, 
including disease prevention and health promotion. The policy expresses the specific need of 
providing healthcare in the farflung corners of the country through upgraded sub centers by 
converting them into Health & Wellness Centres. 

Discuss the advantages of Health and Wellness centres – These centres are intended to provide 
outpatient care, immunisation, maternal and child health services, non-communicable diseases 
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(NCDs) and other services. These centres will be linked to secondary and tertiary care and will be 
supplied with adequate drugs and diagnostic services. Once developed, these centres will help 
ameliorating basic health problems including early diagnosis and treatment of NCDs, avoiding 
complications in the latter stage and thereby, lessening costs of treatments. This would translate 
into reduction of costs at the secondary- and tertiary-care levels. 

Discuss the advantages offered by this approach over the current approach. 

Conclusion – Discuss in your opinion the balance of advantages and limitations of the said approach 
and highlight way forward. 

Background:- 
▪ Experiences of several countries show that investing in primary healthcare leads to allocative efficiency by 

bringing a range of preventive, curative, promotive and rehabilitative services closer to the people. Countries 
with greater primary care orientation have lower rate of mortality and better health outcomes. 

▪ The Union government’s policy push for developing health and wellness centres is a well thought out step for 
renewing focus on comprehensive primary care 

How will health and wellness centres promote primary healthcare:- 
▪ These centres are intended to provide outpatient care, immunisation, maternal and child health services, non-

communicable diseases (NCDs) and other services. 
▪ These centres will be linked to secondary and tertiary care and will be supplied with adequate drugs and 

diagnostic services. 
▪ Once developed, these centres will help ameliorating basic health problems including early diagnosis and 

treatment of NCDs, avoiding complications in the latter stage and thereby, lessening costs of treatments. 
This would translate into reduction of costs at the secondary- and tertiary-care levels. 

▪ Ayushman Bharat – a component of which intends to provide insurance coverage of 5 lakh to 500 million people 
is envisaged to alleviate household out-of-pocket expenditure to a large extent. This, along with wellness 
centres will provide ample impetus to achieve universal healthcare. This can contribute to realising India’s SDG 
commitments that aim to provide appropriate and high-quality healthcare to all with adequate financial 
protection. 

▪ Proposed centres are supposed to be the main points of contact for communities with the public health system 
and better versions of existing health sub-centres and primary health centres. The centres will provide primary, 
outpatient care and referral access to secondary and tertiary health care when needed. 

▪ Services will not be limited as they are now to pregnancy care, immunisation and some communicable diseases 
that represent less than 10% of morbidity. A Health and Wellness Center will handle more than 70% of all 
outpatient care including non-communicable diseases and mental illnesses. 

▪ These centres will also provide free essential drugs and diagnostic services. 
▪ The role of the doctor and specialist will be extended from making a diagnosis and treatment plan to 

ensuring medication compliance for chronic illness and follow up care delivered close to home. 
▪ The centre will have a much wider range of free drugs and diagnostics, including many that need to be 

prescribed but can be made available  locally by the health workers. 
▪ Case study:- 

▪ Recently released pilot study from Tamil Nadu of some 67 health centres upgraded to Health and Wellness 
Centres shows that out-of-pocket expenditure has been reduced dramatically and has become almost 
negligible. At the same time people’s access and utilisation of healthcare has greatly improved within just 
one year. 

Some issues need to be dealt with :- 
▪ India’s health and wellness centres borrows from these international examples of more comprehensive primary 

healthcare. India’s health and wellness centres are currently designed to cater to 3,000 to 5,000 people with 
three nurses or paramedical workers. 

What needs to be done :- 
▪ The current approach requires re-emphasising the missing priority on PHCs and CHCs for developing 

comprehensive primary care. Achieving comprehensive primary care requires a paradigm shift from disease-
control vertical programmes to community-led, people-oriented primary care. 

▪ Sharper focus in the resource-starved states should be on improving efficiency in spending without 
compromising equity, and this can be attained by designing programmes that would cover a large number of 
people and a wide range of diseases 
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▪ Since the states have higher responsibility than the Centre in matters related to health, the blueprints of 
primary care can further be redefined in view of the local needs. This should be the policy agenda for the 
low-performing and resource-constrained states. 

▪ It is relevant to develop low-cost primary care service delivery models involving nurses and allied health 
professionals which can lower the burden on the public health system marked by the stress of a low doctor-
strength. 

▪ India needs to design health services to meet local needs with opposite referral mechanism to secondary- and 
tertiary-care, and this can produce better health outcomes with a considerable cost-advantage. In this context, 
the role of public health professionals, those who can help design outreach and preventive programmes and 
implement the continuing health programme effectively, assumes paramount importance. 

▪ India lacks the required number of public health professionals. The shortage is severe in many parts of the 
country, especially poorer states like Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan. The focus should be to train 
a pool of social workers, psychiatrists, counsellors with public health orientation who could then transform the 
primary healthcare delivery system in the country. 

▪ Approximately, 51% of total government expenditure on health is spent on primary care. This needs to be 
stepped up to at least two-third of the government expenditure as suggested in the health policy document of 
India. 

▪ Reorienting resources towards population-based preventive programmes will help set the allocation of scare 
resources for larger social benefits right. 

 

Q) The constitution of Central Mental Health Authority (CMHA) is a welcome step but more 

needs to be done in this direction. Comment. (250 words) 

Timesofindia 

Why this question 

The centre has recently constituted the CMHA, as mandated under the Mental Health Care Act, 2017. 
It is important to understand the structure and functions of the CMHA. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon.   

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding of the CMHA and bring out why 
it is a welcome step but still more needs to be done in this direction. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– mention that India is a signatory of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, and in this direction it  passed the new Mental Health Care Act in 2017. 

Body- 

Mention that Mental Health Care Act in 2017  mandates constitution of CMHA, SMHA and Mental 
Health Review Boards. 

Discuss about the CMHA in detail. E.g briefly discuss its constitution- officio and in-officio members. 
Then discuss its primary duties. E.g to monitor and regulate establishment of mental health 
institutions across the country; registration of clinicians, ensure availability of medication in PHCs; 
develop quality and service provision norms, train stakeholders etc 

Discuss what more needs to be done in this direction. E.g The success of the CMHA and SMHAs will 
be in making available appropriate and comprehensive care be it in PHCs, hospitals or in inclusive 
settings for those with long term needs as mandated by the Act, and in decreasing disability and 
suffering as a result of mental disorders etc. 

Conclusion- based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
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Background :- 
▪ One year after the Centre passed the Mental Health Care Act in 2017, it has finally constituted the Central Mental 

Health Authority (CMHA) to monitor and regulate all mental health institutions in the country. 
▪ The Centre passed the new Mental Health Care Act in 2017 which mandates constitution of the CMHA, the State 

Mental Health Authority (SMHA) and Mental Health Review Boards. 
Central mental health authority :- 
▪ New body has widened representation of members, including mental health service users, caregivers, mental 

health professionals and NGOs. 
▪ Primary duties of CMHA is to monitor and regulate establishment of mental health institutions across the 

country, registration of clinicians, ensure availability of medications in primary health centres (PHCs), develop 
quality and service provision norms, train stakeholders on provision of the act and advise the Centre on mental 
health care and services. 

▪ The CMHA consists of 12 members, both officio and non-officio, including users, caregivers and mental health 
professionals. 

▪ Every mental health institute and mental health practitioners including clinical psychologists, mental health 
nurses and psychiatric social workers will have to be registered with this Authority. 

▪ These bodies will :- 
(a) Register, supervise and maintain a register of all mental health establishments. 
(b) Develop quality and service provision norms for such establishments. 
(c) Maintain a register of mental health professionals. 
(d) Train law enforcement officials and mental health professionals on the provisions of the Act. 
(e) Receive complaints about deficiencies in provision of services. 
(f) Advise the government on matters relating to mental health. 

▪ The success of the CMHA and SMHAs will be in making available appropriate and comprehensive care be it in 
PHCs, hospitals or in inclusive settings for those with long term needs as mandated by the Act, and in decreasing 
disability and suffering as a result of mental disorders etc. 

What more needs to be done :- 
▪ Executive wings of the government at both central and state levels have failed miserably to disseminate the new 

statute to stake holders. It has also failed to implement its provisions including the expeditious setting up of the 
State Mental Health Authority and Mental Health Review Board – the basic pillars central to the success of the 
Act. This need to be looked into. 

▪ Mental health services must be scaled up as an essential component of universal health coverage. 
▪ Barriers and threats to mental health, such as the pervasive impact of stigma, must be assertively addressed. 
▪ Mental health must be protected by public policies and developmental efforts. 
▪ New opportunities must be enthusiastically embraced, in particular those offered by the innovative use of 

community health workers and digital technologies to deliver a range of mental health intervention 
▪ Substantial additional investments must be urgently made as the economic and health case for increased 

investments in mental health is strong. 
▪ There is also an immediate opportunity for more efficient use of existing resources, for example, through the 

redistribution of budgets from large hospitals to district hospitals and community-based local services. 
▪ Finally, investments in research and innovation must harness diverse disciplines to advance understanding of the 

causes of mental disorders and develop more effective interventions to prevent and treat them. 
 

Q) Is Artificial Intelligence the Way Forward For improving the learning outcomes of 

education in India ? Examine. (250 words)  

Reference 

Why this question 

Education in India needs a systematic overhaul in the wake of growing concerns for the plethora of 
problems faced by it and due to new demands created by the growing popularity and adoption of 
technology in our lives. In this context it is important to discuss how AI can help improve learning 
outcomes in education. 

Directive word 
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Examine- here we have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, and find out the causes or 
implications if any.   

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to bring out the role that AI can play in transforming education in India and 
improve the learning outcomes. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  various ills faced by education in India. E.g 
low enrollment particularly in higher education, unequal access to quality education; poor learning 
outcomes etc. 

Body- 

Discuss in points how AI can help mitigate the woes of education in India. E.g Teachers are often 
quite unable to decide which methods of teaching will resonate with the majority of their students. 
AI can make these decisions with less errors than human beings; Learning skill-sets requires students 
to grasp multiple aspects. Hence, a fair assessment should evaluate a student on both their strengths 
and areas that need improvement. AI can create fairer, unbiased ways to assess candidates by taking 
into account all the limitations of fixed-format exams, such as varying weightage and the 
curriculum’s difficulty level. AI can set our compass straight so we head in the right direction; AI can 
reduce wastage of time and resources at the grading stage because it allows each student to know 
how they are performing in real-time from both the lens of proficiency level and expertise; AI 
prevents us from designing a templated single-course, and instead allows adjustments as each user 
progresses through their learning cycle by keeping track of what is working and what is not; AI can 
make excellent recommendations after evaluating content at multiple checkpoints and also redirect 
students to free learning resources. That’s a win-win situation; Traditional learning is not serving the 
purpose anymore as the world becomes increasingly complex. A student-driven approach toward 
education boosts retention and encourages each individual to learn how to apply concepts to 
troubleshoot real issues happening in the world. Personalized, AI-driven learning empowers every 
single student to accelerate their progress and both discover and harness their full potential  etc 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background :- 

• Academia worldwide is implementing and utilizing AI in administration, learning, tutoring, grading, and 
assessments. The outcomes of amalgamating technology with innovative learning process have absolutely 
revolutionized education systems across the globe.  

Impact of artificial intelligence on education in India :- 
• Nowadays people are living in a time where changes are perpetual, hence it is difficult to keep close track of 

current trends and redesign education at every step of the way. This is precisely where AI can work wonders. 
• AI can track data and make conclusive deductions that overcomes the limitations of situated learning.  

o Teachers are often quite unable to decide which methods of teaching will resonate with the majority 
of their students. AI can make these decisions with less errors than human beings.  

• AI’s power can be leveraged during assessments 
o AI’s power can create fairer, unbiased ways to assess candidates by taking into account all the 

limitations of fixed-format exams, such as varying weightage and the curriculum’s difficulty level. 
o AI can reduce wastage of time and resources at the grading stage because it allows each student to 

know how they are performing in real-time from both the lens of proficiency level and expertise. This 
critical information can motivate students to try harder throughout. 

• AI Lends Itself To Personalized Education  
o AI prevents us from designing a templated single-course, and instead allows adjustments as each user 

progresses through their learning cycle by keeping track of what is working and what is not.  
• AI can make excellent recommendations after evaluating content at multiple check-points and also redirect 

students to free learning resources.  
• AI can enable the educators to frame auto-upgradable industry-academia curriculum and research-academia 

curriculum for better learning and training of students across the nation. 
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• AI assists interact with students and predict their learning speed through past behaviour. They then adjust 
course speed and presentation at a pace that is optimal for each learner. 

• AI in education has opened the doors for a deeper understanding of both what knowledge is required, what’s 
the best way to acquire it and what impediments are preventing it from being acquired. 

• Students can fetch filtered and updated content and unbiased information that is independent of barriers like 
region, language, accessibility, and affordability. 

 

Q) Low standards in education, lack of requisite skills and unemployment form a vicious 

cycle which is detrimental to India’s demographic dividend. Comment. How can human 

resource development play a role in addressing this problem? Examine. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to discuss how low education standards, poor skill education and 
unemployment feed into each other leading to a creation of a vicious cycle. We need to highlight 
how this essentially hinders the growth opportunities for the country which is provided by 
demographic dividend. Finally we need to explain how focussing on human resource development 
can help in alleviating these issues. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain that India has a short window of time where it can focus on the strength of 
its demographic dividend and accelerate its growth. 

Body – Initially explain the problem of low education standards, poor skill level and how these issues 
feed into the problem of unemployment. Thereafter, highlight how these issues are likely to snowball 
into a major impediment for India going forward considering the amount of youth that are being 
added to the labour force. Explain in brief that India has a short window to capitalise on its 
demographic dividend and examine what needs to be done to build up skill level and education level 
amongst the young population so as to ensure that India is able to reap the advantage of its 
demographic dividend. 

Conclusion – Give your view and discuss the way forward. 
Background:- 

• India has one of the youngest populations in an aging world. By 2020, the median age in India will be just 28. 
Demographics can change the pace and pattern of economic growth. While China’s spectacular growth has 
already benefited from a demographic dividend, India is yet to do so. 

How low standards of education is harmful for India’s demographic dividend:- 
• The focus on rote learning and lack of creativity in education leads to inefficient workforce graduating from 

colleges which do not meet the requirements of the industry. 
• Many youngsters are clueless about their strengths and the career they should pursue. Inability to choose the 

right course impacts their career adversely.  
• India is a culture focused on academic learning and professional qualifications. But today, due to volatile 

nature of the business environment, formal educational qualifications are not enough. 
• India is home to the world’s largest concentration of illiterate people in the world. It has made gains in human 

development, but challenges remain, including big barriers to secondary schooling, low-quality public services, 
and gender discrimination. 

Lack of unemployment is detrimental to demographic dividend:- 
• According to the International Labour Organisation, in 2016, the global unemployment rate for youth stood at 

13.1%. Data by the Labour Bureau suggest that, during that period, India was on par with the global average 
i.e.., 13.2% of those between 18 and 29 years of age who were seeking a job in 2015-2016 remained 
unemployed. 
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• Growth benefit of a demographic dividend is not automatic. A lot depends on whether the bulge in working 
population can be trained, and enough jobs created to employ the 10 million more people who will join the 
labour force every year. 

• There is mounting concern that future growth could turn out to be jobless due to de-industrialization, de-
globalization, and the fourth industrial revolution and technological progress. 

• While digital technologies may enable the creation of new products and more productive jobs, they may also 
substitute existing jobs. India may not be able to take advantage of these opportunities, due to a low human 
capital base and lack of skills. 

• Lack of jobs combined with a demographic dividend will increase the share of the population that is dependent 
on the working population. This will increase the economic insecurity of the elderly, as there will be fewer 
people generating wealth. 

How lack of skill is detrimental to exploiting India’s demographic dividend:- 
• According to the National Sample Survey, out of the 470 million people of working age in India, only 10% 

receive any kind of training or access to skilled employment opportunities. 
• There’s a huge mismatch between demand and supply when it comes to skilled workforce and employment 

opportunities, which could place a strain on the economy in the long run. 
• Though recent initiatives such as “Skill India Mission” aim to train and create an employable skilled talent pool 

of 500 million people by 2020, there still is a long way to go. 
How Human resource development can play a role in addressing the potential of demographic dividend:- 

• Indian companies have to work with high schools and colleges to upgrade the current education system with 
the latest technology and know-how. 

• There is a need to invest in research and analysis which will help build relevant training modules and syllabi 
as per the changing industry requirements. 

• The process of guiding youngsters along the right career path should begin early at school.  
o Experienced career counsellors can help the students understand their potential and interests and on 

the basis of industry trends, guide them to choose the right course and form of training. 
• Companies have to identify and work with individuals in communities, where they operate to build and run 

specialised personality and soft skills development programmes that focus on body language, work ethics, 
time management, team management and communication skills. 

o Companies can also offer career counselling, vocational training and guidance through 
apprenticeships to high school graduates. 

• Investing in people through healthcare, quality education, jobs and skills helps build human capital, which is 
key to supporting economic growth, ending extreme poverty, and creating more inclusive societies.  

• New technology could be exploited to accelerate the pace of building human capital, including massive open 
online courses and virtual classrooms. 

• High-quality education is one of the strongest ways for countries to reduce poverty, achieve gender equality, 
and create more jobs. Building human capital translates into higher rates of economic growth and job 
creation.  

 

Q) Tribal communities lag behind the general population on most health parameters. 

Critically Examine. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to find out the reasons as to why the tribal population of India fares poor in 
most of the health parameters and then form a concluding and substantive opinion on the issue. 

Directive word 

Critically examine -Here we have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, and find out the 
causes or implications if any. Based on our discussion we have to form a concluding opinion on the 
issue. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  tribal communities in India, their proportion 
in the population and the environmental conditions in which they live. 
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Body- 

Mention that health is an interplay of a number of social, political, cultural, environmental and 
genetic factors; Access to healthcare depends on a number of factors of which female literacy is an 
important determinant — it is instrumental in shaping a group’s healthcare seeking behaviour. 
According to the 2011 Census, the female literacy of Scheduled Tribes is 56.5 per cent; this is almost 
10 per cent below the national rate and is one reason for tribal groups doing poorly on health 
parameters. Financial insecurity is another major cause of the ill-health of tribal people; The poor 
health of an ethnic group is very often a result of the exclusion of that group from a country’s 
national imagination; Exclusion and marginalisation of a group leads to poverty, which in turn makes 
people from such groups vulnerable to diseases. This holds true for India’s Scheduled Tribes as well; 
Moreover, some Scheduled Tribe communities are known to be vulnerable to specific diseases — 
people of Odisha’s Gond tribe, for example, are susceptible to sickle cell disease etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. E.g 
Improving the health of Scheduled Tribes requires a multi-pronged approach. However, honest 
attempts at inclusion — politically, administratively and socially — should be behind all such 
endeavours. Measures to tackle group specific health issues and capacity building of a group in terms 
of improving their education and literacy, would go a long way in promoting their health. 

Background:- 
• The health status of India’s tribal communities is in need of special attention. Being among the poorest and 

most marginalised groups in India, tribals experience extreme levels of health deprivation. 
• The tribal community lags behind the national average on several vital public health indicators, with women 

and children being the most vulnerable. 
Tribal health parameters:- 

• According to the 2011 census, Scheduled Tribes form 8.6 per cent of the country’s populations. Many of these 
tribes live in the most inaccessible geographical regions of the country. 

• Less healthcare accessibility:- 
o In fact, in a study, published in The Lancet in May, India ranked 145 among 195 countries in terms of 

healthcare accessibility behind Bangladesh and Bhutan. 
• Access to healthcare depends on a number of factors of which female literacy is an important determinant 

as it is instrumental in shaping a group’s healthcare seeking behaviour. 
o According to the 2011 Census, the female literacy of Scheduled Tribes is 56.5 per cent this is almost 

10 per cent below the national rate and is one reason for tribal groups doing poorly on health 
parameters. 

• Several studies on maternal health show poorer nutritional status, higher levels of morbidity and mortality, 
and lower utilisation of antenatal and postnatal services among tribals.  

• Starvation deaths continue to be reported from tribal areas, including from advanced States like Kerala. 
• Health problems prevalent in tribal areas include endemic infectious diseases like malaria, tuberculosis, and 

diarrhoeal diseases, apart from malnutrition and anaemia. 
• Prevalence of chronic diseases such as hypertension and diabetes mellitus, hitherto rare in these populations, 

is rising, and stroke and heart disease are now the leading causes of death. 
• Some of the highest rates of tuberculosis in the country have been reported from the Sahariya tribe of Madhya 

Pradesh. Similarly, deaths due to malaria occur disproportionately among tribals 
Reasons for inadequate health care for tribal population :- 

• Reasons for poor health Research has shown that 75 per cent of India’s tribal population defecates in the open 
and 33 per cent does not have access to a clean source of drinking water. 

• Insanitary conditions, ignorance, lack of health education and poor access to healthcare facilities are the main 
factors responsible for the poor health of tribals. 

• Further, displacement from their traditional forest homes and natural source of food and lack of livelihoods 
makes them dependent on the public distribution system (PDS) and other government handouts for 
survival. Most tribal groups are traditionally hunter-gatherers and not accustomed to agriculture their diets, 
therefore, are now severely limited in fruits and vegetables as well as good sources of protein (including fish 
and meat). 

o Polished rice and cereals available through the PDS have replaced diverse dietary food baskets. 
• Posts of doctors and paramedicals are often vacant. 
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• Additionally, the non-availability of essential drugs and equipment, inadequate infrastructure, difficult 
terrain and constraints of distance and the lack of transport and communication facilities further hinder 
healthcare delivery. 

• The geographical and infrastructural challenges to public health and the lack of health-related knowledge 
among tribals are exploited by quacks (unqualified medical practitioners), who are often available at the 
doorstep.  

• Levels of illiteracy are high, with 47 per cent in rural areas and 21.8 per cent in urban areas being unable to 
read and write.  

• Financial insecurity is another major cause of the ill-health of tribal people. 
Way forward:- 

• Traditional healers, who are often the first point of care, can be sensitised and trained to deliver simple 
interventions like ORS for diarrhoea and anti-malarials as well as to refer patients to the PHC in a timely 
manner. 

• Tribal boys and girls (who complete school but often have no further opportunities) could be trained as 
community health workers or nurses and incentivised to stay and work in their own communities. 

o A successful example is the ASHWINI Gudalur Adivasi hospital in the Nilgiris, where the management 
and most staff (except the doctors) are tribal. 

• Nutritional counselling and education, establishment of kitchen gardens and provision of a more diverse range 
of food items through the PDS would help in curtailing macro and micronutrient deficiencies. 

• More research needs to be done on the traditional herbal medicines used by tribal people and their use 
encouraged, wherever beneficial. 

• Tribals right to good healthcare must be addressed using modern technology and innovative approaches and 
most importantly, by involving the community in developing solutions for their problems. 

• There are many successful examples of good healthcare delivery in remote tribal areas in India. These models 
need to be scaled up in order to improve the lives of the most vulnerable and marginalised citizens of India. 

 

Q) Instead of surveillance technologies there is a need to rescue TB patients by providing 

rights-based interventions. Analyze. (250 words)  

The hindu 

Why this question 

India has the highest burden of TB patients in the world despite the fact that TB is a completely 
curable disease. The disease inflicts heavy economic and  health costs on the poor patients. In this 
context it is important to analyze why there is a need for a rights based interventions to rescue TB 
patients. 

Directive word 

Analyze-here we  have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the topic by separating it 
into component parts, and present them as a whole in a summary. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to delve deep into the TB disease burden in India, bring out the inefficiencies 
of the surveillance based strategies in tackling the disease and discuss how a rights based approach 
would be the right approach in this direction. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the United Nations Declaration of September 
2018 titled “United to End Tuberculosis: An Urgent Global Response to a Global Epidemic”, where 
heads of state and government have “reaffirmed their commitment to end the global TB epidemic 
by 2030”. 

Body- 

Bring out the limitations of the surveillance based approaches and technologies in handling the 
disease. E.g There are also seemingly endless technological tweaks to the Directly Observed 
Treatment, short course (DOTS) strategy, which requires patients to report every day to a health 
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authority, who watches them swallow their tablets. Now, governments use, or plan to soon use, a 
strategy of video, tablets, phones and drones to carry the old DOTS strategy into the technology era; 
This thinking envisions a TB response that is not with and for people who have TB but rather against 
suspects who must be targeted, tracked, traced and, above all, never trusted etc. 

Discuss the advantages/ need for a rights based approach in this direction. E.g Such an approach 
focuses on creating health systems that foster trust, partnership and dignity. This approach regards 
people with TB not as subjects to be controlled but as people to be partnered with. It assumes that 
people with TB have dignity, intelligence and empathy that motivate them to act in the best interests 
of themselves and their communities when empowered to do so. We cannot beat TB through a 
response rooted in control and coercion etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• Recently United Nations Declared its fight against Tuberculosis where heads of state and government have 
reaffirmed their commitment to end the global TB epidemic by 2030. 

• India accounts for 27% of the world’s tuberculosis burden and it had set its own target at the End-TB Summit 
in Delhi earlier this year: TB Free India by 2025.  

• With an estimated 10 million new cases of tuberculosis and 1.6 million dying from the disease globally in 2017, 
the world still has a long way to go. 

Why surveillance technologies don’t serve the purpose :- 
• These plans do not adhere to rights based approach:- 

o There is a plan in India  to implant microchips in people in order to track them and ensure they 
complete TB treatment. 

o There are also seemingly endless technological tweaks to the Directly Observed Treatment, short 
course (DOTS) strategy, which requires patients to report every day to a health authority. 

o Now, governments use, or plan to soon use, a strategy of video, tablets, phones and drones to carry 
the old DOTS strategy into the technology era. 

• Issues with Nikshay:- 
o India had set up Nikshay which is an online tuberculosis reporting system for medical practitioners 

and clinical establishments, with the aim to increase the reporting of tuberculosis, especially from the 
private sector. 

o In the years since it was launched, Nikshay has faced many roadblocks on the ground, such as 
unawareness of the system, unwillingness to report due to misconceptions about it, inconsistency in 
reporting, and lack of incentives for those reporting cases. 

• New technologies:- 
o The development and spread of new methods and technologies to detect the different modes of this 

disease, new vaccines, and new drugs and shorter drug regimens have been slow, as compared to 
other such diseases like HIV/AIDS.  

o The method most commonly used to diagnose TB in India, is sputum smear microscopy which is nearly 
100 years old and it misses up half the cases. 

• An obsession with  gadgets in disease management  in the context of a disease that could be eliminated in a 
relatively inexpensive way through human-rights based interventions is strange. 

• This thinking envisions a TB response that is not with and for people who have TB but rather against suspects 
who must be targeted, tracked, traced and, above all, never trusted. 

• This response is rooted in control and coercion.  
Rights based interventions are needed :- 

• Rights based approach focuses on creating health systems that foster trust, partnership and dignity.  
• This approach regards people with TB not as subjects to be controlled but as people to be partnered with. It 

assumes that people with TB have dignity, intelligence and empathy that motivate them to act in the best 
interests of themselves and their communities when empowered to do so.  

What interventions need to be made:- 
• Collaboration is required:- 

o International institutions, donors and countries need to focus and collaborate on the urgent 
production and distribution of affordable generics of bedaquiline and delamanid. 
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o There is a need to escalate from all levels pressure on companies such as Johnson and Johnson and 
Otsuka to drop their prices for each medication so that their exorbitant prices no longer exclude the 
vast majority of people from accessing the drugs. 

• Human touch:- 
o Employ and deploy community health-care workers. 

• Accountability:- 
o Community-based structures such as clinic committees ensure accountability while also fostering 

partnership and trust between communities and their health-care systems. Grassroots civil society 
and community-based organisations also ensure accountability. 

o Such organisations are indispensable and would thrive on comparatively small amounts of funding.  
• Counselling for patients to start treatment, to keep taking their medicines, to deal with any side effects and 

to combat shame is the only way India will eliminate TB. 
o Having people go to patients homes and explain to their whole families the importance of taking the 

medications, of good nutrition and to talk about any side effects they might be experiencing is very 
effective and means fewer patients stop treatment, 

• Ensuring patients complete the full course of the treatment becomes mandatory to cure the disease. 
• One of the most important pillars of eliminating TB is timely diagnosis, as each undiagnosed patient can 

transmit the disease to others. A study by the Global Coalition of TB Activists found it took between a month 
and more than two years for patients to get a proper diagnosis. This needs change. 

 

Q) Analyse the reasons for rising hunger and discuss how this trend can be reversed to 

achieve the Sustainable Development Goal 2 of Zero Hunger ? (250 words) 

Reference 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to discuss the various reasons that cause hunger as well as hidden hunger 
and the steps that are necessary to reverse hunger. 

Directive word 

Analyze – When asked to analyze, you  have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight that hunger and hidden hunger is still one of the major social deprivation 
that the world grapples with. Give statistics. 

Body 

Explain the reasons why hunger persists 

• Rising inequalities leading to extreme forms of poverty. 

• Lack of investment in agriculture – Too many developing countries lack the roads, 
warehouses and irrigation systems that would help them overcome hunger. 

• Climate and weather – Natural disasters such as floods, tropical storms and long periods of 
drought are on the increase — with calamitous consequences for the hungry poor in 
developing countries. 
War and displacement – Across the globe, conflicts consistently disrupt farming and food 
production. 

• Unstable markets – Rising food prices make it difficult for the poorest people to get 
nutritious food consistently – which is exactly what they need to do. 

• Food wastage – One third of all food produced (1.3 billion tons) is never consumed. This food 
wastage represents a missed opportunity to improve global food security in a world where 
1 in 8 is hungry. 
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Discuss ways to reverse the problem 

• Increase food production through better agricultural technologies. 

• Designing better public distribution systems. 

• Fortification of foods. 

• Addressing poverty through better socio economic policies. Etc 

Conclusion – Give your view on how to tackle the problem and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 

• Fighting hunger is a global mission and zero hunger is also one of the main Sustainable Development Goals. 
• According to FAO, 821 million people or one in nine people  suffer from chronic hunger. 

Reasons for rising hunger :- 
• Climate change impact:- 

o Erratic rainfall and increasing frequency of extreme events have impacted agricultural activities 
everywhere creating unfavourable conditions for food production. 

o Climate variability affecting rainfall patterns and agricultural seasons, and climate extremes such as 
droughts and floods, are among the key drivers behind the rise in hunger, together with conflict and 
economic slowdowns 

o Changes in climate are already undermining production of major crops such as wheat, rice and maize 
in tropical and temperate regions and, without building climate resilience, this is expected to worsen 
as temperatures increase and become more extreme.   

o Analysis in the UN report the prevalence and number of undernourished people tend to be higher in 
countries highly exposed to climate extremes. 

• Issues with agriculture:- 
o The change from multi to mono cropping systems limits the diversity of agricultural products. 
o Inclination towards cash crops and changing food habits result in malnutrition, undernutrition and 

even micro-nutrient deficiencies. 
• Food wastage:- 

o Food wastage is also an emerging challenge that undermines the efforts to end hunger and 
malnutrition. According to the FAO, the global volume of food wastage is estimated at 1.6 billion 
tonnes of primary product equivalents. 

• Unstable markets :- 
o Rising food prices make it difficult for the poorest people to get nutritious food consistently which is 

exactly what they need to do. 
• Natural disasters:- 

o Natural disasters such as floods, tropical storms and long periods of drought are on the increase with 
calamitous consequences for the hungry poor in developing countries. 

• In many parts women’s nutritional requirements are often unmet as they consume whatever is left after 
everyone else has eaten. 

• Low agricultural investments and poor health, sanitation and childcare practices are other hindrances in 
achieving zero hunger. 

• Conflict, economic slowdown and rapidly increasing overweight and obesity levels are reversing progress 
made in the fight against hunger and malnutrition. 

How do achieve goal 2 of SDG :- 
• Achieving zero hunger requires agriculture and food systems to become more efficient, sustainable, climate-

smart and nutrition-sensitive. 
• Need for synchronisation among malnutrition, dietary diversity and production diversity. 
• It is important to look at the future of food production to achieve the zero hunger goal. 

o Technologies like mobile phones can be used for knowledge transfer to rural farmers on the food 
production cycle and market linkages. 

o Formulate policies that support better agricultural investments. 
o Providing agriculture subsidies and incentives and prioritising nutrition programmes. 
o Boosting the production and consumption of climate resilient native nutritional crops. 
o Agro-ecological practices such as zero budget natural farming, organic farming and permaculture play 

an important role in their impact on food and nutrition security. 
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• Policies must pay special attention to groups who are the most vulnerable to the harmful consequences of 
poor food access: infants, children aged under five, school-aged children, adolescent girls, and women. 

• A sustainable shift must be made towards nutrition-sensitive agriculture and food systems that can provide 
safe and high-quality food for all. 

• The UN  report also calls for greater efforts to build climate resilience through policies that promote climate 
change adaptation and mitigation, and disaster risk reduction.  

 

Q) “An essential condition to eradicate poverty is to liberate the poor from deprivation”. 

Comment. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain how poverty is a result of deprivations of different kind and for 
tackling poverty the key is to tackle those deprivations which cause it. 

Directive word 

Comment – When you are asked to comment, you have to pick main points and give your ‘opinion’ 
on them based on evidences or arguments stemming from your wide reading. Your opinion may be 
for or against, but you must back your argument with evidences. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain that Poverty and deprivation are related in the context of pursuing 
choices.When allowed to pursue choices with deprivation kept at bay, poverty may be slowly 
eradicate poverty. 

Body 

Explain the various forms of deprivation that lead to poverty. Talk about economic deprivation, 
employment deprivation, health deprivation, resource deprivation etc and draw the linkage between 
such deprivation 

Here only, you should also talk about the schemes/policies etc by the government to end such 
deprivations. 

Conclusion – Effective implementation of schemes, subsidies reaching beneficiaries without 
leakages and capacity building towards creating supportive infrastructure will help reduce poverty 
and hunger to achieve the SDG Goals and create inclusiveness for reality. 

Background :- 
• Poverty is a multi-dimensional concept that encompasses not only economic deprivation, but also deprivation 

of opportunities as well as deprivation of basic needs such as health, education, housing etc. 
• Poverty creates deprivation and deprivation perpetuates poverty. Government policies have aimed to break 

free from this vicious cycle. 
Liberating the poor from this deprivation is essential to eradicate poverty as :- 

• Health :- 
o Holistic healthcare facilities will decrease mortality and morbidity leading to more productive 

workforce, higher productivity and growth, prosperity. 
o Healthy mothers, healthy children, better learning outcomes and avenues to flourish. 
o Healthcare is intricately linked to  Food security and awareness about healthy eating and balanced 

diet ensures that the people get enough macro and micronutrients that lead to proper overall 
development of body and mind, creating spill-over effects in other dimensions such as education. 

• Education:- 
o Skilling and education cannot alone eradicate poverty without the presence of formal sector jobs in 

all the sectors of the economy. Formal sector jobs have provisions for proper wages and social security 
nets, which provide the people with the economic means necessary to live life with a decent standard 
of living. 

o Provision of education opens up new opportunities for the people and enables them to get gainful 
employment in various fields. Skilling and vocational training is an essential component of education. 
India has the Right to Education as a Fundamental Right under Article 21A of its constitution. 
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• Knowledge deprivation:- 
o By increasing awareness about common diseases, political awareness, and engendering behavioural 

change in matters such as sanitation, savings and exercising regularly will lead to better social 
indicators, eradication of poverty and a conscientious citizenry. 

• Elementary education:- 
o It is regarded as greatest gift which can empower an individual. For example- If poor child is educated 

it will help him to secure job in a economy which require skilled workers. This will help his whole family 
to break the vicious cycle of poverty. 

• Water and Sanitation:- 
o A family which do not have access to quality water and sanitation facilities will be more prone to 

disease. If earning member is ill it way cause hunger and abject poverty in family. 
• Political power:- 

o If proper representation is not provided to poor it will deprive them of policy support like economic 
and social entitlements. 

• Economic deprivation:- 
o With economic empowerment, the nation’s economic growth increases and lead to better standard 

of living reducing poverty. 
What more needs to be done? 

• Accelerating rural poverty reduction: 
o It’s not just about agricultural growth, which has long been considered the key driver of poverty 

reduction. In fact, rural India is not predominantly agricultural and shares many of the economic 
conditions of smaller urban areas. 

o Capitalizing on growing connectivity between rural and urban areas, and between the agriculture, 
industry and services sectors, has been effective in the past two decades and holds promise for the 
future. 

• Creating more and better jobs: 
o The road out of poverty in India has been built on the performance of the labor market, but also 

benefited from rising transfers and remittances, and favorable demographics among other factors. 
o Future efforts will need to address job creation in more productive sectors, which has until now been 

lukewarm and has yielded few salaried jobs that offer stability and security. 
• Focusing on women and Scheduled Tribes:- 

o The most worrying trends are the low participation of women in the labor market and the slow 
progress among scheduled tribes. 

o India’s women have been withdrawing from the labor force since 2005 and less than one-third of 
working age women are now in the labor force. As a result, India today ranks last among BRICS 
countries, and close to the bottom in South Asia in female labor force participation. 

o Scheduled Tribes started with the highest poverty rates of all of India’s social groups, and have 
progressed more slowly than the rest. 

o Women and Scheduled Tribes are at risk of being locked out of India’s growth and prosperity. 
• Creating more good locations:- 

o Where people live largely shapes their prospects in life. India’s states continue to see large and 
growing differences in poverty levels and basic opportunities. 

o More and more of India’s poor are concentrated in the poorest states, and even within relatively 
prosperous states, certain pockets of deprivation persist where people are unable to share in the 
state’s successes. 

• Improving human development outcomes for the poor: 
o This is central to improving their quality of life and income earning opportunities. 
o The recent past shows that some problems, such as undernutrition and open defecation, are endemic 

and not only confined to the poor but others too, and have not improved with economic growth. 
o Better health, sanitation and education will not only help raise the productivity of millions, they will 

also empower the people to meet their aspirations, and provide the country with new drivers of 
economic growth. 
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Q) There is a need for India to learn from other Asian countries and move from food 

security to nutrition security. Analyze. (250 words) 

Hindubuisnessline 
Indianexpress 
Reference 

Why this question 

Hunger affects the whole existence of a person and restricts his capacity for development. India has 
the world’s highest number of malnourished children and has fared poorly in tackling hunger among 
its citizens. In this context it is important to analyze the methods and strategies of similarly placed 
countries like India and learn from them. 

Directive word 

Analyze-here we  have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the topic by separating it 
into component parts, and present them as a whole in a summary. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to dig deep into the problem of hunger and malnourishment among the 
Indians and bring out why there is a need to move from food security to nutritional security, as has 
been successfully followed by some of the neighbors. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about India’s performance in world hunger report.e.g 
As the IFPRI report suggests, India contributed single-handedly to South Asia being one of the worst 
performers on malnutrition and child health. Though India’s immediate neighbours in South Asia do 
not fare all that well in the global ranking either, they are still comfortably ahead of India etc. 

Body- 

Discuss the need of pursuing nutrition security over food security and how India can learn from other 
Asian countries which have performed well. E.g Open defecation, which is exceptionally widespread 
in India, can account for much or all of the excess stunting in India.” The construction of toilets and 
improved sanitation undertaken by the NDA government as a priority, and its drive towards 
cleanliness through the ‘Swachh Bharat’ campaign, ought to be welcomed and deserve full support; 
lessons from Bangladesh- a pluralistic health system that has main stakeholders pursuing women-
centred, gender-equity-oriented, highly focussed health programmes in family planning, 
immunisation, oral rehydration and child health, tuberculosis, vitamin A supplementation; The 
Vietnamese, with their intervention programmes aimed at nutrient enhancement, have managed 
their growth process ensuring a positive association between reduction in expenditure-based 
poverty and calorie-based under-nutrition, in a manner that has lessons for other high growth 
achievers such as India; Whereas in Bangladesh NGOs played an interventionist role in promoting 
universal health coverage, in Vietnam there have been several private and public initiatives to 
enhance food security in the 1990s 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• India is home to over 40 million stunted and 17 million wasted children (under-five years). Hence the need to 
ensure nutrition to vast population. 

Why there is a need to move towards nutritional security in India :- 
• India is one of the most malnourished countries in the world. According to a recent report by the International 

Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), India ranked 100 in a list of 119 countries in the ‘Global Hunger Index’ 
(GHI). India fared only better than Afghanistan and Pakistan in Asia. 

• Nearly one-third of adults in the country have a body mass index (BMI) below normal just because they do not 
have enough food to eat. 

• Open defecation, which is exceptionally widespread in India, can account for much or all of the excess stunting 
in India. 
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• India is facing a serious threat of undernutrition where more than half of the women of reproductive age suffer 
from anaemia. Iron deficiency is a significant cause of child stunting in India. 

• On one hand, there is hunger and malnutrition and, on the other, an increase in the number of obese people. 
• Disease spread:- 

o Most child deaths in India occur from treatable diseases like pneumonia, diarrhea, malaria and 
complications at birth. The child may eventually die of a disease, but that disease becomes lethal 
because the child is malnourished and unable to put up resistance to it. 

• Poverty:- 
o The staff of ICDS places part of the blame of malnutrition on parents being inattentive to the needs of 

their children, but crushing poverty forces most women to leave their young children at home and 
work in the fields during the agricultural seasons. 

• Lack of nutrition:- 
o Significant cause of malnutrition is also the deliberate failure of malnourished people to choose 

nutritious food. 
o An international study found that the poor in developing countries had enough money to increase 

their food spending by as much as 30 per cent but that this money was spent on alcohol, tobacco and 
festivals instead. 

Lessons to be learnt from Asian countries :- 
• Bangladesh has an enviable record in universal health coverage. 

o The country focussed on steep and sustained reductions in birth rate and mortality with a pluralistic 
health system that has main stakeholders pursuing women-centred, gender-equity-oriented, highly 
focussed health programmes in family planning, immunisation, oral rehydration and child health, 
tuberculosis, vitamin A supplementation 

o It achieved better health parameters by focusing on girls education, sanitation and moving its diet 
away from rice to fish, fruits and vegetables 

• Vietnam:- 
o The Vietnamese, with their intervention programmes aimed at nutrient enhancement, have managed 

their growth process ensuring a positive association between reduction in expenditure-based poverty 
and calorie-based under-nutrition. 

o in Vietnam there have been several private and public initiatives to enhance food security in the 1990s. 
For example, the government of Vietnam formulated in 1990/91 a new socio-economic strategy for 
the period up to 2000 designed to improve the nutritional levels for the whole community. 

• Thailand:- 
o Thailand has been focussing on nutrition-based poverty reduction for decades unlike many countries. 

While most countries turned their attention to income generation to reduce poverty, Thailand, 
through community participation, put its focus on nutrition, sanitation and health to bring down 
poverty levels. 

Way forward:- 
• While countries like India continue to produce rice and wheat, focus should be given to produce more fruits, 

vegetable and animal products. 
• India is facing a double-burden of malnutrition: Over-nutrition and under-nutrition existing 

simultaneously, there is a pressing need for a multi-sectoral approach along with nutrition-sensitive and 
nutrition-specific interventions to address the problems holistically. 

o For this, there is a need to reiterate the priorities which may include, spreading of knowledge and 
awareness regarding safe food, diversifying food baskets, putting women and children at the centre 
of any nutritional intervention and leverage on modern technologies to impart nutrition-linked 
messages and sustainable agricultural practices. 

• Extend coverage of food fortification of staples:- 
o Currently, fortification of staples is limited to the mandatory iodisation of salt. However, the Food 

Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is in the process of formulating draft standards for the 
fortification of foodgrains which will add to the nutrient value.  

o This would help in providing sufficient calories and micronutrients to a large number of children under-
five.  
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• Target multiple contributing factors, for example, WASH – The underlying drivers for India’s ‘hidden 
hunger’ challenges are complex and go beyond direct nutritional inputs. The push for toilet construction must 
be combined with a strategy for behavioural change.  

• Align agricultural policy with national nutritional objectives – Agriculture policy must be brought in tune with 
nutritional policy, with incentives provided for encouraging the production of nutrient-rich and local crops for 
self-consumption.  

 

Q) Critically examine whether a generics only model is the panacea for India’s disease 

burden ? (250 words)  

Financial express 

Why this question 

The government off late has been focussing on the role of generics as a way to reduce health costs 
and ensuring better health outcomes. The article examines the role of generics as a panacea for 
India’s disease burden and thus needs to be discussed. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to discuss the role of generic in reducing the disease burden , bring out the 
obstacles in this and discuss the way forward. 

Directive word 

Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get 
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any .When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to 
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Mention that the government, in its efforts to cut down on out-of-pocket expenditure 
and make affordable healthcare a reality, is relying on a generics-only model. The push for generics 
witnessed a boom under Pradhan Mantri Bhartiya Jan Aushadhi Pariyojana. 

Body 

Explain the advantages offered by generics in reducing disease burden – low cost, enhanced 
availability etc 

Discuss the obstacles in promoting generics as the panacea for alleviating disease burden – spurious 
drugs, reduced effectiveness etc 

Thereafter, discuss the enablers in promoting generics – government’s push for the generics-only 
model by introducing Jan Aushadhi stores nationwide has bolstered the hold of generics in India. 

Conclusion – Discuss the role of generics in acting as a panacea for disease and burden and discuss 
way forward. 

Background:- 
• In the Indian market, generics hold a whopping 75% share. The government’s push for the generics-only model 

by introducing Jan Aushadhi stores nationwide has bolstered the hold of generics in India So there is a need 
to emphasise the consequences of following the generics only model. 

How generics help :- 
• By promoting generic drug consumption, the government safeguards the health of its generic drug 

manufacturing industry which is one of the largest suppliers of low-cost medicines in the world. 
• Branded generics follow regulatory mechanisms like US FDA and WHO Good Manufacturing Practices, which 

make them more reliable than generic counterparts. 
• As per the latest National Sample Survey Office survey on healthcare, in 2014, medicines emerged as a 

principal component of total health expenses with 72% in rural areas and 68% in urban areas. 
• For a country with one of the highest per capita out-of-pocket expenditures on health, even a modest drop in 

drug prices will free hundreds of households from the widespread phenomenon of a medical poverty trap. 
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How generics only model cannot help India reduce disease burden :– 
• Medicine procurement and distribution should be driven by global best standards, not lowest price . 

o Not only does a low-quality drug delay a patient’s recovery, but also attacks immune system, longer 
duration of dosages inviting associated comorbidities. 

• Lack of quality:- 
o CDSCO’s surveillance report shows a range of commonly consumed generic drugs fall short of standard 

quality-control criteria. Most of India’s generic drugs manufacturers do not follow US FDA guidelines 
for domestic distribution. 

• Substandard medicines may promise affordable healthcare in the present, but in the future results could be 
catastrophic. Relying on generics alone can be counter-productive in the mission to make India disease-free. 

• Lack of qualitative benchmarks :- 
o The absence of an international standard drug regulatory mechanism deters Indian doctors from 

trusting just any generic drug. 
• Most Indian pharmacists are ill-equipped to dispense generics with precision. 

o Dependence on generics alone would transfer the onus of selecting a drug from the doctor to the 
pharmacist and could lead to unreliable medical practices where medicines would be dispensed with 
a profit margin as the driving force. 

• Cases of prolonged illness :- 
o A sudden shift from branded drugs to generics will only add to the doctors dilemma. A doctor cannot 

try out generics especially for patients living with life-threatening conditions like pneumonia, 
worsening asthma, sepsis, etc. 

• The drug samples in India are monitored in both central and regional laboratories. However, limited resources 
and manpower lead to inadequate testing at irregular intervals. This leads to drugs not of standard quality 
(NSQs) and spurious medicines in the Indian supply chain. 

o In 2016, a study on the Spurious and Not of Standard Quality (NSQ) medicines in the supply chain in 
India comprising of more than 47,000 samples collected scientifically, revealed that more than 10% 
samples were declared NSQ in the supply chain, of medicines procured by government agencies, 
compared to the all-India average of 4%. 

Way forward:- 
• There is a need to educate and certify retailer-pharmacists, and increase the capacity of existing laboratories. 
• There is a need for a drug quality assurance set up before the prescription of drugs with generic names, albeit 

marketed under different trade names, is encouraged.  
Conclusion:- 

• While the push for a generics-only policy is a step in the right direction, it is important to assess and ensure 
that Indian generic companies are competent enough to take on the task before institutionalizing such a 
policy. 

• Also, the policy must move beyond rhetoric for in a sector such as health, faulty policy design will directly 
affect the country’s mortality statistics. 

 

Q) It is quite apparent that poverty in India is more concentrated in certain geographical 

areas and overall progress in fight against poverty and hunger has been uneven. While 

elucidating the reasons, suggest appropriate policy measures towards achieving Goals 1 

and 2 of United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain the reasons behind unequal distribution of poverty and hunger. 
Thereafter, it expects us to suggest certain measures  to eradicate poverty and hunger. 

Structure of the answer 

Explain the reasons behind unequal distribution of poverty and hunger 

• Climatic factors- Areas which are hot makes it difficult for people to work and therefore their 
capacity to work reduces. This is the usual case in rural areas. Besides that, flood, famine, 
earthquake and cyclone cause heavy damage to agriculture. 
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• Rapid growth of population- There is an increased rate of population with no adequate 
means of livelihood. This aggravates the problem of poverty. 

• Size of family- In rural areas, the size of the family is also an issue. The per capita income is 
low and the families are huge. 

• Low agricultural productivity- Some areas are not blessed with good productivity maybe due 
to bad location or climate or soil. This reduces the agricultural productivity and results into 
poverty. Etc 

Suggest some measures to eliminate poverty and hunger 

• Co-operative Federalism- The states and the centre need to work together to achieve the 
goals. 

• Better implementation and coverage of schemes like MGNREGA. 

• Career Counselling programs especially for women. In this way, women can also be active 
bread earners to the family. 

• Effective implementation of Skill India programme in order improve the skills and enable 
employment to all which in turn will end poverty. 

• With respect to Zero Hunger, better implementation of schemes such as MDM in schools, 
TPDS, better functioning of anganwadis systems, better co-ordination between anganwadis 
and municipalities for better functioning of Integrated Child Development Scheme and 
increase in the number of healthcare facilities to arrest the issues of malnutrition especially 
in rural areas. 

Conclusion – Emphasize on the importance of tackling this issue and suggest way forward. 
Background:- 

• The complex nature of poverty in India may be related with the vulnerability, natural adversities, shocks and 
uncertainties coupled with inequality and unemployment. It is resulting in uninsured risks  of its citizen. 

Reasons behind unequal distribution of poverty and hunger :– 
• Climatic factors:- 

o Areas which are hot makes it difficult for people to work and therefore their capacity to work reduces. 
This is the usual case in rural areas. Besides that, flood, famine, earthquake and cyclone cause heavy 
damage to agriculture. 

• Rapid growth of population:- 
o There is an increased rate of population with no adequate means of livelihood. This aggravates the 

problem of poverty. 
• Size of family:- 

o In rural areas, the size of the family is also an issue. The per capita income is low and the families are 
huge. 

• Low agricultural productivity:- 
o Some areas are not blessed with good productivity maybe due to bad location or climate or soil. This 

reduces the agricultural productivity and results into poverty. 
• Unequal distribution of land and other assets:- 

o Fragmentation of land leads to marginalisation. This results into only a few farmers getting the 
maximum share of land while others are left with only a meagre land holding. This decreases the 
potentiality and leads to poverty also. 

• Governance failure:- 
o While a large number of poverty alleviation programmes have been initiated, they function in silos. 

There is no systematic attempt to identify people who are in poverty, determine their needs, address 
them and enable them to move above the poverty line. 

o Lack of proper implementation and right targeting 
o There has been a lot of overlapping of schemes. 
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The goal 1 of SDG states No Poverty and the goal 2 states Zero Hunger. Towards this, the following measures can 
be put into place in India to achieve these goals– 

• Co-operative Federalism:- 
o The states and the centre need to work together to achieve the goals. 

• Better implementation and coverage of schemes like MGNREGA. 
• Casual agricultural labour is the largest group that is stuck in poverty, as per data from the socioeconomic 

caste census. These are the “working poor”, for whom the State has not been able to secure the right to an 
adequate means of livelihood. This must be addressed. 

• There is a geographical dimension to poverty i.e.., concentration of poverty in certain parts of the country. 
So there should be renewed focus on the poorest districts: to universalise access in these areas and applying 
indicators that assess performance-based improvement of the most vulnerable. 

• Poverty has persisted among certain marginalised groups, especially among the Scheduled Tribes. Hence, the 
inclusion of tribal girls or women in programmes in the poorest blocks and villages should be used as an 
indicator of performance. 

• Career Counselling programs especially for women. In this way, women can also be active bread earners to 
the family. 

• Better functioning of institutes like ITIs which can provide vocational education and enable students to get 
jobs. 

• Effective implementation of Skill India programme in order improve the skills and enable employment to all 
which in turn will end poverty. 

• With respect to Zero Hunger, better implementation of schemes such as Mid day meals in schools, TPDS, 
better functioning of anganwadis systems, better co-ordination between anganwadis and municipalities for 
better functioning of Integrated Child Development Scheme and increase in the number of healthcare facilities 
to arrest the issues of malnutrition especially in rural areas. 

 

Q) According to World Bank report 22% of Indians live below poverty line. With such a 

large population unable to support themselves, does targeted basic income make sense? 

Critically examine. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to first highlight the statistics on poverty, and thereafter use it as an 
argument in favour of targeted basic income. We need to critically examine the pros and cons of the 
same and thereafter discuss the way forward. 

Directive word 

Critically examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get 
into details, and find out the causes or implications if any .When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to 
a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad of something and give a fair judgement. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight facts and figures related to poverty in India to explain that a sizeable section 
of population is poor. 

Body 

Explain the premise of TBI. TBI is premised on the idea that each poor individual needs guaranteed 
minimum income which they can count on and also provide the necessary material foundation for a 
life with access to basic goods and a life of dignity . It must ensure that every poor person should 
have right to basic income to cover their needs just by virtue of being citizens. 

Examine the merits and demerits of TBI. There are several merits of TBI such as  Social justice by 
reducing inequality; assured poverty reduction; insurance against health, income and other shocks; 
Improving financial inclusion by direct benefit transfer system; psychological benefits by reducing 
the pressure of finding a basic living on a daily basis and administration efficiency. 

Examine whether TBI concept would work in India.  You can give your view by making arguments 
such as conspicuous spending especially by male beneficiaries; Moral hazard that tt can make people 
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lazy and opt out of the labor market and cause labor market distortion; gender disparity induced by 
cash where men are likely to exercise control over spending of TBI, which is not always in the case 
with other kind transfer like PDS; stress on banking system for delivery of TBI and high fiscal costs 
involved. 

Conclusion – Give a fair and balanced view and discuss the way forward. 
Background:- 

• Targeted basic income is premised on the idea that each poor individual needs guaranteed minimum income 
which they can count on and also provide the necessary material foundation for a life with access to basic 
goods and a life of dignity . 

• It must ensure that every poor person should have right to basic income to cover their needs just by virtue of 
being citizens. 

Targeted basic income makes sense because of the following reasons:- 
• Economists are advocating universal basic incomes for:- 

o Fighting Inequality and Slow wage growth 
o Countering adverse effects of advancing automation 
o Countering fears that immigrants will take away jobs 
o Unequal growth distribution:- 

▪ While free trade and technological advances have grown national incomes, not every 
individual is better off. Redistributive government intervention is needed so that no one is left 
worse off 

o Safety net for the weak:- 
▪ To those too weak, unwell or challenged physically to pick up skills and take up jobs, 

guaranteed incomes provide a safety net 
o Supplements earnings:- 

▪ Where people are skilled and employed, but receive low wages, as seen in the case of 
handloom weavers or in small enterprises, basic incomes can supplement earnings and 
support welfare. 

o Case study from Madhya Pradesh where basic income was initiated:- 
▪ Rise in nutrition intake:- 

▪ Specifically, consumption of pulses, fresh vegetables and meat was up 1,000%, 888% 
and 600% respectively. As a result, incidence of illness dropped. Enrolment and 
attendance, especially among female students, in schools improved 

▪ It resulted in more equitable development. On receiving the payments, marginalised 
individuals began exercising agency within their households and the community 

▪ There were also cursory economic benefits as villagers worked harder than before, with a 
number of adults engaging in two economic activities. 

▪ Indebtedness decreased as the propensity to save increased over the pilot period. 
o International experience:- 
o Evidence from Indonesia and Peru shows that existing targeting methods in developing countries 

appear to deliver substantial improvements in welfare compared with universal programs because 
they can transfer much more on a per-beneficiary basis to the poor as compared with universal 
programs. 

However this system may not work well for India :- 
• Conspicuous spending especially by male beneficiaries 
• Moral hazard that can make people lazy and opt out of the labour market and cause labor market distortion 
• Gender disparity induced by cash where men are likely to exercise control over spending of basic income, 

which is not always in the case with other kind transfer like PDS 
• Stress on banking system for delivery of basic income and high fiscal costs involved. 
• If a basic income is introduced in addition to the two statutory income transfer schemes for food (Food 

Security Act) and wage jobs (MGNREGS) already in place, the government’s deficit will mount. 
Conclusion:- 

• Creating sustainable funding sources for it, whether by way of new taxes or by streamlining entrenched 
subsidies and incentives, will still be a challenge but need to be addressed. 
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Q) PMMVY dilutes the provisions of the NFSA act and increases the hardships of the 

pregnant women. Examine. (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

In a country like India where poverty is rampant and inequalities glare NFSA is an important 
legislation catering to the food security and nutritional security of the pregnant women. However 
PMMVY, which was introduced a few years back has diluted the provisions of the act. 

Directive word 

Examine- here we have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, and find out the causes or 
implications if any. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to dig deeper into the PMMVY and the NFSA and bring out the reasons as to 
how the former dilutes the provisions of the later and how it has increased the hardships of the poor 
pregnant women. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– mention that Under the National Food Security Act (NFSA) of 2013, every pregnant 
woman is entitled to maternity benefits of ₹6,000, unless she is already receiving similar benefits as 
a government employee or under other laws. 

Body- 

Discuss about the PMMVY in detail and discuss how it violates the NFSA in several ways. E.g 

First, the benefits have been reduced from ₹6,000 to ₹5,000 per child. Second, they are now 
restricted to the first living child. Third, they are further restricted to women above the age of 18 
years.; The scheme largely defeats the purpose it is supposed to serve because first-order births 
account for only 43% of all births in India; The application process is cumbersome and exclusionary: 
a separate form has to be filled, signed and submitted for each of the three instalments; The 
compulsory linking of the applicant’s bank account with Aadhaar often causes problems; Further, 
the PMMVY provides little assistance to women who lose their baby, because the successive 
payments are made only if the corresponding conditionalities are met etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• Under the National Food Security Act (NFSA) of 2013, every pregnant woman is entitled to maternity benefits 
of Rs. 6,000, unless she is already receiving similar benefits as a government employee or under other laws.  

Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana (PMMVY) violates the NFSA in several ways:- 
• The benefits have been reduced from 6,000 to Rs. 5,000 per child. 
• The benefits are now restricted to the first living child. 
• The benefits are further restricted to women above the age of 18 years. 
• The scheme largely defeats the purpose it is supposed to serve: according to a recent analysis, it excludes 

more than half of all pregnancies because first-order births account for only 43% of all births in India.  
• Application process is cumbersome and exclusionary: a separate form has to be filled, signed and submitted 

for each of the three instalments, along with a copy of the applicant’s mother-child protection card, her 
Aadhaar card, her husband’s Aadhaar card, and the details of a bank account linked to her Aadhaar 
number. The compulsory linking of the applicant’s bank account with Aadhaar often causes problems. 

• The PMMVY provides little assistance to women who lose their baby, because the successive payments are 
made only if the corresponding conditionalities are met. 

• The amount of money given to women in the informal sector under the PMMVY falls far short of what women 
in the formal sector get under the Maternity Benefits Act.  

How to address this? 
• Companies are less likely to discriminate against women if government shares the cost. The 2018 ILO report 

emphasises the need for government to share at least 2/3rds of maternity benefits costs. 
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• Parental leave :- 
o It is better to give paternity leave or non-transferable quotas of parental leave. Nearly 55% countries 

recognise father’s role and give paternity leave in varying degrees. 
o Matching paternity and maternity leave would create a level playing field by reducing employer 

discrimination. 
o Iceland grants 9 months of parental leave with 3 reserved for the mother, 3 for the father, and 3 to be 

shared between them. 
• Offering flexible work time for both sexes can help with work-life balance. 
• Facilities :- 

o Providing good crèches and childcare centres, not just for care but also for early childhood 
development, is crucial. 

o SMEs located in close proximity could pool resources for creating crèches, rather than each creating 
its own. This would benefit women across all sectors, formal and informal. 

o in Japan, government’s expansion of high quality childcare centres significantly increased women’s 
work participation 

• Awareness:- 
o Media campaigns to change social norms, favouring childcare by fathers are essential. 
o There is a need for more comprehensive and gender-balanced alterations to the maternity benefit 

act. 
 

Q) India must offer unique services, not just depend on low-cost production. Comment in 

context of the Teacher-student ratios in India. (250 words) 

Indian express 
Indian express 

Why this question 

Low income countries in general and India in particular have a low teacher-student ratio and with 
the growing adoption of technology the role of teachers has changed. The article discusses the issue 
and in detail. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge about the teacher-student ratios in India and 
express our opinion as to why there is/ isn’t a need to bring uniqueness in teaching services. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  Low teacher-student ratios and the desired 
levels at school, college and university levels. 

Body 

Discuss what does such low ratio signify and hence teaching should not be pursued as a low cost 
service. E.g For students, this increasingly represses individuality — in curricula, teaching and 
examination methods. The lower down the education ladder, the more accentuated this is; But, as 
we move up the education ladder and progress towards jobs, we want some criteria to gauge the 
applicant’s individuality. However, since we have progressively reduced students to commodities, 
there is no option but to raise the bar or filter higher. Earlier, an undergraduate degree ensured 
differentiation. That role shifted to post-graduate degrees. In academia, that role later shifted to 
PhDs. Subsequently, it shifted to publications. Still later, it shifted to citations etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
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Background:- 
• India has improved quantitative indicators such as enrolment levels, completion rates and other physical 

infrastructure which includes construction of school buildings/classrooms, drinking water facilities, toilet 
facilities and appointment of teachers at elementary school level. 

• However low income countries in general and India in particular have a low teacher-student ratio and with 
the growing adoption of technology the role of teachers has changed. In order to achieve good education 
levels the minimum accepted ratios of teacher: student are 35:1 at primary,30:1 at secondary and 10:1 at 
higher education. 

Teacher student ratio in India needs to be maintained and importance of teaching should not reduce :- 
• Student/teacher ratios are generally lower in relatively rich countries and higher in relatively poor countries. 
• Students individuality in curricula, teaching and examination methods is increasingly repressed. The lower 

down the education ladder, the more accentuated this is. 
• Teachers have also been reduced to commodities with advancement in technology. India is resorting to ICT 

for education through portals like Swayam, Swayam prabha, Diksha etc. 
• It is forgotten that teaching is an example of a service as interaction in classrooms becomes a learning process 

rather than a passive one which is visible with technological lessons. 
However technology might be helpful as a teaching tool in the following situations :- 

• When teachers are not accessible for instance in rural areas and where the quality of education is abysmal. 
• For the learning of additional knowledge . 

Conclusion :- 
• Therefore the importance of the teachers should not be neglected and technology should only complement 

teaching rather than becoming an alternative. 
 

Q) Some authors have defined e-Governance as the e-business of the state. Do you agree. 

Comment. (250 words) 

Reference 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding about the concept of e-
governance and express our opinion as to whether it is simply the e-business of the state, or not. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction- write a few introductory lines about the  e-gov. E.g e-Governance is in essence, the 
application of Information and Communications Technology to government functioning in order to 
create ‘Simple, Moral, Accountable, Responsive and Transparent’ (SMART) governance. 

Body- 

Discuss the connection- similarities as well as differences between the e-business and e-governance. 
E.g Business corporations have discovered over the last few decades that information technology 
can make the value chain more efficient and lead to quality improvements and cost savings; 
Similarly, Governments have discovered that information technology can make the provision of 
services to the citizen more efficient and transparent, can save costs and lead to a higher level of 
efficiency; he purpose of implementing e-Governance is to improve governance processes and 
outcomes with a view to improving the delivery of public services to citizens;  both e-Governance 
and e-business use similar technologies, infrastructure and hardware etc. 

Conclusion- based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• E-governance is the application of ICT in government functioning to bring in SMART governance implying: 
simple, moral, accountable, responsive and transparent governance. 

• E-governance is used in a broad sense involving the use of ICTs in public administration (both within the 
government and its external interactions) where the sovereign is involved as a party. 
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E-Business:- 
• E-business is a term used to describe businesses run on the Internet, or utilizing Internet technologies to 

improve the productivity or profitability of a business. In a more general sense, the term may be used to 
describe any form of electronic business that is to say, any business which utilizes a computer. 

E-governance is the e-business of the state:- 
• This seems appropriate as both e-Governance and e-business use similar technologies, infrastructure and 

hardware. 
• Business corporations have discovered over the last few decades that information technology can make the 

value chain more efficient and lead to quality improvements and cost savings 
• Similarly, Governments have discovered that information technology can make the provision of services to the 

citizen more efficient and transparent, can save costs and lead to a higher level of efficiency 
However the market models are widely different thus justifying e-Governance as a separate area of research:- 

• Although there are many definitions of e-Governance, the objectives of governments are 
indisputable: maintaining collective security, administering justice, providing the institutional infrastructure 
of the economy and ensuring that vital social capital is enhanced through improvements in health and 
education and through strong families and communities 

• A more comprehensive definition of e-Governance proposes changes of government in two related aspects: 
1) transformation of business of governance i.e. reducing costs, improving service delivery and 
renewing processes 
2) re-examination of the functions and processes of democracy itself . 

▪ The resulting impacts are reduced costs, lesser corruption, increased transparency, revenue 
growth and convenience for the citizenry 

o The purpose of implementing e-Governance is to improve governance processes and outcomes with 
a view to improving the delivery of public services to citizens. 

 

Q) The government has recently rolled out a national strategy for artificial intelligence (AI) 

and identified five sectors (health care, agriculture, education, infrastructure and 

transportation) for  GBits adoption. Examine the usefulness of AI for these sectors ? (250 

words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

The government including the prime minister has placed much great emphasis on the transformative 
potential of AI and consequently has rolled out the National strategy for AI targeting sectors as 
highlighted in the question above. Understanding the impact of AI in these sectors is thus important 
for mains. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain about the National strategy for AI in the introduction and 
thereafter bring out how AI can be useful in the sectors as highlighted in the question. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – explain about AI and the National strategy for AI. 

Body 

Discuss about how AI can help in the 5 sector 

• Health – AI-based tools to detect outbreaks ahead of time and facilitate accurate and 
efficient intervention strategies. In India, a similar predictive tool and an underlying system 
that can integrate data from hospitals, can predict, stop and take preemptive measures for 
future surveillance, safety and follow up in case of outbreaks of dengue or Nipah virus. 
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• Agriculture – predicting weather successfully and, therefore guidance, in what to grow and 
what price they can expect. Additionally, such tools can help farmers monitor soil health, 
mine historical weather data including satellite imagery, predict the price of agricultural 
products and maintain supply-chain efficiency. 

• Education – introduction of tutoring apps, which use data to provide better support and 
information for students, have replaced the dependency of students on their parents and 
teachers for guidance and tuitions. Etc 

Conclusion – based on the usefulness of AI in the sectors give an overview of how useful AI can be 
for the country. 

National strategy for artificial intelligence :- 
• The National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence published by NITI Aayog narrates the different pain points and 

key challenges involved in implementing Artificial Intelligence in India. It has also tried to touch upon many 
sectors where AI can play a significant role in bringing India to the forefront of AI revolution. 

Artificial intelligence and healthcare :- 
• With AI nation-wide uniform and centralised data-deposition system is possible. This can be incorporated 

under the recently announced National Health Policy, 2017 and has the potential to significantly change 
patient diagnosis and treatment, and aid in preventive health management. 

• For example, using mobile phones with a camera, patients in villages can send their eye images to 
ophthalmologists who can confirm the diagnosis and recommend, if required, immediate clinical intervention. 

Artificial intelligence and education :- 
• It can also improve access and quality of education. 
• To tackle school dropout, the Andhra Pradesh government has partnered Microsoft to identify   those likely to 

drop out. 
Artificial intelligence and agriculture:- 

• Helps in predicting weather successfully and, therefore guidance, in what to grow and what price they can 
expect. 

• It can help farmers monitor soil health, mine historical weather data including satellite imagery, predict the 
price of agricultural products and maintain supply-chain efficiency. 

• AI has real potential to aid farmers in selecting the right animals for breeding and, thereby, increasing milk, 
egg, and meat production. 

• NITI has partnered IBM to develop AI-enabled yield-prediction and real-time advisory to the farmer on 
productivity, pest-warning, etc, using data gathered from remote-sensing satellites, soil health cards, IMD etc 

Artificial intelligence and infrastructure and transportation:- 
• It can help build efficient infrastructure for the increasing urban population.  
• Develop smarter and safer modes of transportation to address traffic and congestion problems.  
• AI could create jobs in the country that would be higher than the number of jobs becoming redundant due to 

innovation in technology. 
Concerns / Challenges  

• Lack of broad based expertise in research and application of AI.  
• Absence of access to intelligent data.  
• High resource cost. 
• Low awareness for adoption of the technology. 
• Privacy and security issues.  
• Shortage of skilled manpower.  
• Indian technical universities are not doing enough to strengthen the AI ecosystem unlike their global 

counterparts. 
Way forward:- 

• The government must put in place proper checks and balances against AI’s misuse through legally enforceable 
and long-term policy guidelines, and a regulatory framework. 

• By making national data centres for sensitive human data with a robust policy on data collection, use, 
inference, privacy, release and security, AI-based tools can enhance the growth and access to technology 
related to patient data and prevent misuse of personal data by private individuals, government and 
corporations. 

• The strategy should strive to leverage AI for economic growth, social development and inclusive  
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• To truly harness AI’s transformative potential, India must address its lack of expertise in AI research and 
application.  

• The government must address privacy and data security concerns on a war-footing.  
• India must foster AI innovations and set up AI-friendly infrastructure to prepare India’s job and skill markets 

for AI-based future. 
• Banks may look at using AI for enhancing customer experience, security, and risk management. 

 

Topic-  Mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of these 

vulnerable sections 

Q) Critically examine why the recently passed Transgender bill fails to address the 

systemic discrimination faced by transgenders in India. (250 words) 

Indianexpress 

Why this question 

The bill had been pending since a long time and was recently passed by the Lok Sabha. The provisions 
of the bill have been criticized on various fronts. It is essential to analyze the bill in detail and bring 
out its shortcomings. 

Directive word : 

Critically examine- here we have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, and find out the 
causes or implications if any. based on our discussion we have to form a concluding opinion on the 
issue.   

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to dig deep into the issue and bring out as the reasons as to why  the recently 
passed Transgender bill has failed to address the issues regarding discrimination faced by the 
transgenders in India. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  Transgender people passed by the LS 
recently. E.g the objectives of the bill includes protecting interests of transgenders, defining of the 
term ‘transgender’, to give them recognition and setting up of a national transgender council. 

Body- 

Discuss the pros/ positive points about the bill. E.g The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) 
Bill, 2016 seeks to empower the transgender community by providing them a separate identity; The 
bill proposes to setup a National Transgender Council to look after the interests and grievances of 
the transgender community etc. 

Discuss the limitations/ deficiencies of the bill. E.g there are several laws in the country and it is not 
clear how these laws including the Companies Act would be applied to transgenders; Adequate 
attention has not been given in drafting this bill; the definition of transgenders is not complete and 
that other terms such as transmen and transwomen are not defined. The bill fails to define 
discrimination against transgenders; there is no clarity on the term “self perceived gender identity” 
and “how it will be enforced” etc. 

Conclusion- based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) conducted the first-ever nationwide survey of the transgender 
community in India and found that 92% of the people belonging to the community are subjected to economic 
exclusion. 

• The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016 aims at defining the transgender people and 
prohibiting discrimination against them. This bill was passed with 27 amendments in the Lok Sabha recently. 
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Transgender bill :- 
• Definition of transgender :- 

o The new definition terms a transgender person as one whose gender does not match the gender 
assigned to that person at birth and includes trans-men or trans-women, persons with intersex 
variations, gender-queers, and persons having socio-cultural identities. 

• The Bill aims to stop discrimination against a transgender personin various sectors such as education, 
employment, and healthcare. It also directs the central and state governments to provide welfare schemes for 
them. 

• The Bill states that a person will be recognised as transgender on the basis of a certificate of identity issued 
through the district screening committee. This certificate will be a proof of identity as transgender and confer 
rights under this Bill. 

Constraints in the bill :- 
• Government, however, has refused to address two major issues – decriminalising homosexuality under 

Section 377 that directly concerns transgenders and reservation for transgender community in educational 
institutions and government organisations.  

• The right to self-determination of a transgender has been rightly recognized by the Supreme Court under right 
to life in Article 21 of the Constitution of India, but the objective means to achieve this has not been focused 
upon.  

• The appointment of the District Screening Committee is also against the NALSA judgement which recognized 
right to self-identity as an inalienable right under Article 21 of the Constitution of India 

• Similarly, the bill is silent in areas of health, affirmative action, and decriminalising activities that 
marginalised trans communities are compelled to undertake to eke out a living. There are also no penal 
provisions in the law to guard against the trans community being subjected to atrocities and to protect its 
members in prisons and juvenile homes. 

• Another shortcoming in the implementation which the Bill will face is lack of mechanism for representation of 
the transgenders. For example, as we have a National Commission for Women and for lower castes, a similar 
type of provision ought to be made here too. 

• Although the Bill may come into force, it may still not be effective due to lag in the authorities to act for the 
rights of the transgenders. 

• Further, some provisions of the Bill are also in conflict with the international conventions on transgenders. 
• Activists had objected to transgender persons not being defined properly and the Bill not having any 

provision for self-determination of gender. 
• The right of transgender persons to self-identification, instead of being certified by a district screening 

committee is demanded by activists. 
• The Bill has prescribed punishments for organised begging. Trans community isn’t begging because that’s 

what they want to do. Trans youth who don’t find jobs join begging due to systematic discrimination in 
education, job, and healthcare.  

• The Transgender Bill does not mention any punishments for rape or sexual assault of transgender persons 
as according to Sections 375 and 376 of the Indian Penal Code, rape is only when a man forcefully enters a 
woman. 

Way forward :- 
• The Bill must recognise that gender identity must go beyond biological. Gender identity is an individual’s 

deep and personal experience. It need not correspond to the sex assigned at birth. It includes the personal 
sense of the body and other expressions such as one’s own personal inducing proceeds. 

• Sensitising the workforce in protecting the rights and dignity of the community.  
• Leading voices from the community have called for vocational programmes in creative fields, a 

recommendation made by the Standing Committee too. 
• There is need for a comprehensive survey on the socio-economic status of the community. 
• Transgender welfare boards are needed in different States. 
• Transgender persons should take part in the national Census to generate accurate data. 
• Explicit policies on transgender-friendly registration and non-discrimination and healthcare workers need to 

be trained to provide non-judgmental care. 
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• Standing committee recommendations :- 
o Recommended re-drafting the definition of a ‘transgender person’ to make it inclusive and accurate; 

providing for the definition of discrimination and setting up a grievance redress mechanism to 
address cases of discrimination and granting reservations to transgender persons.  

• There is a requirement of special courts which can deal with the offences against transgenders speedily and 
effectively. 

• The Supreme Court has held that the right to self-identification of gender is part of the right to dignity and 
autonomy under Article 21 of the Constitution. However, objective criteria may be required to determine 
one’s gender in order to be eligible for entitlements. 

 

Q) The new law on rights of transgender fail to take into account the lived realities of the 

lives of transgenders. Discuss. (250 words) 

Financialexpress 

Why this question 

The bill had been pending since a long time and was recently passed by the Lok Sabha. The provisions 
of the bill have been criticized on various fronts. It is essential to analyze the bill in detail and bring 
out its shortcomings. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to bring out the details of the bill and examine its shortcomings and how it 
fails to address the issues in the lives of transgenders. 

Directive word 

Discuss – This is an all-encompassing directive – you have to debate on paper by going through the 
details of the issues concerned by examining each one of them. You have to give reasons for both 
for and against arguments. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – write a few introductory lines about the  Transgender people passed by the LS 
recently. E.g the objectives of the bill includes protecting interests of transgenders, defining of the 
term ‘transgender’, to give them recognition and setting up of a national transgender council. 

Body 

Discuss the pros of the Bill – The Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016 seeks to 
empower the transgender community by providing them a separate identity; The bill proposes to 
setup a National Transgender Council to look after the interests and grievances of the transgender 
community etc. 

Discuss how it ignores the lived realities of transgender people – 

• wever, retained only some of the recommendations and added a host of new problems. For 
instance, the definition of transgender persons includes intersex persons as well—persons 
with several variations of sex characteristics, including gonads, chromosomes, etc. The 
problem is that intersex persons can be comfortable with the gender assigned to them at 
birth but the new law forces them to be clubbed with transgender persons. 

• The law talks of a National Commission for Transgenders, but has nothing on membership 
structure, objectives, grievance redressal and other features of the commission. 

• completely negates the concept of self-identification as the touchstone of determining 
transgender identity, and instead relies on a physical examination for conferring legally 
recognised transgender identity to an individual. 

Conclusion – Give a fair and balanced opinion about the bill and discuss the way forward. 
Ans: Same as above 
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Q) The passage of the Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill, 2016 has been 

criticized by the very community it seeks to protect. Examine. (250 words) 

Reference 

Why this question 

The bill had been pending since a long time and was recently passed by the Lok Sabha. The provisions 
of the bill have been criticized on various fronts. It is essential to analyze the bill in detail and bring 
out its shortcomings. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to bring out the details of the Bill and discuss the reasons why the Bill has 
faced such criticism. Thereafter, we need to highlight the changes that are required and discuss way 
forward. 

Directive word 

Examine – When you are asked to examine, you have to probe deeper into the topic,  get into details, 
and find out the causes or implications if any . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – write a few introductory lines about the  Transgender persons bill passed by the LS 
recently. E.g the objectives of the bill includes protecting interests of transgenders, defining of the 
term ‘transgender’, to give them recognition and setting up of a national transgender council. 

Body 

Discuss the provisions of the bill and highlight the issues 

1. The Bill fails to legally recognise a self-defined gender identity – which is a cornerstone of 
the universal battle for transgender rights and has been recognised by the Supreme Court. 
In 2014, in National Legal Services Authority versus Union of India, the Supreme Court stated 
that a trans person could choose to identify as male, female or third gender. Explain that 
the Bill requires transgender persons to go through a district magistrate and “District 
Screening Committee” to get certified as a trans person. 

2. While the Bill prohibits discrimination, it does not explicitly include a definition of 
discrimination that covers the range of violations that transgender persons face. 

3. despite the Supreme Court in 2014 directing the government “to extend all kinds of 
reservations in cases of admission in educational institutions and for public appointments” 
to transgender persons, the Bill does not contain any provisions related to affirmative action. 

4. Criminalisation of anyone who “compels or entices a transgender person to indulge in the 
act of begging” increases the risk that transgender persons – many of whom have limited 
employment opportunities – will be criminalised because of misuse of the law, as has 
occurred in several instances. 

5. This Bill simply does not go far enough to protect transgender individuals who are subjected 
to abuses relentlessly, and with relative impunity. 

Discuss the changes required in the Bill to make it more constructive for the transgender population 

Conclusion – Give your view on the Bill and discuss way forward. 
Ans : Same as above 
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TOPIC: Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability, e-governance- application, 

models, successes, limitations, and potential; citizens charters, transparency & accountability and 

institutional and other measures. 

Q) Do you think that there is a need to make  international structures governing more 

democratic in the wake of rise of transnational conflicts . Comment. (250 words) 

The hindu 

Why this question 

The article discusses the growing number of international conflicts of business nature. It discusses 
why there is a need to make the associated international structures more democratic in this regard. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our knowledge and understanding of the growth of transnational 
conflicts. It wants us to express our opinion as to why there is a need to make the related 
international structures more democratic. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction- 

Write a few introductory lines about the  rise of MNCs and global tech companies like Facebook, 
Google, Uber etc. 

Body- 

Discuss the factors responsible for the growth and rise of transnational conflicts e.g Globalization 
and technological advances; growth of bilateral treaties of economic nature; claims of IPRs by 
foreign and multinational pharmaceutical companies etc. 

Discuss how they threaten the traditional democratic structures and notions. E.g issues that were 
earlier resolved within a sovereign state in accordance with its constitutional system have now 
acquired a transnational character; Whatever a country’s Constitution may say about the right to 
life and the right to health for its citizens, it will still be dragged before an international tribunal if it 
attempts to forestall or mitigate a public health crisis by lifting patent restrictions upon, for example, 
a life-saving drug; final decision is taken by a set of individuals who are beyond the structures of 
accountability that are established in democratic and constitutional states;  clashes between 
national regulatory authorities and the corporations that drive the new “gig economy”, such as Uber 
etc. 

Discuss how they could be made more democratic and accountable to the wishes of the people. E.g 
mention the need for an international progressive movement that mobilizes behind a vision of 
shared prosperity, security and dignity for all people, and that addresses the massive global 
inequality that exists, not only in wealth but in political power etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background :- 
▪ As world becomes more interconnected the conflicts among nations is on rise be it technological issues ,data 

protection, privacy, IPR issues, treaties and agreements etc . 
Rise in transnational conflicts:- 
▪ Globalisation and technological advances have led to rise of translational conflicts. 
▪ Bilateral treaties:- 

▪ India is facing legal claims from international investors in as many as 23 arbitration cases, before various 
tribunals. These claims arise out of bilateral investment treaties between India and other states. 

▪ One striking feature of such treaties is that they allow international investors (primarily MNCs) to initiate a 
dispute directly in an international tribunal, bypassing the state’s own constitutional system and its courts. 
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▪ Often, the disputes revolve around measures that were triggered by public health emergencies, economic 
crises or other matters directly involving public welfare which would therefore be permissible under the 
Constitution, but which a corporation believes have negatively impacted its financial interests. 

▪ IPR issues:- 
▪ Because of its attempts to make essential medicines affordable through amendments to its Patent Act, India 

has come under pressure from the U.S. and the European Union at the behest of prominent pharmaceutical 
companies 

▪ Indeed, in 2011, the EU seized shipments of life-saving Indian drugs that were being transported to Africa 
and Latin America, on the basis that it could apply its more restrictive patent and customs laws to goods in 
transit through its territory. 

▪ Clashes between national regulatory authorities and the corporations that drive the new “Gig economy”, such as 
Uber etc 

How they threaten the traditional democratic structures and notions. 
▪ Issues that were earlier resolved within a sovereign state in accordance with its constitutional system have now 

acquired a transnational character. 
▪ Whatever a country’s Constitution may say about the right to life and the right to health for its citizens, it will still 

be dragged before an international tribunal if it attempts to forestall or mitigate a public health crisis by lifting 
patent restrictions upon, for example, a life-saving drug 

▪ Final decision is taken by a set of individuals who are beyond the structures of accountability that are established 
in democratic and constitutional states 

▪ Bias:- 
▪ Present global bodies are blamed for having bias and democratic set up will leave no such scope and there 

will be greater accountability and confidence of the people as well. 
How they could be made more democratic and accountable :- 
▪ There is a need for an international progressive movement that mobilizes behind a vision of shared prosperity, 

security and dignity for all people, and that addresses the massive global inequality that exists, not only in wealth 
but in political power etc. 

 

Q) The Electoral Bond Scheme propagates corruption and inhibits the citizen’s capacity to 

meaningfully participate in political and public life. Comment. (250 words) 

The hindu 
The hindu 

Why this question 

Corruption is a critical issue in India and corruption in the one of the basic processes of democracy – 
electoral funding can be very dangerous. In this context it is important to discuss the Electoral bond 
Scheme and the impact it has on corruption and democracy. 

Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to express our opinion as to whether the newly introduced EBS propagates 
corruption and inhibits meaningful participation if the citizens in the democratic exercise, or not. We 
have to form our opinion based on a proper discussion and presentation of valid arguments and 
facts. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the  Electoral Bond Scheme. E.g The scheme 
permits not only individuals and body corporates, but also “every artificial juridical person,” to 
purchase bonds, issued by the State Bank of India, in denominations of ₹1,000, ₹10,000, ₹lakh, ₹10 
lakh and ₹1 crore, during specified periods of the year. Issued in the form of promissory notes, once 
a bond is purchased the buyer can donate it to any political party, which can then encash it on 
demand. 
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Body- 

Discuss how the scheme propagates corruption and hinders the capacity of the citizens to 
meaningfully participate in political and public life. E.g he scheme allows for complete anonymity of 
the donor. Neither the purchaser of the bond nor the political party receiving the donation is 
mandated to disclose the donor’s identity. Therefore, not only will, say, the shareholders of a 
corporation be unaware of the company’s contributions, but the voters too will have no idea of how, 
and through whom, a political party has been funded; the programme removes an existing condition 
that had prohibited companies from donating anything more than 7.5% of their average net-profit 
over the previous three years which means that even loss-making entities can make unlimited 
contributions. Additionally, the requirement that a corporation ought to have been in existence for 
at least three years before it could make donations — a system that was meant to stop shell concerns 
from being created with a view purely to syphoning money into politics — has also been removed; 
When the power of that vote is diluted through opacity in political funding, democracy as a whole 
loses its intrinsic value etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• The political funding mechanism developed over the last 70 years has faced widespread criticism as people do 
not get clear details about how much money comes, from where it comes and where it is spent. 

• Nearly 70% to 80% of the funds to the political parties are never reported and they are collected from 
unknown sources. 

 Electoral bonds scheme :- 
• Electoral bonds would be a bearer instrument in the nature of a promissory note and an interest-free banking 

instrument.  
• A citizen of India or a body incorporated in India will be eligible to purchase the bond. 
• Electoral bonds can be purchased for any value in multiples of Rs. 1,000, Rs. 10,000, Rs. 10 lakh, and Rs. 1 crore 

from any of the specified branches of the State Bank of India.  
• Electoral bonds for political funding can be purchased from SBI for 10 days in January, April, July and October. 
• The bond shall be encashed by an eligible political party only through a designated bank account with the 

authorised bank 
• The bonds will have a life of 15 days during which they can be used to make donations to registered political 

parties that have secured not less than 1% of the votes polled in the last election to the Lok Sabha or Assembly. 
• Every political party will have to file returns to the Election Commission on how much funds have been 

received. 
• Electoral bonds are essentially bearer bonds that ensure donor anonymity.  

How will the Bonds help? 
• The current system of cash donations from anonymous sources is wholly non-transparent. 
• The donor, the donee, the quantum of donations and the nature of expenditure are all undisclosed 
• According to government the system of Bonds will encourage political donations of clean money from 

individuals, companies, HUF, religious groups, charities, etc. After purchasing the bonds, these entities can 
hand them to political parties of their choice, which must redeem them within the prescribed time. 

• Some element of transparency would be introduced in as much as all donors declare in their accounts the 
amount of bonds that they have purchased and all parties declare the quantum of bonds that they have 
received. 

How it is not an improvement and it is not a logical solution for corruption :- 
• Analysts said the move could be misused, given the lack of disclosure requirements for individuals purchasing 

electoral bonds. 
• Black money :- 

o Electoral bonds make electoral funding even more opaque. It will bring more and more black money 
into the political system. 

• With electoral bonds there can be a legal channel for companies to round-trip their tax haven cash to a 
political party. 

o If this could be arranged, then a businessman could lobby for a change in policy, and legally funnel a 
part of the profits accruing from this policy change to the politician or party that brought it about. 

o These bonds share two characteristics with tax havens secrecy and anonymity. 
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• Electoral bonds eliminate the 7.5% cap on company donations which means even loss-making companies can 
make unlimited donations. 

• The requirement for a company to have been in existence for three years (paving the way for fly-by-night shell 
companies) is also removed. 

• Companies no longer need to declare the names of the parties to which they have donated so shareholders 
won’t know where their money has gone. 

• As for political parties, they no longer need to reveal the donor’s name for contributions above Rs. 20,000, 
provided these are in the form of electoral bonds. So a foreign company can anonymously donate unlimited 
sums to an Indian political party without the EC or the IT department ever getting to know. 

• They have potential to load the dice heavily in favour of the ruling party as the donor bank and the receiver 
bank know the identity of the person. But both the banks report to the RBI which, in turn, is subject to the 
Central government’s will to know. 

• Critics argue that such a solution pushes back decades of work to ensure that the electoral process is not 
captured by just the rich. 

Way ahead:- 
• According to Former Chief Election Commissioner S.Y. Quraishi an alternative worth exploring is a National 

Electoral Fund to which all donors can contribute. 
o The funds would be allocated to political parties in proportion to the votes they get. Not only would 

this protect the identity of donors, it would also weed out black money from political funding. 
• The best way to bring about such transparency in political funding is to put a complete ban on cash donations 

by individuals or companies to political parties.  
• Making it mandatory for all parties to receive donations only by cheque, or other modes of money transfer. 
• There should be clear provisions for getting tax benefits for all those making such donations. 
• Make it mandatory for political parties to submit details of all donations received with the Election 

Commission and also with the income-tax department. 
• State funding of political parties can be considered. 

 

Q) E-governance in not only about utilization of the power of new technology but also 

much about the critical importance of the ‘use value’ of information. Explain. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to examine the importance and relevance of e-governance as not only 
limited to use of technology in government functions but more to do with the importance of 
information and what we do with it. We have to analyze the statement in light of the various 
initiatives taken by the government under NeGP and how that utilizes information. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain what e-governance is. 

Body 

Emphasize that technology is only a facilitator for e-governance but the real purpose of e-
governance is the critical use value of information 

Thereafter, emphasize on the National e-governance plan and the steps taken thereunder and 
explain that technology acts as a facilitator but the important application of e-governance is the 
relevance of information that we get from e-governance. For instance, by updating court cases on 
judicial grid , one can get information about pendency of cases , and take steps to improve the status 
quo. 

Conclusion – Give your view on the relevance and importance of e-governance and discuss the way 
forward. 

Background :- 
• E-governance is the application of ICT in government functioning to bring in SMART governance implying: 

simple, moral, accountable, responsive and transparent governance. 
• E-governance is used in a broad sense involving the use of ICTs in public administration (both within the 

government and its external interactions) where the sovereign is involved as a party. 
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E-governance is about utilization of power of new technology :- 
• Initiatives by government like National optical fibre network, Digital India, Aadhar card, DISHA etc focus much 

on the technological aspect and digitization and less on governance. Participative and decentralised decision 
making is missing as the programmes initiated by government mostly follow top down approach. 

• E-RTI focused upon e-filing of RTI’s making it a quick and efficient process .But there has less focus on redressal 
of public grievances. 

• The networks like E-SWAN in states have been commended for connecting all government departments to 
websites. But websites are not uploaded regularly and this defeats the purpose of transparency, openness and 
accountability in governance. 

• Similarly national judicial data grid has not reduced pendency of cases. 
• Due to low digital literacy the real benefits of the initiatives do not reach the common man. 
• Lack of matured technicians: 

o There is lack of matured technicians in the country who can advice the government on 
technical grounds. A good technician will not only help the government to reduce the cost of 
installation, but will also be able to handle the technical problems easily.  

• Lack of qualified administrators: 
o There is a lack of qualified administrators in the country, who are not very techno-friendly. 

E-governance is much about the critical importance of the use value of information:- 
• Economic Survey in last two years used the information from various sources such as railway booking, GSTN 

returns, property tax returns, GIS Mapping etc. for conducting bigdata analytics to suggest new policy 
prescriptions. 

• It has been found that where ever enabling infrastructure has been provided E-governance has shown good 
results for instance Telangana government’s right to clearance act, Shram Suvidha portal ( labour reforms ), 
PRAGATI platform ( for cooperative federalism ), gov.in( participatory governance ). 

Way forward:- 
• In the absence of judicial reforms, periodic updation of citizen charter, administrative reforms in terms of 

business process restructuring ( 2nd ARC ), the E-governance will merely remain “E” without governance. 
• Government should adopt various other effective projects and initiatives to eradicate ICT  

illiteracy and emphasize on the need of digitalization.  
• An initiation towards setting up of number of computer centers and kiosks is needed and also  

training to people by setting up IT training centers in various parts of cities and villages. This will help in building 
an information based society. 

• The government should launch various awareness programs, which will help people to know the benefits of 
E-governance and will motivate them to accept the change.  

• Government should encourage technology rich countries and companies to invest in the Indian  
• Infrastructure is a crucial part of any country’s development. So, the government should work  

on improving ICT infrastructure by providing Electricity and good Internet connection.  
• Strategic framework for implementation of E-governance is needed. 
• It is important for the government to create a trust factor among the citizens by being consistent in taking 

feedback and undertaking corrective actions for the deviations. 
• Another important suggestion for the government is to hire highly professional technicians  

who can easily curb any technical issue and keep the system updated.  
• A support from the other political parties is also required to infuse E-governance in the system.  

 

Q) One of the neglected areas of reforms of India’s senior civil services relates to the 

rationalisation of its branching structure and the related debate of generalist vs specialist 

services. Comment. (250 words) 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to delve into the branching structure and division of India’s higher civil 
services into generalists and specialists, and express our knowledge and understanding of the issue 
and bring out the need for reforms in this aspect of civil services. 
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Directive word 

Comment- here we have to express our knowledge and understanding of the issue and form an 
overall opinion thereupon.  . 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a few introductory lines about the need for reform in India’s higher civil services. 
E.g need to reform method and mode of recruitment and selection, promotion and performance 
evaluation, tenure and stability, job security and time-bound promotion, lateral entry and equal 
opportunity etc. 

Body- 

Discuss the need rationalisation of its branching structure and the related debate of generalist vs 
specialist services. E.g  The periodic restructuring of individual branches has hardly achieved any 
objective goal with a long-term reform focus. Essentially, these exercises have been reduced to the 
rigmarole of inter-service comparison and then trying to ensure career/promotion prospects vis-à-
vis other branches, often resulting in increasing the size of the service/branch, and creating a 
redundant structure and superfluous posts, especially at the senior management level. The result 
has been that no meaningful or rational end has been achieved, to say nothing of visionary change; 
Further, as all these services have a theoretical parity with the IAS, the very different reality that 
actually prevails has a further dampening effect. A recent Government of India study itself has rightly 
identified that at the national level, the issue of IAS officers occupying most of the senior 
management-level posts is a cause of deep concern and resentment among other branches; mention 
that  in this era of highly dynamic social and economic challenges of our country, and also in light of 
the fact that these challenges are no less humongous or complex than they were at the time of 
independence etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• The civil services, as a professionally-managed cadre of bureaucrats, has evolved into one of the pivotal 
institutions of democratic India. It has even been identified as one of the important factors in the deepening 
of democracy and consolidation of the idea of India  

Neglected areas of reform:- 
• Issues with the present structure:- 

o The present organisation of civil service makes it instantly clear that it is a hotchpotch of one generalist 
branch and various kinds of specialist branches. Though all of these branches are in theory, treated at 
par in terms of career prospects, salary and perquisites, opportunity for growth, etc, the reality is quite 
different. This leads to further inter-service rivalries, competition, power politics and exploitation, 
resulting in all kinds of bureaucratisation and inefficiencies.  

• Restructuring and realignment of different branches:- 
o There is an institutional mandate and prescribed procedures for standalone restructuring of different 

service/branches periodically, to be carried out under the overall guidance and supervision of the 
Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT).However, this has rarely been done. The periodic 
restructuring of individual branches has hardly achieved any objective goal with a long-term reform 
focus. 

o Essentially, these exercises have been reduced to the debate of inter-service comparison and then 
trying to ensure career/promotion prospects vis-à-vis other branches, often resulting in increasing the 
size of the service/branch, and creating a redundant structure and superfluous posts, especially at 
the senior management level. The result has been that no meaningful or rational end has been 
achieved. 

• A recent Government of India study itself has rightly identified that at the national level, the issue of IAS 
officers occupying most of the senior management-level posts is a cause of deep concern and resentment 
among other branches . 

o This only highlights the seriousness of the issue, where a large number of officers from various central 
Group “A” services (mostly non-IAS) forming as much as 80% of total group of civil servants are 
dissatisfied, frustrated and demotivated. 
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o Many of the officers from smaller and lesser-known service branches are demotivated and frustrated 
by the lack of opportunity, limited exposure and poorer career prospects, which are often accentuated 
by exercises of stand-alone cadre restructuring. 

• Another important issue is the neglect of “technical service branches” which manage many of the public 
service delivery and infrastructure provisions. 

o Most of these departments, especially in states, for instance, education, public engineering, public 
infrastructure, public health and medical services are again staffed by IAS officers at the top. The 
situation is similar at the central level in departments like energy, minerals and metals, shipping and 
transports, education, public healthcare, etc. This offers very little opportunity for bright technical 
specialists at the top, and breeds large-scale resentment and dissatisfaction.  

• Structure of the higher bureaucracy has hardly changed and reformed since independence, and it is a fair 
claim that perhaps the present structure of civil services and its branches do not represent the realities of 
India, and are poorly equipped to face the complex challenges of modern India. 

Way forward:- 
• Rationalised redesign, effected through a mix of mergers, abolitions, and reinvention and with specialised–

generalist branches responsible for broad domains of functions, appears to be the most suitable strategy for 
reform. 

• Structure where competent, professional, and suitable officers are given due recognition and responsibilities, 
irrespective of their service affiliation is the need of the hour. 

• Generalist conception, superimposed on the specialised knowledge and experience, is likely to be the best for 
leadership roles in various organisations, and the specialist service branches in India need to be restructured 
and redesigned along these lines. 

 

Q) What do you think is the importance of civil services for a democratic country like India. 

Discuss. (250 words) 

Reference 

Directive word 

Discuss- this is an all-encompassing directive which mandates us to write in detail about the key 
demand of the question. we also have to discuss about the related and important aspects of the 
question in order to bring out a complete picture of the issue in hand. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to write in detail about the role and importance of civil services for a country 
like India. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction- write a few introductory lines about the  Civil services in India. E.g 

Body- 

Discuss in points the role played by civil services in a democracy and try to connect them with Indian 
civil services. E.g 

• Role in Governance 

• Role in provision of public goods and services 

• Economic policy improvement and implementation 

• Role in fiscal sustainability 

• Role in institutional development 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 

• In the process of governance, which involves several set of activities to deliver effective services to people, 
civil service plays a pivotal role in providing shape to policies that reflect people’s needs and put their 
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suggestive, analytical and informative roles to implement the policies. It is recognized that civil service plays a 
crucial role in all societies whether developed or developing. 

Importance of civil services for a democracy like India :- 
• Stability:- 

o It is widely recognised that the civil services have contributed to stability in terms of maintenance of 
peace, the conduct of fair elections, managing disasters and the preservation of the unity of the 
nation, providing stability and maintaining order in a vast country prone to various conflicts ethnic, 
communal, regional etc. 

• Facilitating democracy:- 
o The civil servants play a vital role in maintaining the democratic ideals by assisting their political heads 

(Ministers) in policy making function and in implementing the policies made.  
• Governance: – 

o A necessary, but not sufficient, condition for good governance is a skilled, motivated and efficient civil 
service with a professional ethos. By contrast, a bad civil service is a sufficient condition to produce 
bad governance. 

• Public goods and services:- 
o Access to public services and their quantity and quality largely depend on the skills and motivation of 

the public employees who provide the services or oversee their delivery. 
• Economic policy improvements: 

o Whereas some reforms will require political will but little administrative support, others depend on 
competent and motivated government personnel. Well-formulated policies have failed without the 
right personnel to implement them. 

• Management of public expenditure and revenue: 
o The civil service is critical for the responsible management of public expenditure and revenues. In its 

turn, such responsible management requires the provision of sustainable employment opportunities 
for competent and motivated personnel. 

• Fiscal sustainability: 
o The civil service can help maintain the sustainability of public finances. A well-chosen combination of 

measures affecting the number of employees and their salaries can improve the effectiveness of the 
government apparatus while also reducing its cost. 

• The scientific and technological development:- 
o They have led to revolutionary changes in transportation and communication system. The invention 

of telephone, telegraph, railways and airways has made big government and large scale administration 
possible. 

 Issues:-  
• It has been pointed out that the Civil Service in India is more concerned with the internal processes than with 

results. 
• The systemic rigidities, needless complexities and over centralization in the policy and management structures 

within which the civil service functions are too complex and often too constraining. 
• Rigid organization structures and cumbersome procedures. 
• Elitist, authoritarian, conservative outlook 
• Bureaucrats fulfil segmental roles over which they have no control. Consequently, they have little or no 

opportunity to exercise individual judgment. 
• The requirement that a bureaucrat should follow the principles of consistency and regularity automatically 

limits his capacity to adapt to changing circumstances. 
• The general rules which may take for overall efficiency produce inefficiency and in justice in individual cases. 
• Civil service difficulty to cope with uncertainty and change is a key limit on its efficiency 

Reforms needed:- 
• The development work needs some flexibility from a strict observance of rigid rules and regulations. Rigid rule 

bound bureaucracies should be changed into flexible and action oriented. 
• Reforms are required in the field of recruitment of civil servants so that right people could be recruited who 

can ensure smooth functioning of democracy. 
• Training of civil servants should be able to bring about behavioural and attitudinal changes. 
• Administrative procedures, rules and regulations need to be simplified so that red tapism could be minimized 
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• Adoption of modern management techniques such as management by objectives to elimination of corruption 
so as to secure clean, honest, impartial and efficient administration creation of new work culture and 
encouraging creativity. 

 

Q) In recent years, a lot of effort has been put into technological initiatives like 

digitalization. Analyze how it can help in improving transparency and governance with 

examples ? (250 words)  

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to bring out how digitalization would help in improving transparency as well 
as governance. We also need to provide examples of government schemes and programmes which 
can help in improving governance and transparency. 

Directive word 

Analyze – When asked to analyze, you  have to examine methodically the structure or nature of the 
topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight that the current government has taken us on the path of digitalization 
through Digital India etc 

Body 

Explain how by bringing digitalization, transparency and governance improves. 

Give examples of e-governance initiatives like mygov.in which enhance interaction between citizens 
and government, discuss about the pillars of digital India and how focus is on better service delivery 
for citizens, discuss the role of JAM in curbing corruption etc 

Discuss what more can be done to further improve transparency and governance 

Conclusion – emphasize on the role of technology in improving governance and the significant 
strides that we have taken in recent years. 

Background:- 
• Backed up by initiatives like Make in India, Digital India and Startup India, the nation is at the cusp of a big 

transformation towards digitization. 
How digitalisation improves transparency and governance:- 

• Digitisation embodied in manufacturing and services improves efficiency, total factor productivity, spill-over 
effects, transparency and accountability. For example, e-commerce has improved logistics and supply chains; 
digital payment services have provided flexibility and transparency; digital identification services have enabled 
de-duplication and prevention of fraud; and digital learning platforms have augmented literacy. 

• Objectivity of E-Governance is to provide better services to customers. 
o E-Governance would solve the queries of people without the need of people going to the government 

offices, to get their queries solved. 
o This is in addition to the area of e-Kranti where the services of government departments would be 

electronically delivered. 
o Another benefit that can be enjoyed by the public is the access to all information regarding important 

policies that the government brings into action. This includes the usage of Right to Information Act, 
with Internet as the sole source. 

• The other areas which shall get a boost with this project are facilities of e-health, e-education with better 
cyber security. National Optical Fiber Network is being stretched which is to provide internet to the people in 
areas where it hasn’t reached yet. Also, the villages shall be provided with high broadband speed in the days 
to come under this move. This sends clear cut signals regarding the intentions of the government to bring 
transparency in its functioning 

• Transparency 
o If the transactions are digital, the consumers are known to the banks, leading to transparency in the 

system 
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o Digitization can help agencies progress faster toward policy goals by helping to create a frictionless 
government.  

Constraints remain:- 
• Lack of Literacy and Knowledge: 

o India currently has the largest illiterate population. This literacy rate is the reason that acts as a 
challenging task for the government to implement digitization in the country.  

• Inequality of Income: 
o Inequality of Income plays an important role in proving as a challenge of digitization Imbalance of 

income will act as a major challenge for the government 
• Corruption: 

o Corruption is the root cause for the need of digitization in India. High level of corrupt  
practices in some public services in India is an obstacle for digitization in India. 

• Resistance to Change : 
o There are people in the country who will welcome the implementation of e-governance, while on the 

other hand some would like to continue in the way the system had been working.  
• Reliability of web: 

o The vulnerability to cyber crimes will raise the question of privacy issues in the mind of the public. 
There have been incidents in the past where the data collected got completely lost because of the 
unpredictable problems of the system. Such incidents can erode trust and user confidence in 
government systems.  

• Higher Investments: 
o According to the data collected, India is spending about 3% of GDP to bring this information of web-

based system. To introduce something that involves high cost is one of the prohibiting factors that 
come across digitization. 

• Lack of matured technicians: 
o There is lack of matured technicians in the country who can advice the government on 

technical grounds. A good technician will not only help the government to reduce the cost of 
installation, but will also be able to handle the technical problems easily.  

• Lack of qualified administrators: 
o There is a lack of qualified administrators in the country, who are not very techno-friendly. 

• Connectivity to backward areas: 
o Many parts of India are still not connected very well. The connectivity of digitization to these areas 

will be challenging task for the government.  
• Frequent changes in technology: 

o The digitization depends on technology so it will be a challenge for the government to keep pace with 
every changing technology. There may be chances of the system to fail, if the technology is 
not updated. 

• Fear of meeting up the expectations: 
o Though the government may try to give its best to the public, there are chances that the government 

may not meet up the expectations of the public. 
How to increase transparency and governance :- 

• Governments need to be in line with businesses when it comes to using technology. They can use it to 
streamline their processes and improve interactions with their citizens. Digital solutions, including a digital 
core, can create better integrated, more efficient systems—the kind of systems that help governments 
transform and deliver better outcomes for their constituents. 

• Government should adopt various other effective projects and initiatives to eradicate ICT  
illiteracy and emphasize on the need of digitalization.  

• An initiation towards setting up of number of computer centers and kiosks is needed and also  
training to people by setting up IT training centers in various parts of cities and villages is  
This will help in building an information based society. 

• The government should launch various awareness programs, which will help people to know  
the benefits of digitisation and will motivate them to accept the change.  

• Government should encourage technology rich countries and companies to invest in the Indian  
• Infrastructure is a crucial part of any country’s development. So, the government should work  

on improving ICT infrastructure by providing Electricity and good Internet connection.  
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• Strategic framework for implementation of digitisation is needed. 
• It is important for the government to create a trust factor among the citizens by being consistent in taking 

feedback and undertaking corrective actions for the deviations. 
• Another important suggestion for the government is to hire highly professional technicians  

who can easily curb any technical issue and keep the system updated.  
• A support from the other political parties is also required to infuse digitisation in the system. 

 

Q) Critically analyze the role played by bureaucracy in facilitating ease of doing business 

in India ? (250 words) 

Indianexpress 

Why this question 

The article analyses the role played by civil servants in facilitating ease of doing business, one of the 
major policy aims of the current government. This question would help you in preparing for 
aforementioned topic in GS2. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to bring out the positive and not so positive role played by civil servants in 
facilitating reforms led to ease of doing business. Finally, we need to provide a fair and balanced 
opinion on the role played by civil servants and discuss the way forward. 

Directive word 

Critically analyze – When asked to analyze, you  have to examine methodically the structure or 
nature of the topic by separating it into component parts and present them as a whole in a summary. 
When ‘critically’ is suffixed or prefixed to a directive, all you need to do is look at the good and bad 
of something and give a fair judgement. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Highlight the improvement made in EODB rankings, and explain that apart from 
political commitment at the top, the role of bureaucracy has also been critical. 

Body 

Discuss the positive role played by bureaucracy in facilitating EODB 

• Secretary, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), who started a system of 
ranking states, leading to intense competition amongst them. 

• Further, DIPP did a detailed analysis and gave a list of as many as 340 parameters of reform. 

• At the state level, they worked as a team to issue government orders, take policy decisions 
and monitor implementation etc 

Discuss the limitations in the role played by civil servants 

• Despite having a common application form and online clearances in a time-bound manner, 
there remained a tendency to raise unnecessary issues and force the entrepreneur to visit 
the concerned government office. 

• Rent seeking behaviour etc also created issues 

Discuss how the reforms can be made to percolate down to the smaller cities and towns across India. 

Conclusion – Give your view on the role played by civil servants and discuss way forward. 
Background:- 

• India is ranked 77th among 190 countries by leapfrogging 23 ranks in World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business 
(EODB) 2018 rankings. This improvement should be welcomed as it will attract more investment, help the 
depreciating rupee, help towards structural reforms, boost entrepreneurship etc 

• Ease of doing business index has become a popular tool tracked by governments trying to show the world that 
they offer a favourable investment climate for private businessmen. 
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How bureaucracy contributes to ease of doing business:- 
• Higher bureaucracy has piloted reforms for India’s rank to improve in ease of doing business and is deeply 

committed to them. It was the Secretary, Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), who started 
a system of ranking states, leading to intense competition amongst them.  

• DIPP did a detailed analysis and gave a list of as many as 340 parameters of reform. 
• At the state level, they worked as a team to issue government orders, take policy decisions and monitor 

implementation etc 
Limitations in the role played by civil servants:- 

• Despite having a common application form and online clearances in a time-bound manner, there remained a 
tendency to raise unnecessary issues and force the entrepreneur to visit the concerned government office. 

• Rent seeking behaviour also created issues. 
• The investor may receive an NOC from the pollution control board, but faces constant harassment from 

frequent visits by pollution control officers to his plant 
Way forward:- 

• The mindset change can be brought about by repeated and rigorous training, linking the performance of 
officers with their positive contribution to reforms, and, also enforcing rules which minimise interference in 
business activity by predatory officers. 

 

Topic – Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting India’s 

interests 

Q) Despite sharing a congruence of values and democratic ideals, India and the EU have 

both struggled to build a partnership that can be instrumental in shaping the geopolitics 

and geoeconomics of the 21st century. Comment. (250 words)  

Reference 

Why this question 

European Union releasing its strategy on India after 14 years. Launching the strategy document, the 
European Union (EU) Ambassador to India, Tomasz Kozlowski, underlined that “India is on the top 
of the agenda of the EU in the field of external relations… this strategy paper reflects that EU has 
taken India’s priorities very seriously. We are ready for a joint leap.” The 2004 EU-India declaration 
on building bilateral strategic partnership, which this road map replaces, has not had much of a 
success in reconfiguring the relationship as was expected. Hence it is important to know about the 
status quo of India EU relations along with the impact of this strategy document. 

Key demand of the question 

The question expects us to explain the status of India EU relationship along with the impact of 2004 
EU-India declaration. Thereafter, it expects us to explain the new strategy document and how it will 
benefit India EU relations going forward. Finally, we need to provide a view of why good relationship 
between the two matters and how it is to be achieved. 

Directive word 

Comment – When you are asked to comment, you have to pick main points and give your ‘opinion’ 
on them based on evidences or arguments stemming from your wide reading. Your opinion may be 
for or against, but you must back your argument with evidences. 

Structure of the answer 

Introduction – Explain about the new strategy document and the 2004 declaration. 

Body 

Discuss the status quo of India EU relationship from an economic, political, strategic view point. 

Bring out the reasons behind limited progress in the relationship – dealing with the bureaucratic 
maze of EU, India also objected to the high moralistic tone emanating from Brussels. Where 
individual nations of the EU started becoming more pragmatic in their engagement with India, 
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Brussels continued to be big-brotherly in its attitude on political issues and ignorant of the 
geostrategic imperatives of Indian foreign and security policies. 

Explain how the strategy document released seeks to change that – The new strategy underscores 
a transformative shift in Brussels vis-à-vis India and talks of key focus areas such as the need to 
conclude a broader Strategic Partnership Agreement, intensifying dialogue on Afghanistan and 
Central Asia, strengthening technical cooperation on fighting terrorism, and countering 
radicalisation, violent extremism and terrorist financing. More significant from the perspective of 
the EU, which has been traditionally shy of using its hard power tools, is a recognition of the need to 
develop defence and security cooperation with India. 

Conclusion – Give your view on the future of the relationship and discuss way forward. 
Background :- 
▪ European Union has recently released its strategy on India after 14 years. The new document is sweeping in its 

scope and lays out a road map for strengthening the EU-India partnership. 
▪ It talks of key focus areas such as the need to conclude a broader Strategic Partnership Agreement, intensifying 

dialogue on Afghanistan and Central Asia, strengthening technical cooperation on fighting terrorism, and 
countering radicalisation, violent extremism and terrorist financing.  

Common factors :- 
▪ In this age when US is upending the global liberal order so dear to the Europeans, and China’s rise is challenging 

the very values which Brussels likes to showcase as the ones underpinning global stability, a substantive 
engagement with India is a natural corollary. 

▪ As the wider EU political landscape evolves after Brexit, and India seeks to manage the turbulent geopolitics in 
Eurasia and the Indo-Pacific, both recognise the importance of engaging each other. 

▪ There is widespread disappointment with the trajectory of China’s evolution and the Trump administration’s 
disdain for its Western allies is highly disruptive. At a time when India’s horizons are widening beyond South 
Asia and the Indian Ocean region, Brussels is also being forced to look beyond its periphery. 

▪ The EU will be part of the International Solar Alliance, and has invited India to escort World Food Programme 
vessels to transport food to Somalia. The two have been coordinating closely on regional issues. 

▪ India needs resources and expertise from the EU for its various priority areas, such as cybersecurity, 
urbanisation, environmental regeneration, and skill development. 

▪ Both are natural partners, based on principles of democracy, human rights, tolerance and internal diversity. 
▪ EU and India share the same values of democracy, human rights, fundamental freedoms and support the 

rules-based global order centred on multilateralism. 
▪ India was one of the first countries to develop relations with the European Union. The Joint Political Statement 

of 1993and the 1994 Co-operation Agreement were the foundational agreements for the bilateral partnership. 
▪ The EU is concerned about China flooding global markets with inexpensive steel and the strength of China’s 

relationship with EU member states themselves is heterogeneous, with China trying to make inroads into Eastern 
and Central Europe through infrastructure investments. This makes it vital for India to cement its bonds with 
the EU further. 

Issues faced by India and EU :- 
▪ EU continued to be big-brotherly in its attitude on political issues and ignorant of the geostrategic imperatives of 

Indian foreign and security policies. The result was a limited partnership which largely remained confined to 
economics and trade. 

▪ Even as the EU emerged as India’s largest trading partner and biggest foreign investor, the relationship remained 
devoid of any strategic content. 

▪ Though India did initially make a push for reviving the talks on EU-India bilateral trade and investment agreement, 
nothing much of substance has happened on the bilateral front. 

▪ Differences on intellectual property rights (IPR) 
▪ India fears that any commitment over and above the WTO’s intellectual property rights (TRIPS, or Trade-

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) will undermine its capacity to produce generic formulations 
▪ Further, data exclusivity measures (which allow pharmaceutical companies to exclusively retain rights to 

their clinical test results for a certain time period) would delay the production of generic medicines. That 
explains India’s strong opposition to the proposal. 

▪ EU is not granting “data secure” certification to India- a condition that facilitates the cross-border transfer 
of personal data, key to a number of companies services, especially in the IT industry.  
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▪ Trade in agriculture and food items:- 
▪ There is a fear that the EU dairy products will flood Indian markets if import duties are reduced. 
▪ India wants the EU to cut its agricultural subsidies while the EU has interests in India reducing its duties on 

dairy products, poultry, farm and fisheries. 
▪ Thus, both India and the EU have strong defensive interests with respect to agriculture and food items, 

which would be difficult to reconcile. 
▪ India wants a greater ease of movement of temporary skilled workers to provide services in the EU and the EU 

wanting greater market access for its automobiles and its wines and spirits. 
▪ There were efforts to harmonise rules on work permits and visas across the union, but they have met with 

limited success. Moreover, the recent surge in populist sentiments against immigration has reduced policy 
space for ceding ground on Mode 4. 

▪ The lack of political will on FDI in retail in India and lack of willingness to open Indian legal services for European 
law firms undermine India’s negotiating capacity on critical issues. 

▪ India’s automobile companies fear that reduced duties on cars under the EU-India BTIA will impact their market 
share and flood India with coveted European cars. Besides, European automakers will have no incentive to set up 
a local manufacturing base in India. 

▪ Disagreement on whether the protection of foreign investments will be part of the BTIA or dealt with in a stand-
alone treaty.  

▪ The EU is also seeking greater market access in the services sector, particularly banking, retail trade, 
telecommunications, legal and accounting services. 

▪ India has also expressed its opposition to the inclusion of sustainable development issues related to labour and 
environment under the proposed agreement. 

Way forward:- 
▪ Upgrade the yearly dialogue between the high representative/vice president of the EU and the Indian minister 

for external affairs to a regular strategic dialogue. 
▪ Establish regular bilateral, as well as trilateral dialogues on/with Africa, to discuss security, economic issues, as 

well as connectivity. 
▪ Intensify dialogue on Afghanistan and Central Asia in the appropriate settings. 
▪ Similarly, strengthening its IPR regime will help attract more FDI and aid R&D. India shouldn’t press on clauses 

like exhausting domestic legal remedies before proceeding for international arbitration under its investment 
rules. 

▪ The, EU, too needs to be flexible on its demand for TRIP+ rules that encourage ever-greening and hurt the cause 
of innovation. 

 

Q) Discuss the nine-point agenda put forward by India to deal with the issue of fugitive 

economic offenders. (250 words) 

Reference 
Reference 

Why this question 

India has been witnessing a series of high profile economic offenders escaping the country. It has 
put-forward a nine-point agenda to deal with the issue. It is therefore essential to discuss the agenda 
in detail. 

Directive word 

Discuss- this is an all-encompassing directive which mandates us to write in detail about the key 
demand of the question. we also have to discuss about the related and important aspects of the 
question in order to bring out a complete picture of the issue in hand. 

Key demand of the question. 

The question wants us to write in detail about the salient aspects of the nine-point agenda put 
forward by India in the recent G20 summit and how it wants to tackle the issue of fugitive economic 
offenders. 
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Structure of the answer 

Introduction– write a simple definition of an fugitive economic offender. E.g 

Body- 

Discuss in points the salient aspects of the nine-point agenda forwarded by India. E.g The agenda 
calls for cooperation in legal processes such as effective freezing of the proceeds of crime, early 
return of the offenders and efficient repatriation of the proceeds of crime; India suggested that the 
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) should be called upon to assign priority and focus to establishing 
international cooperation that leads to timely and comprehensive exchange of information between 
the competent authorities and financial intelligence units; India also advocated setting up of a 
common platform for sharing experiences and best practices including successful cases of 
extradition, gaps in existing systems of extradition and legal assistance, etc. 

Conclusion– based on your discussion, form a fair and a balanced conclusion on the given issue. 
Background:- 
▪ The programme for curbing the menace of fugitive economic offenders comes amid heightened efforts by India 

to apprehend a number of such offenders, including Vijay Mallya, Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi. 
Fugitive economic offenders :- 
▪ A fugitive economic offender is a person who has an arrest warrant issued in respect of a scheduled offence and 

who leaves or has left India so as to avoid criminal prosecution, or refuses to return to India to face criminal 
prosecution 

What did India put forward in the nine point agenda :- 
▪ India has presented a nine-point programme to take action against fugitive economic offenders at the ongoing 

G20 Summit in Argentina. 
▪ The agenda includes: 

▪ Strong and active cooperation among the G-20 nations. The document highlights the importance of 
cooperation in legal processes such as effective freezing of the proceeds of crime; early return of the 
offenders and efficient repatriation of the proceeds of crime should be enhanced and streamlined. 

▪ Joint efforts to be made by the G20 nations to form a mechanism that denies entry and safe havens to all 
fugitive economic offenders. 

▪ There is need for the effective implementation of the principles of the United Nations Convention Against 
Corruption (UNCAC) and the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organised Crime (UNOTC). 

▪ The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) should be called upon to assign priority and to focus on establishing 
international co-operation that leads to a timely and comprehensive exchange of information between the 
competent authorities 

▪ The FATF should be tasked to formulate a standard definition of fugitive economic offenders. 
▪ The FATF should also develop a set of commonly agreed and standardised procedures related to 

identification, extradition and judicial proceedings for dealing with fugitive economic offenders to provide 
guidance and assistance to G-20 countries, subject to their domestic law”. 

▪ There is need for setting up of a common platform for sharing experiences and best practices including 
successful cases of extradition, gaps in existing systems of extradition and legal assistance. 

▪ The G20 forum should consider initiating work on locating properties of economic offenders who have a tax 
debt in the country of their residence for its recovery. 
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